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PREFACE 

This manual has been developed in response to the wishes expressed by California law 
enforcement in a recently completed POST survey concerning pre~employment drug 
screening policies and practices. 

An attempt is made in the manual to cover the full range of legal, technical, and 
procedural issues that should be considered when instituting a pre~ernployment drug 
screening program. 

While the intent of the manual is to provide general guidance to those agencies that are 
preparing to implement such a program, the information provided should also prove 
useful for purposes of evaluating ongoing programs. 

We welcome your comments and suggestions. 

~ t:1kk-
NORMAN C. BOEHM 
Executive Director 
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INTRODUCTION 

Statement of PurpC)se 

A recent POST survey of California law enforcement agencies (see Appendix 1) 
indicated that there is much interest in pre-employment drug screening. Slightly over 
one-third of the responding law enforcement agencies reported having a drug screening 
program, and more than half indicated that POST should provide general information or 
guidelines to those agencies that wish to establish their own programs. 

These guidelines have been developed in response to the widespread interest expressed 
for guidance from POST in establishing pre-employment drug screening programs. They 
have been developed solely for pre-employment screening and do not address employee 
testing whether random, for reasonable suspicion, or post-accident. 

The purpose of these guidelines is to assist local law enforcement agencies in 
establishing pre~employment drug screening programs that are as cost efficient and 
legally defensible as possible. The merits of such a program will no doubt vary as a 
function of the characteristics of the local applicant pool, the financial and other 
resources of the agency, the presence or absence of pre-employment polygraph testing, 
etc. In addition, local regulations or collective bargaining agreements may place limits 
on instituting such a program. The purpose of this document is not to influence the 
decision to institute pre-employment drug screening, but rather to assist an agency once 
the decision has been made to conduct pre-employment drug screening. 

Concerned exclusively with pre-employment drug screening, these guidelines may be used 
to develop part of an agency's comprehensive substance abuse program. The U.S. 
Department of Labor recommends that a comprehensive program include: (1) a written 
substance abuse policy, (2) a supervisory training program, (3) an employee education 
and awareness program, (4) access to an employee assistance program (EAP), and (5) a 
drug testing program, where appropriate. More information on each of these areas can 
be found in the POST publication Substance Abuse Resource Manual (1988). 

National Institute on Drug Abuse 

~ Great deference is given throughout these guidelines to the National Institute on Drug 
Abuse (NIDA). NIDA is the federal agency under the Department of Health and 
Human Services responsible for developing scientific and technical guidelines for drug 
testing programs for fedf.raJ agencies. The issuance of the "Mandatory Guidelines for 
Federal Workplace Drug Testing Programs" on April 11, 1988 (see Appendix 2) 
established an industry standard that is widely and highly respected. Often cited for their 
defensibility, NIDA standards are referred to often throughout these guidelines . 

• 
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j)ruanization of the Guidelines 

These guidelines have been grouped in what is hoped will be a useful organization for 
the user agency. Following the "Introduction," is a brief discussion of legal issues, 
including court decisions and federal guidelines, concerning pre~employment drug 
screening. After the "Legal Considerations" section is the "Technical Issues" section 
which discusses some of the decisions that must be made concerning specimen collection, 
analytical methodologies, substances to be tested, choosing laboratories, etc. The next 
major section is titled "Procedural Issues" and addresses the logistics of moving 
applicants through drug screening in a secure, efficient manner. Following that section is 
the "Summary," then a "Glossary of Terms" with definitions of some of the applicable 
vocabulary, followed by the "Bibliography." Finally, supporting documents are assembled 
in the "Appendices" section. 
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LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS 

In the public !:iector, the principal grounds for challenging drug testing has been the 
Fourth Amendment which provides: 

The right of the people to be secure in their persons, 
houses, papers and effects, against unreasonable 
searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no 
warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported 
by oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the 
place to be searched, and the person or things to be 
seized. 

The U.S. Supreme Court issued two decisions in 1989 which considered the applicability 
of the Fourth Amendment to the testing of government employees for drug usage. In 
one case, Skinner v. Railway Labor Executives' Association (1989) 109 S. Ct. 1402, the 
court held that drug and alcohol testing of employees was reasonable under the Fourth 
Amendment even though there was no requirement of a warrant or a reasonable 
suspicion that any particular employee might be impaired. The Court concluded that the 
government's compelling interest in safety outweighed the employee's privacy concerns. 
In the second case, National Treasury Employees Union v. Von Raab (1989) 109 S. Ct. 
1384, the Supreme Court held that the U.S. Customs Service's drug testing program for 
its employees who transferred or promoted to a position involving (1) the carrying of 
firearms or (2) the interdiction of drug smugglers was reasonable under the Fourth 
Amendment. The program was reasonable despite the absence of a requirement for a 
warrant or individualized suspicion and was permissible because the government's 
compelling interests in public safety and in the integrity of U.S. borders outweighed the 
privacy interests of the workers subject to the testing. (The two cases discussed above 
are concerned with employees as opposed to applicants. However, Von Raab was 
concerned with employees who were required to undergo testing as part of an 
application process.) 

Since the seminal decisions in Von Raab and Skinner, lower federal courts have 
upheld government~compelled pre-employment drug testing of employee appliCants 
[International Brotherhood of Teamsters v. Dept. of Transportation, 932 F.2d 1292, 1307 
(9th Cir.1991) and Willner v. Thornhurg, 928 F.2d 1185, 1l93~1194 (D.C.Cir.1991)]. 
Thus, most likely the Fourth Amendment will not bar pre-employment drug testing of 
peace officer applicants. 

The recently enacted Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) makes it unlawful to 
discriminate in employment against a qualified individual with a disability and affects aU 
employers, including state and local government employers. The ADA, whose 
regulations are effective on July 26, 1992, protects prior drug users, but specifically 
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exempts current drug users from its protection and permits drug testing to determine 
current use. 

Section 1630.3 of the ADA regulations states that "[t]he terms 'disability' and 'qualified 
individual with a disability' do not include individuals currently engaging in the illegal 
use of drugs ... " 

Section 1630.3(b) of the ADA does not, however, exclude from the terms "disability" and 
"qualified individual with a disability," an individual who (1) has successfully completed a 
supervised drug rehabilitation program and is no longer engaging in the illegal use of 
drugs, or has otherwise been rehabilitated successfully and is no longer engaging in the 
illegal use of drugs; or (2) is participating in a supervised rehabilitation program and is 
no longer engaging in such use; or (3) is erroneously regarded as engaging in such use, 
bu t is not engaging in such use. 

With specific regard to drug testing, the ADA in Section 1630.16( c) reflects a general 
neutrality: 

(1) General policy. For purposes of this part, a test to determine the 
illegal use of drugs is not considered a medical examination. Thus, the 
administration of such drug tests by a covered entity to its job applicants or 
employees is not a violation of Section 1630.13 of this part. However, this 
purt does not encourage, prohibit, or authorize a covered entity to conduct 
drug tests of job applicants or employees to determine the illegal use of 
drugs or to make employment decisions based on such test results. 

Further elaboration of the ADA regulations is provided in the "Appendix to Part 1630-
Interpretive Guidance on Title I of the Americans with Disabilities Act." In reference to 
Section 1630.3, the appendix states (in part), 

Part 1630 provides that an individual currently engaging in the illegal use 
of drugs is not an individual with a disability for purposes of this part when 
the employer or other covered entity acts on the basis of such use. Illegal 
use of drugs refers both to the use of unlawful drugs, such as cocaine, and 
to the unlawful use of prescription drugs. 

Employers, for example, may discharge or deny employment to persons 
who illegally use drugs, on the basis of such use, without fear of being held 
liable for discrimination. The term "currently engaging" is not intended to 
be limited to the use of drugs on the day of, or within a matter of days or 
weeks before, the employment action in question. Rather, the provision is 
intended to apply to the illegal use of drugs that has occurred recently 
enough to indicate that the individual is actively engaged in sllch conduct." 
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With regard to drug testing and history of illegal drug use, the Appehdix states: 

Employers are entitled to seek reasonable assurances that no illegal use of 
drugs is occurring or has occurred recently enough so that continuing use is 
H real and ongoing problem. The reasonable assurances that employers 
may ask applicants or employees to provide include evidence that the 
individual is participating in a drug treatment program and/or evidence, 
such as drug test results, to show that the individual is not currently 
engaging in the illegal use of drugs. An employer, such as a law 
enforcement agency, may also be able to impose a qualification standard 
that excludes individuals with a history of illegal use of drugs if it can show 
that the standard is job~related and consistent with business necessity. 

At the state level, the principal potential limitation upon drug testing of public 
employees is the constitutional right of privacy, Article 1, Section 1 of the California 
Constitution. To date, there has been relatively little case law on whether or not public 
employee drug testing violates that right of privacy, and no definitive rulings from the 
California Supreme Court. Given this current situation, the legality of peace officer 
applicant drug testing under the state righ~ of privacy is uncertain. 

Once decided, two cases currently pending before the state Supreme Court most likely 
will have great impact on the law in this area: Hill v. NCAA (involving athlete drug 
testing) and Soroka v. Dayton-Hudson Corp. (involving pre-employment psychological 
screening). Among the issues raised in the pending cases are: (1) whether the state 
right of privacy requires that a procedure (such as drug testing) meet a compelling 
interest test or a mere reasonableness standard, and (2) whether employee applicants 
enjoy the same standard of protection under the right of privacy as employees. Pending 
resolution of these issues by the state Supreme Court, it remains an open question 
whether pre-employment drug testing meets state constitutional standards. 
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,}'ECHNICAL ISSUES 

Specimens, Analytical Method.ologies, 
and. Substances to be Tested 

Once an agency has made the decision to proceed with pre-employment drug screening, 
it must begin to grapple with a host of technical and procedural issues including which 
substances are to be tested? using what analytical methods? on what types of specimens 
collected? under what conditions? As mentioned previously, great deference is given 
throughout these guidelines to the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) on these 
matters. NIDA, under the Department of Health and Human Services is responsible for 
developing scientific and technical guidelines for drug testing programs for federal 
agencies. The issuance of the "Mandatory Guidelines for Federal Workplace Drug 
Testing Programs" on April 11, 1988 established an industry standard that is widely and 
highly respected. In fact, recent years have seen federal legislation proposed in both 
houses which would impose federal standnrds for drug testing in the private sector. 
Further, there is apparent widespread support a. lOng business and labor for a single 
federal standard that would apply to.illl employee drug testing and would be preemptive 
of any state laws. 

Given this encompassing trend, and given the realization that the NIDA guidelines 
should not be considered "immutable," much less perfect, NIDA itself recently (1990) 
sponsored a Consensus Conference to assess its guidelines and to develop 
recommendations for change. Participants in the Consensus Conference included 
politicians and government officials, representatives of business, industry and lahor, as 
well as laboratory scientists and physicians. Their recommendations will also be cited 
throughout these guidelines. 

Specimens 

For a number of reasons, NIDA states that urine continues to be the best specimen for 
analysis in the context of detecting drug use related to employment. 

While analyses of blood for drugs may potentially provide more specific indication of 
drug impairment, blood analysis generally requires more sophisticated techniques of 
analysis, is'more invasive to obtain, and requires more trained personnel to obtain. For 
these reasons, it is less suitable for use in mass screening such as would be required for 
pre-employment purposes. However, of those agencies with drug screening programs in 
place that responded to the POST survey, almost 23% reported collection of blood 
specimens, presumably with satisfactory results. If an agency should choose to collect 
blood samples rather than urine, the same testing methodologies can generally be used 
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(though blood samples must be first prepared for testing by the laboratory) and the same 
security precautions would apply; however, the cost for processing blood samples is • 
higher than for urine. 

Saliva and hair are among the easiest to obtain samples. However, though drugs can be 
dctcctc<.l through both samples, because of incomplete knowledge and lack of scientific 
data, neither are recommended by NIDA for mass screening. The following statemem is 
from the 1990 NIDA Consensus Report resulting from its Consensus Conference: 

Saliva, a biological fluid generally collected from the parotid gland in the 
mouth has perhaps even more difficulties and variables than a urine 
specimen, and, therefore, may not provide any advantage other than 
convenience of collection. The biodisposition and kinetics of abused drugs 
in saliva are not well understood and therefore interpretation of analytical 
data cannot be made reliably. Recent rese;,lrch reports on the analysis of 
hair have clearly indicated that there is a great deal yet to be learned 
about the pharmacokinetics of drugs in hair and the adequacy of'hair as a 
specimen for drug and metabolite analysis. Drugs of abuse and their 
metabolites can be detected in hair but studies have raised many questions 
about the nature and specification of the hair sample, the dispositional 
kinetics and reproducibility of results from hair analysis. It is; therefore, 
too soon to adopt these alternative specimens because there is clearly 
insufficient, established data available, at present, for their use in mass 
screening. 

The NIDA Consenslls Conference also addressed the acceptable volume of urine needed 
for leMing. Current NIDA Guidelines require lIat least 60 milliliters." This requirement, 
however, bas resulted in some difficulties in the real world setting. Given this situation, 
the following recommendation was made: "A urine volume of 30ml should be an 
acceptable specimen volume, provided that it does not create any technical problems for 
the laboratory." 

Analytical Methodologies 

The NIDA Guidelines require an initial test and a confirmatory test for screening 
specimens. The initial screening and confirmatory methods must be based on different 
chemical principles or different chromatographic separations. 

Initial Test. The goal of the initial test (also known as a screening test) is to eliminate 
negative urine specimens from further consideration in a expeditious and inexpensive 
manner. For this purpose, NIDA recommends an immunoassay which meets the 
requirements of the Food and Drug Administration for commercial distribution (FDA 
approved). Specimens that do not test negative are considered presumptively positive . 
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Immunoassay tests work on the principle of competition between labeled (known) and 
unlabeled antigens (drugs) for binding sites on a specific antibody (a protein substance to 
which specific drugs or drug metabolites will bind). Two types of immunoassay are 
commonly used with urinalysis. They are radioimmunoassay (RIA) and enzyme 
immunoassay (EfA). Two commonly used forms each of these types of immunoassay 
tests are Abuscreen (a radioimmunoassay test) manufactured by Roche Diagnostics and 
Enzyme Multiplied Immunoassay Technique (EMIT), manufactured by Syva Company, 
and the most widely used enzyme immunoassay. A third type of immunoassay test is 
fluorescein polarization immunoassay (FPIA) which is the basis for Abbott Laboratories' 
TDxToxicology / Abused Drug Assays. 

Immulloassays can produce false-positive results because antibodies llsed in 
immunoassays can cross-react with related drugs and sometimes even with unrelated 
compounds. This makes confirmation of presumptively positive immunoassay results 
with an independent procedure imperative. For the confirmatory test, NIDA 
recommends using gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS). 

Confirmatory Test. The gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS) confirmatory 
test recommended by NIDA is often referred to as the "gold standard" in drug testing. 

Gas chromatography separates a substance into its component parts by using an inert 
gas, such as nitrogen or helium, as the moving phase to transport a vaporized sample of 
a drug through a glass column containing a coated packing. The column is stored within 
a tubing; when the components .leave the tubing, they enter into a detector that registers 
the presence of the component and its quantity. 

Mass spectrometry is based 011 the fact that molecules of known substances will exhibit 
characteristic spectra patterns when fragmented and that one fragmentation pattern is 
peculiar to one compound. Mass spectrometry can detect the presence of a substance 
and its concentration with great accuracy; however, the substance must be in pure form. 
Therefore, chromatography testing is needed as a preparatory step. 

When the efficient separating power of gas chromatography is combined with the high 
sensitivity and specificity of mass spectrometry, accuracy can approach 99 percent. POST 
survey results indicate that by far, GC/MS is the most widely used confirmatory test by 
California law enforcement agencies. 

Substanc~s to be Tested 

Currently, NfDA GuideHnes identify five drugs (or classes of drugs) for which specimens 
should he tested. Those drugs, along with recommended cutoff levels for both initial and 
confirmatory tests are indicated below. (See Appendix 3 for more information on drugs.) 
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Marijuana metabolites 
Cocaine metabolites 
Opiate metabolites 
Phencyclidine 
Amphetamines 

Initial 
test level 
(ng/ml) 

100 
300 
300· 

25 
1,000 

*25ng/ml if immunoassay specific for free morphine. 

Marijuana metabolite1 

Cocaine metabolite2 

Opiates: 
Morphine 
Codeine 

Phencyclidine 
Amphetamines: 

Amphetamine 
Methamphetamine 

Confirmatory 
test level 
(ng/ml) 

15 
150 

*300 
*300 

25 

500 
500 

1 Del ta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol-9-carboxylic acid. 
2Benzoylecgonine. 

NIDA considered incidence and prevalence of abuse of these drugs in the general 
population and also within the workforces of the Departments of Defense and 
Transportation as criteria for selecting these five drugs for testing. 

During the NIDA Consensus Conference, the addition of other drugs as well as revised 
cut-off levels for currently screened drugs were considered. Some of the Consensus 
Statements on these issues follow: 

• Additional drugs should be considered for inclusion in urine testing 
protocols when they can be justified as special problems in particular 
workplace environments. 

• Drugs that might be considered included the benzodiazepines, barbiturates, 
and other selected psychoactive agents. 
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With regard to revised cut-off values, the Consensus Conference issued the following 
recommendations: 

• Cannabinoids (delta-9-THC-acid) - reduce the screening cut-off from 100 
ng/ml to SOng/ml; the confirmation cut-off level should remain unchanged 
at lSng/ml. Cocaine (benzoylecgonine) - reduce the present screening cut
off level to 200 ng/ml and the confirmation level to 100 ng/mI. No 
changes are recommended for the opiates and phencyclidine. 

• For the amphetamine(s) a study should be undertaken to critically evaluate 
present data for the purpose of recommending lower cut-off levels for both 
screening and confirmation ... 

• All of the present cut-off levels should be retained until a careful 
laboratory evaluation of the recommended changes has been completed. 

Anabolic Steroids. The abuse of anabolic steroids, synthetic male hormones used to 
huild muscle tissue, is becoming of increasing concern to many law enforcement 
agencies. Detection of abuse through pre-employment drug screening, however, may not 
be the most effective and efficient method available. Steroids occur naturally in the 
body, and the laboratory test for detection is less reliable than are tests for other 
substances. In addition, the test is very costly. For these reasons, a more effective 
means of detection may be through the background investigation process . 
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Laboratories 

Selection of a reputable, highly accurate laboratory to analyze specimens is essential to • 
the success of a drug testing program. To ensure the highest level of laboratory accuracy 
possible for federal drug testing programs, NIDA in July of 1988 instituted a National 
Laboratory Certification Program under criteria established by the Mandatory Guidelines 
for Federal Workplace Drug Testing Programs, Subpart C. Among its stringent 
requirements, this program provides for periodic on-site inspections; every-other-month 
performance testing; requirements for laboratory personnel, chain of custody, security, -' 
documentation, storage, etc.; and of course, the capability (at the same laboratory site) to 
perform both initial immunoassays and confirmatory GC/MS tests. 

NIDA certified labs will also provide required chain of custody forms, specimen bottles 
and materials used to secure specimens, and may provide testing consent forms. 

Monthly, NIDA publishes the most recent information on laboratories certified under 
their National Laboratory Certification Program (see Appendix 4). There are currently 
eight laboratories in California that are NIDA certified. 

Another certification program is administered by the College of American Pathologists 
(CAP) 325 'Vaukegana Road, Northfield, Illinois 60093-2750. Currently there are five 
laboratories in California that are accredited under CAP's Forensic Urine Drug Testing 
Laboratories program. All five laboratories are also NIDA certified. 

Once again, because the selection of a laboratory is an essential element to the success • 
of the entire program, it is recommended. that a NIDA or CAP certified laboratory be 
chosen.! 

IT his recommendation does not, however, preclude the existence of non-certified laboratories that may have 
the experience and technical ability to conduct proficient forensic testing. 
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PROCEDURAL ISSUES 

In any successful drug screening program, procedures that ensure the integrity and 
security of the samples are critical. This section addresses such issues as collection site 
security, chain of custody, personal privacy, etc. Current practices in California law 
enforcement agencies are reported as well as recommendations from the model drug 
testing policy provided by the International Association of Chiefs of Police (see 
Appendix 5), and procedures recommended by NInA. 

NIDA Recommendations 

The Specimen Collection Procedures from the NIDA Guidelines, though lengthy, are 
particularly comprehensive and are worthy of review: 

2.2 Specimen Collection Procedures. 

(a) Designation of Collection Site. Each agency drug testing 
program shall have one or more designated collection sites which have all 
necessary personnel; materials, equipment, facilities, and supervision to 
provide for the collection, security, temporary storage, and shipping or 
transportation of urine specimens to a certified drug testing laboratory. 

(b) Security. Procedures shall provide for the designated collection 
site to be secure. If a collection site facility is dedicated solely to urine 
collection, it shall be secure at all times. If a facility cannot be dedicated 
solely to drug testing, the portion of the facility used for testing shall be 
secured during drug testing. 

(c) Chain of Custody. Chain of custody standardized forms shall be 
properly executed by authorized collection site personnel upon receipt of 
specimens. Handling and transportation of urine specimens from one 
authorized individual or place to another shall always be accomplished 
through chain of custody procedures. Every effort shall be made to 
minimize the number of persons handling specimens. 

(d) Access to Authorized Personnel Only. No unauthorized 
personnel shall be permitted in any part of the designated collection site 
when urine specimens are collected or stored. 

13 



(e) Privacy. Procedures for collecting urine specimens shall allow 
individual privacy unless there is reason to believe that a particular 
individual may alter or substitute the specimen to be provided. 

(I) Integrity and Identity of Specimen. Agencies shall take 
precautions to ensure that a urine specimen not be adulterated or diluted 
during the collection procedure and that information on the urine bottle 
and in the record book can identify the individual from whom the specimen 
was collected. The following minimum precautions shall be taken to 
ensure that unadulterated specimens are obtain and correctly identified: 

(1) To deter the dilution of specimens at the collection site, toilet 
bluing agents shall be placed in toilet tanks wherever possible, so the 
reservoir of water in the toilet bowl always remains blue. There shall be 
no other source of water (e.g., no shower or sink) in the enclosure where 
urination occurs. 

(2) When an individual arrives at the collection site, the collection 
site person shall request the individual to present photo identification. If 
the individual does not have proper photo identification, the collection site 
person shall contact the supervisor of the individual, the coordinator of the 
drug testing program, or any other agency official who can positively 
identify the individual. If the individual's identity cannot be established, 
the collection site person shall not proceed with the collection. 

(3) If the individual fails to arrive at the assigned time, the 
collection site person shall contact the appropriate authority to obtain 
guidance on the action to be taken. 

(4) The collection site person shall ask the individual to remove any 
unnecessary outer garments such as a coat or jacket that might conceal 
items or substances that could be used to tamper with or adulterate the 
individual's urine specimen. The collection site person shall ensure that all 
personal belongings such as a purse or briefcase remain with the outer 
garments. The individual may retain his or her wallet. 

(5) The individual shall be instructed to wash and dry his or her 
hands prior to urination. 

(6) After washing hands, the individual shall remain in the presence 
of the collection site person and shall not have access to any water 
fountain, faucet, soap dispenser, cleaning agent or any other materials 
which could be used to adulterate the specimen. 
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(7) The individual may provide his/her specimen in the privacy of a 
stall or otherwise partitioned area that allows for individual privacy . 

(8) The collection site person shall note any unusual behavior or 
appearance in the permanent record book. 

(9) In the exceptional event that an agency-designated collection site 
is not accessible and there is an immediate requirement for specImen 
collection (e.g., an accident investigation), a public rest room may be used 
according to the following procedures: A collection site person of the 
same gender as the individual shall accompany the individual into the 
public rest room which shall be made secure during the collection 
procedure. If possible, a toilet bluing agent shall be placed in the bowl 
and any accessible toilet tank. The collection site person shall remain in 
the rest room, but outside the stall, until the specimen is collected. If no 
bluing agent is available to deter specimen dilution, the collection site 
person shall instruct the individual not to flush the toilet until the specimen 
is delivered to the collection site person. After the collection site person 
has possession of the specimen, the individual will be instructed to flush 
the toilet and to participate with the collection site person in completing 
the chain of custody procedures. 

(10) Upon receiving the specimen from the individual, the collection 
site person shall determine that it contains at least 60 miHiliters of urine . 
If there is less than 60 milliliters of urine in the container, additional urine 
shall be collected in a separate container to reach a total of 60 milliliters 
of urine. (The temperature of the partial specimen in each separate 
container shall be measured in accordance with paragraph (f)(12) of this 
section, and the partial specimens shall be combined in one container.) 
The individual may be given a reasonable amount of liquid to drink for this 
purpose (e.g., a glass of water). If the individual fails for any reason to 
provide 60 milliliters of urine, the collection site person shall contact the 
appropriate authority to obtain guidance on the action to be taken. 

(11) After the specimen has been provided and submitted to the 
collection site person, the individual shall be allowed to wash his or her hands. 

(12) Immediately after the specimen is collected, the collection site 
person shall measure the temperature of the specimen. The temperature 
measuring device used must accurately reflect the temperature of the 
specimen and not contaminate the specimen. The time from urination to 
temperature measurement is critical and in no case shall exceed 4 minutes . 
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(13) If the temperature of a specimen is outside the range of 32.5°-
37.7°C/90.5°·99.8°F, that is a reason to believe that the individual may 
have altered or substituted the specimen, and another specimen shall be 
collected under direct observation of a same gender collection site person 
and both specimens shall be forwarded to the laboratory for testing. An 
individual may volunteer to have his or her oral temperature taken to 
provide evidence to counter the reason to believe the individual may have 
altered or substituted the specimen caused by the specimen's temperature 
falling outside the prescribed range. 

(14) Immediately after the specimen is collected, the collection site 
person shall also inspect the specimen to determine its color and look for 
any signs of contaminants. Any unusual findings shall be noted in the 
permanent record book. 

(15) All specimens suspected of being adulterated shall be 
forwarded to the laboratory for testing. 

(16) Whenever there is reason to believe that a particular individual 
may alter or substitute the specimen to be provided, a second specimen 
shall be obtained as soon as possible under the direct observation of a 
same gender collection site person. 

(17) Both the individual being tested and the collection site person 
shall keep the specimen in view at all times prior to its being sealed and 
labeled. If the specimen is transferred to a second bottle, the collection 
site person shall request the individual to observe the transfer of the 
specimen and the placement of the tamperproof seal over the bottle cap 
and down the sides of the bottle. 

(18) The collection site person and the individual shall be present at 
the same time during procedures outlined in paragraphs (f)(19)-(f)(22) of 
this section. 

(19) The collection site person shall place securely on the bottle an 
identification label which contains the date, the individual's specimen 
number, and any other identifying information provided or required by the 
agency. 

(20) The individual shall initial the identification label on the 
specimen bottle for the purpose of certifying that it is the specimen 
collected from him or her. 
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(21) The collection site person shall enter in the permanent record 
book all information identifying the specimen. The collection site person 
shall sign the permanent record book next to the identifying information. 

(22) The individual shall be asked to read and sign a statement in 
the permanent record book certifying that the specimen identified as 
having been collected from him or her is in fact that specimen he or she 
provided. 

(23) A higher level supervisor shall review and concur in advance 
with any decision by a collection site person to obtain a specimen under 
the direct observation of a same gender collection site person based on a 
reason to believe that the individual may alter or substitute the specimen 
to be provided. 

(24) The collection site person shall complete the chain of custody 
form. 

(25) The urine specimen and chain of custody form are now ready 
for shipment. If the specimen is not immediately prepared for shipment, it 
shall be appropriately safeguarded during temporary storage. 

(26) While any part of the above chain of custody procedures is 
being performed, it is essential that the urine specimen and custody 
documents be under the control of the involved collection site person. If 
the involved collection site person leaves his or her work station 
momentarily, the specimen and custody form shall be taken with him or 
her or shall be secured. After the collection site person returns to the 
work station, the custody process will continue. If the collection site person 
is leaving for an extended period of time, the specimen shall be packaged 
for mailing before he or she leaves the site. 

(g) Collection Control. To the maximum extent possible, collection 
site personnel shall keep the individual's specimen bottle within sight both 
before and after the individual has urinated. After the specimen is 
collected, it shall be properly sealed and labeled. An approved chain of 
custody form shall be used for maintaining control and accountability of 
each specimen from the point of collection to final disposition of the 
specimen. The date and purpose shall be documented on an approved 
chain of custody form each time a specimen is handled or transferred and 
every individual in the chain shall be identified. Every effort shall be made 
to minimize the number of persons handling specimens. 
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(h) Transportation to Laboratory. Collection site personnel shall 
arrange to ship the collected specimens to the drug testing laboratory. The 
specimens shall be placed in containers designed to minimize the possibility 
of damage during shipment, for example, specimen boxes or padded 
mailers; and those containers shall be securely sealed to eliminate the 
possibility of undetected tampering. On the tape sealing the container, the 
collection site supervisor shall sign and enter the date specimens were 
sealed in the containers for shipment. The collection site personnel shall 
ensure that the chain of custody documentation is attached to each 
container sealed for shipment to the drug testing laboratory. 

Comments on NIDA Specimen Collection Procedures 

Though the NIDA Guidelines may appear imposing in their detail, it is important to 
note that many successful challenges to drug t~esting results are based on breaches in 
security. The following is a statement from the NIDA Consensus Conference: 

The specimen is considered to be the total volume of urine collected and 
supplied to the laboratory, and any aliquot or portion taken from it. The 
specimen particularly, and aliquots taken from it, constitute the physical 
evidence upon which analytical procedures are used to produce information 
to decide whether drug use has occurred. A decision that drug use has 
occurred can be challenged; it must be defendable in a legal setting and, 
therefore, specimen management is a critical issue. Inadequacies in the 
specimen which are a result of mismanagement, can negate or reverse any 
decision made from the testing procedure. Management problems are the 
most common and most successfully challenged deficiencies in forensic 
urine drug testing. They include misidentification of the specimen, non
identification, contamination, substitution, adulteration, and loss ... 
[emphasis added] 
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IACP Drug Testing - Model Policy 

While the model JACP drug testing policy concerns itself similarly with maintaining the 
illtegrity of the drug testing process, it differs from the NIDA Guidelines in two 
procedural areas . 

Specimen CollectiQn - Direct ObservatiQn 

The IACP model, which applies to all applicants, probationary, and sworn employees, 
recommends that, "Testing personnel of the same sex as the employee shall observe 
production of the urine sample." [emphasis added] The NIDA Guidelines, by 
comparison, require direct observation only in collection of a second specimen when 
there is reason to believe that the first specimen has been altered or substituted. 

Specimen Collection - Split Sample 

The split sample technique involves dividing a urine specimen into two parts, one for 
immediate testing, the other to be held in storage in case of the need for confirmation 
analysis or reanalysis. The IACP model program makes provision for requests for split 
samples; NIDA Guidelines do not. 

When the NIDA Guidelines were first adopted, the split sample technique was not 
included because it was viewed as "cumbersome and expensive," carrying with it the 
potential increased "risk of administrative error by doubling the labeling, initialing, 
storage, and accountability requirements." The NIDA Consensus Conference, however, 
has subsequently stated that, "Split urine specimens should be permitted provided they 
are both part of the same specimen and are handled with identical safeguards." This 
recommendation was made after taking into account the fact that many employers in the 
private sector have binding labor agreements which require split samples. However, in 
the absence of such agreements, the inclusion of the split sample technique in a drug 
testing program may unnecessarily add additional handling and expense . 
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Current Practices in 
California Law Enforcement Agencies 

Tn the POST survey a number of questions dealt with how those California agencies with 
pre-employment drug screening programs handle the procedural aspects of their 
programs. 

By far, the majority of California agencies with drug testing programs collect specimens 
at the time and site of the medical examination. Most give no lUore than one week's 
advance notification to the applicants or no notification at all. (See Appendix 6 for 
approximate lengths of time drugs are detectable.) Medical personnel (examining 
physicians or physicians' designees) are responsible for specimen collection in the 
majority of cases, and presumably take responsibility for security precautions including 
applicant identification, specimen handling and chain of custody forms. Approximately 
one-third of the agencies with drug testing programs practice observed sample collection. 

Other Issues 

Applicant Consent Form 

All applicants should be asked to sign a consent form which authorizes the test and 
authorizes communication of the test results to the employer. To ensure that an 

• 

... 

informed consent is given, the form should disclose who will have access to the test • 
results, the consequences of a positive result, and the consequences of a refusal to sign 
the consent form. 

The consent form should also include a section which gives the applicant an opportunity 
to list all medications, alcohol or controlled substances which may be detected in the 
drug testing. Such information would be reviewed by the Medical Review Officer (see 
below) in the event of a positive test result and could provide important information in 
regard to a positive finding. An example of such a form used by a California law 
enforcement agency is shown in Appendix 7. 

Medical Review Officer 

NIDA defines the Medical Review Officer (MRO) as "a licensed physician responsible 
for receiving laboratory results generated by an agency's drug testing program who has 
knowledge of substance abuse disorders and has appropriate medical training to interpret 
and evaluate an individual's positive test result together with his or her medical history 
and any other relevant biomedical information." 
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It is the job of the Medical Review Officer to conduct the final review of test results. 
The Medical Review Officer looks for possible alternate medical explanations for 
positive test results by conducting medical interviews with applicants, reviewing 
applicants' medica) histories or any other televant biomedical factors, or reviewing 
medical records made available by the tested individual that may reveal use of legally 
prescribed medication. 

The Medical Review Officer may be an employee of the hiring agen<..'Y, a contract 
physician, or may be provided by the laboratory providing the testing services. Currently, 
there is no certification program for MROs; however, at the NIDA Consensus 
Conference, it was recommended that: 

• Medical Review Officers should be licensed doctors 
of medicine or osteopathy. 

• A comprehensive, continuing education program that 
addresses all aspects of MRO function (not just drug 
abuse recognition) should be developed. 

• Professional associations, forensic toxicologists and 
others should be involved in developing guidelines for 
continuing education. 

• Maintenance of adequate continuing education and 
training in MRO functions should be required for MROs. 

• MROs should be required to develop standard operating 
procedures that clearly define how all MRO functions 
are addressed. 

Four programs that now provide MRO training are the American College of 
Occupational Medicine, the American Society of Addiction Medicine, the Federal 
Aviation Administration, and Employee Health Programs. 

Length of Specimen Storage and Testing Records 

NIDA Guidelines require that positive urine specimens be retained and placed in 
properly secured long-term frozen storage (-20° C or less) for a minimum of 1 year. This 
practice assures that the specimens will be available for any necessary retest during 
administrative or disciplinary proceedings. NIDA also requires that" ... all records 
pertaining to a given urine specimen shall be retained by the drug testing laboratory for 
a minimum of 2 years." 
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California law enforcement agencies adhere to similar practices. According to the POST 
survey, typically only those specimens that test positive are retained. The most common • 
period of retention of positive specimens is 12 months. 

Confidentiality 

The sensitive nature of records pertaining to drug testing make it apparent that they 
should be handled confidentially. The IACP model policy states, "All records pertaining 
to department required drug tests shall remain confidential, and shall not be provided to 
other employers or agencies without the written permission of the person whose records 
are sought." The IACP includes as confidential" ... pre-test consent forms, interviews 
containing lists of prescribed drugs used, preliminary test results, and any other written 
documentation of the drug test." 

Appeals 

As indicated in the POST survey, about one half of those agencies with a drug testing 
program in place have an appeals procedure. However, very few (less than one percent) 
of disqualified applicants ever appeal the decision. 

For many agencies, pre·existing appeals requirements and procedures may exist for local 
civil service pursuant to the city/county charter, city/county ordinances, or city/county 
regulations. 

Resources 

Two particularly useful services provided by NIDA are their toll-free helpline and their 
clearinghouse. The help line is staffed until 8:00 p.m, (eastern time zone) to 
accommodate the west coast and provides information to employers who want to 
establish drug free workplace policies and programs. The NIDA Clearinghouse for 
Alcohol and Drug Information provides NIDA publications free of charge and produces 
a catalog of its most recent documents. To contact either of these resources, agencies 
may contact: 

NIDA Drug Free Workplace Helpline 
1-800-843-4971 

NIDA Clearingho'llse for Alcohol and Drug Information 
1-800-729-6686 
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SUMMARY 

A law enforcement agency's decision to institute a pre-employment drug screening 
program must be made locally on an agency-by-agency basis. It should take into account 
such factors as the prevalence of drug abuse in the geographical recruitment area, the 
types of drugs abused, the perceived cost effectiveness of drug screening, and the 
effectiveness of other procedures for detecting drug abusers, such as the polygraph, 
background investigation, or medical examination. 

These guidelines were developed with the intention of providing a foundation upon 
which those agencies that choose to institute pre-employment drug testing can build a 
program. Extensive reference is made to the NIDA Guidelines and recommendations 
because they are by far the most widely recognized and thoroughly researched. 
However, unquestioned wholesale adoption of the NIDA Guidelines is neither necessary 
nor recommended. 

For example, the NIDA Guidelines recommend that testing be conducted for five drugs 
only, based on a variety of factors, not the least of wbich is the incidence of abuse of 
different substances. However, NIDA acknowledges that there are many other drugs 
that are misused or abused and that such misuse or abuse can result in impaired 
behavior in the workplace. Once again, each agency considering a drug screening 
program must decide, based on local factors, the drugs for which it will screen. 

• Whether the decision is to test for the five NIDA recommended drugs or to tailor the 
testing to local conditions, POST strongly recommends that the NIDA procedures for 
guarding the integrity of the process be followed (see pp. 13-18). Following NIDA's 
carefully considered security procedures will help to ensure the success of any pre
employment drug testing program. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

Aliquot - A portion of a specimen used for testing 

Chain of Custody ~ Procedures to account for the integrity of each urine specimen by 
tracking its handling and storage from point of specimen collection to final disposition of 
the specimen, using a chain of custody form. 

Collection Site - A place designated by the agency where individuals present themselves 
for the purpose of providing a specimen of their urine to be analyzed for the presence of 
drugs. 

Collection Site Person - A person who instructs and assists individuals at a collection site 
and who receives and makes an initial examination of the urine specimen provided by 
those individuals. 

Confirmatory Test - A second analytical procedure to identify the presence of a specific 
drug or metabolite which is independent of the initial test and which uses a .different 
technique and chemical principle from that of the initial test in order to ensure reliability 
and accuracy. 

Cross Reactivity - The degree to which an antibody interacts with antigens other than the 
one used to produce the antibody. This is a property of nearly all naturally derived 
antibodies. 

Cutoff Level (Threshold) - Value serving as an administrative breakpoint (or cutoff 
point) for labeling a result positive or negative. 

False Negative - A test result which states that no drug is present when, in fact, a tested 
drug or metabolite is present in an amount greater than the threshold or cut-off amount. 

False Positive - A test result which states that a drug or metabolite is present when, in 
fact, the drug or metabolite is not present or is in an amount less than the threshold or 
cut-off value. 

Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry (GC/MS) - The instrumental technique which 
couples the powerful separation potential of gas chromatography with the specific 
characterization ability of mass spectroscopy. 

Immunoassay - The measurement of an antigen-antibody interaction utilizing such 
procedures as immunofluorescence, radioimmunoassay, enzyme immunoassay or other 
nonradioisotopic techniques. In drug testing, the antigen is a drug or metabolite and its 
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corresponding labeled analog; the antibody is a protein grown in an animal and directed • 
towards a specific drug, metabolite or group of similar compounds. 

Initial Testing Procedures - The initial test, or screenine test, is used to identify those 
specimens which are negative for the presence of drugs or their metabolites. These 
specimens need no further examination and need not undergo a more costly 
confirmation test. 

Mass Spectrometry - Analysis using an analytical instrument that provides accurate 
information about the molecular mass and structure of complex molecules. This 
technique can identify and quantify extremely small amounts of drugs or metabolites by 
their mass-fragment spectrum. 

Medical Review Officer - A licensed physician responsible for receiving laboratory results 
generated by an agency's drug testing program who has knowledge of substance abuse 
disorders and has appropriate medical training to interpret and evaluate an individual's 
positive test result together with his or her medical history and any other relevant 
biomedical information. 

Metabolite - A compound produced from chemical changes of a drug in the body. 

ng/ml - Nanogram per milliliter. A nanogram is one billionth of a gram. 

Split Specimen - The practice of dividing a urine specimen into two portions, one of 
which may be submitted for analysis and the other preserved by freezing for the 
confirmation analysis or reanalysis. 

Verified Positive Test Result - A test result that was positive on both the initial and 
confirmatory tests, and reviewed and verified by the Medical Review Officer. 
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• • Pre-Employment Drug Screening Survey Results 

Thank you for taking the time to respond to the POST Survey 
of Local Agency Pre-Employment Drug Testing Policies And 
Practices. 

Attached per your request is a summary of the s'\lrvey 
results. As you will note, the overall return rate for the 
survey was a gratifying 78%. 

The survey findings were presented to the Commission at its 
January 17, 1991 meeting. Upon review of the findings, the 
Commission directed staff to develop pre-employment drug 
screening guidelin.. for distribution to all agencies in the 
POST program. The guidelines will be drafted and presented 
to the commission for final approval in late July. Assuming 
Commission approval is granted, a copy of the guidelines 
will be mailed to each agency in the POST program shortly 
thereafter. 

Thank you again for your assistance. Should you have any 
questions about the survey methodology or results, please 
contact Dr. John Berner, at (916) 739-3872. 

Attachment 
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SURVEY RESULTS 

LOCAL AGENCY PRE-EMPLOYMENT DRUG SCREENING PRACTICES 

Response Rate: 

451 of the 580 agencies surveyed returned completed 
questionnaires, representing an overall return rate of 
77.8%. The return rate for sheriffs' departments was 
87.9%; for municipal police departments 78.8%. 

Prevalence of Pre-Employment Drug Screening Programs: 

Slightly over one-thirg of the responding agencies (35.9%) 
reported having a drug screening program. Drug testing was 
more frequently reported as being conducted by municipal 
police departments (46.4%) than by sheriffs' departments 
(33.3%) or "other" departments (12.4%). Testing was also 
more frequently reported by agencies located in the 
southern part of the state (44.9%) than by agencies located 
in the central (34.2%) or northern (28.0%) regions. Among 
municipal police and sheriffs' departments, large 
departments more often reported drug testing (59.3%) than 
rnedium-s~zed departments (43.2%) or small departments 
(39,3%). 

Characteristics of Existing pre-Employment Drug Screening 
Programs: 

On average, existing drug screening programs have been in 
place 3.0 years. 

The most frequently cited reasons for implementing a 
program were concerns over increased drug use by the public 
at large (83.3%) and dissatisfaction with other screening 
procedures for detecting past/current drug users (37.0%). 

The vast majority of agencies with a program report being 
either livery satisfied" (45.3%) or "satisfied" (45.9%) with 
the program. 

Urine specimens are analyzed in almost nine out of every 
ten programs (88.9%); blood specimens were reported as 
being collected as part of 22.8% of the programs (some 
agencies reported collecting either or both). Specimens 
are most often collected at the time of the pre-employment 

1llOther ll agencies includes college/university police 
departments, state agencies, marshals' offices, etc. 

2For purposes of data analysis, "large ll agencies were 
defined as those with over 200 employees, IImedium-sized ll agencies 
as those with 50 to 200 emE>1oyees, and II small " agencies as those 
with fewer than 50 employees. 



medical examination (84.2%), and the candidate is typically 
given no advance notification that a specimen will be 
collected (42.0%), or is given less than one week's advance 
notification (19.1%). 

The most common precautions used to ensure the integrity of 
testing are sealing the specimens in tamper-proof bags or 
with tamper-proof tape (56.2%); questioning the candidate 
at the time of specimen collection as to the use of 
prescription or non-prescription medications (53.1%); using 
chain-of-custody forms (46.3%); requiring photo 
identification at the time of specimen collection (41.4%); 
and observing the candidate during specimen collection 
(35.8%). 

Typically only those specimenF that test positive are 
retained, with the most commOL retention period being 12 
months. 

Approximately four out of ten survey respondents (40.7%) 
were unable to identify the specific test protocol used for 
initial screening. Among those who had this knowledge, the 
EMIT (Enzyme Multiplied Immunoassay Technique) protocol was 
most often reported (54.2%). 

A like number of respondents (38.9%) were unaware of the 
protocol used for confirmatory testing. Gas 
Chromatography/Mass spectrometry (GC/MS) was most often 
reported as the test used among those who knew (72.7%) . 

Very little reliable information was obtained regarding the 
costs to local agencies for testing, and thus no results 
are reported in the attachment by specific test. Best 
estimates based on the limited cost data that were provided 
are that per candidate costs average about $30 for initial 
testing and $37 for confirmatory testing. For those 
agencies that pay a flat per candidate fee (which covers 
both initial testing and confirmatory testing, if 
necessary) the average cost was found to be $54. Fees were 
found to vary considerably, with larger agencies generally 
paying less per candidate. The lowest reported per 
candidate fees were $7 for initial testing and $17 for 
confirmatory testing. 

The substances most often reported as being tested for were 
cocaine (89.5%), amphetamines (88.3%), barbiturates 
(83.3%), marijuana (83.3%), and phencyclidine (74.1%). 
Slightly more than one in five agencies (20.4%) reported 
that they also test for steroids. The specific sUbstances 
tested for were "unknown" by 6.2% of the agencies. 

• 
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Approximately one-third of the agencies were unable to 
provide estimates of the percentages of candidates who test 
positive for each of the various sUbstances. For those who 
did provide this information, the average overall positive • 
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test rate (i.e., "hit rate" for all substances combined) 
was .91%, and 74.5% of the agencies reported never having a 
candidate test positive. By individual substance, the 
highest average positive test result rates were for 
marijuana (.23%) and cocaine (.21%). In general, the 
reported percentages of candidates who test positive were 
not found to vary as a function of agency type, agency 
size, or geographic location. 

Approximately half of the agencies (49.3%) reported that 
they have an appeal process for those candidates who test 
positive. The average reported appeal rate was less than 
one percent (.9%). 

Slightly less than one_in five (17.9%) of the agencies that 
reported not having a drug screening program indicated that 
they gave serious consideration to implementing such a 
program and then decided against doing so. The reasons 
most often cited for deciding against implementation were 
legal concerns (50.0%) and funding concerns (31.3%). 

As shown in the responses to question *24 below, agency 
preferences with respect to POST involvement in pre
employment drug screening vary considerably. No 
significant differences in the pattern of responses to this 
question were found by agency type, agency size, or 
geographic location. Interestingly, those agencies that 
currently have a drug screening program more frequently 
expressed a preference for either alternative a (POST 
should take no action; 7.3%) or alternative d (POST should 
require drug screening, but leave the specifics to local 
agencies; 17.2%). 

24. Check below the statement which best 
describes your preference with respect to 
POST involvement in pre-employment drug 
testing: (check one) 

a. POST should take no action [5~1%] 

b. POST should provide general information to 
those agencies that wish to establish their 
own programs [24.9%] 

c. POST should publish drug testing guidelines 
for use by local agencies . [32.5%] 

d. POST should require that all agencies 
conduct pre-employment drug testing, but 
leave the specifics as to testing procedures 
and screening criteria to the discretion of 
the local agency [11.8%] 
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e. POST should require that all agencies 
conduct pre-employment drug testing and 
should further §pecify the testing 
procegures and screening criteria that must 
be used [24.7%] 

f. Other (specify) [1.2%] 

Polygraph Testing: 

Several questions were also asked about pre-employment 
polygraph examinations. Approximately half of the agencies 
(49.1%) reported using pre-employment polygraphs. Most 
frequently, the polygraph is administered to all candidates 
(82.5% of the time), as opposed to selectively. Seventy
one percent of the agencies reported that private firms 
conduct all or some of the exams. With few exceptions, 
questions about prior/current drug use are a routine part 
of the exams. 
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POST SURVEY OF LOCAL AGENCY PRE-EMPLOYMENT . 
DRUG TESTING POLICIES ANO-PRACTICES 

DO NOT·WRlTE IN THIS .SPA~; 
,- - .. "-:,':",, ! • l)(I'AIUMI:NT . _______________ . __________________ ~~~~-----------+=~~~==~=w==~ 

• 

• 

VOlJRNA~ I DATE TELEPHONE NUMBER 

( ) 

If yuur agcllcy does nol cu"ently luJ~e a e.re-emploYlMnt drug 'esung program, check ( • ./) h"e 0 and proceed to Question 
1#12. 

I. Huw long has your agency had a pre-employment drug testing program? AVe;.: Q=.J years I 0 I months 

2. Approximauly "ow IMny calUlidDUs IuJve been ksted to dIIte? A"G.: 2.1~.1 

J. Approximately what JHreetlltlgt of candidates fall to appear for dru, ttSling? A'JG.: .5/# % 

.t. What prompted your agenc, 10 instilute ti drug tesdng program? (chtcle aU IMt apply) 

~3.~-r..a. r J Concerns over increased drug use by public g! large 
~1.0'f.b. L J DissOlislaction with other procedures lor identifying pastlcurrelU drug users (e.g., background investigation) 
l \. I~, r I Instances 01 unlawlul use/possession 01 illegal drugs by incumbelU officers 
lo.5'Tod. r I Instances 01 misuse/abuse 01 controlled substances by incumbelU officers (e.g., alcohol, prescription medications) 
Il.-;-r.e. l.1 Action ini'ialed by City Council, Board 01 Supervisors, etc. 
r..l.l1J,{. l I Concerns from outside the agency (e.g .• cili:eru' groups) 
15.'\~. L I Experientes reported by OIMr ~partments wilh drug lesling programs 
, I .1 '(Jr. [ I COSIS 10 conducl such a program bec~ reasonable 
l~ ,Oti. I 1 Conccrru over legalilY 0/ such programs lesse~d (case law decisions) 
l~.(."'. I I Other(.fpecify) ---.-_ 

5. Have there been any organiud objections to Ihe program? Please explDin. ______________ _ 

'''YE.S·- o.~"o· "NO" - qqA~ • . _-- ) 

6. In general, how SlJtJs[ud art you with Ihe program? (check ont) 

UJ&.;'f.a. I I Veryslllisfted 0."''10 c. 0 Dissatisfied 1.~ ~ e. 0 Too early 10 lell 
ltS.q -t..? I I Sali.vfied O. ~ 'I_ d. 0 Very dissatisfied 

7. With respect 10 your program, what type of setcinun is colltcltd and analyzed? 

U.~ 417.IJ B lood ~.,~ Uri~ 1.C\ "loD Olher (specify) 

H. How mtlny s/Hcinrens art col/ecudJrom eac" ctuUlJlllJu? 

Sll,2.oro l-:J One Iq,Q~ Two 11.0\0 Don't know 

9. When are lhe Sptc;nuns collected? (check one) 

S.I "l.a.: I JUSl prIOr 10 lhe medical examination 
~4,l.'l.b. I ! Allhe lime 01 the medical examinallon 

o.c."c. I I JUSl prior to tM background investlgalion 
\ . '3 "t,d. I 1 At lhe lime 01 the background jnveSilgatlon 
1.0'l.c. i.1 Timmg 01 specimen collection varieS 
!,q'E! n Olher (specify) _____________________________ _ 

In. How far in advance are candidates non'[~d of the actual time and dlIte whtn the specimtn(s) will be collected? 
(check ont) 

41.0'_ a. I I No prior notification is given 
So1ar. h. i I 24 hours or less 
c"I\Sf.c. I 4H hours or less 
1.o'f.d., I 72 hours or less 
\C\.\ 'ZoC, . ! One week or less 
3.iV I I Two week.r or/ess 

lS,q'J,i.1 I Other (specify) _____ -_. ----------______________ _ 



II. Whttt art $ptCUtuIU colJtctedl (cMclt. onl) 
~.ct'lo a.1 '1 On sue (aJlIu! tkpartmenl) 

qo.1>"'. h. I I Al tM Slu of thl! ~diaJJ aaminaJion 
,:2.'1. r:. I I At the lab where the specilMltS are anaiyted 
I . ?J ,. d. I I Site varies depending on circumstances 
1.'3"0 ('. I I (hher (s{Mcify) ___________________________ _ 

12. Whu culltcts ,he S~CimtlU? (chtck one) 
4.~" (1.1 I DeparlfTU!tU :ilaff 

'ac".l "I. h. r I Meliical per.wnnel (examiHing physician or phy.fidan's designee) 
1.0 '1. r:. I I Stall from lab lhal Ci1UJ1yzes the specimen 
o.~'1. d.1 I Varies depending 011 circumstances 
1.'\'1. e.1 :I Other (specify) ___________________________ _ 

1.1. W ha, prtcautiDlU art MU" to ,nsure ,h, u,'e".u, o/Ih, ",ti"1 proc,u? (check aU tIIDIapply) 
l.~.L\.ero d.I~1 Collection sile i~ searched before collection of each specilMn 
-;S.f6 If. h. \'J C andidales ore observed during specimen collection 
4-\ .40'1. c. rJ Candidales are required to presetU pholo ID at t~ of specimen collection 
q. s'1o d. n Candidales are advised in advanct agaUut.-Use of ceTtain non'prescription medicatiolr.s 

5~.1 Ilfo e. r J Cant!idafes are questioned at tilM of specilMn collection concerning use of prescription and non·prescription 
medIcatIOns 

4".~" /. r I Custody of specimen.t is cUjcumetUed via chain of custody forms 
!:)(", l, "T.I:. I I SpecilMltS are sealed in tamper·proof bags or with tamper.proo! tape 
11~.fl crr.h.1 'I Other (specify) __________________________ _ 

14. Who alUllYUI1M IPfCimens? (check. Olt,) 
~ .1. Ill. a. L.J DeparttnetU staff do inilialtesting. with confirmation tesling done by oUlSiik source 

12 ~ '1. h, n Staff OJ privately owned lab do all te.~ljng 
'3.<l'l. c. [J Staff at publicly ow~d lab do allitsting 
\ 5.ca "10 d. I] Staff OJ locmion 0/ medical examination do all tesling 
4.~C7l.c.1 I Other (s{Mcify) __________________________ _ 

15. 1I0w lung are the sptcimenliupl? (check. one) 

,o.q «'fo ll. r 'I AII.rpecimen.f are destroyed immediately after analysis 
1~.1 'f .. h.1 I Only those ;fpecilMns thaltesl positive OTe retaifU!d··retemion period unJcnown or varies 
U. ~ CIJ .. c. I I Only lhose spccilMn.t ,halltsl positive are retained··retenlion ptriod Lr_ 17JOtUM (specify) ,,\Ie,.: \ ;.q 
t.A.~ d.1 I All specilMltS are retained··retetUion period unJcnDwn or varies 
1.1 "f. c. I -' All specilMns are retained··retetUion period is __ l1JOnlM (specify) ,,"G.: Q.4 
~~. 3 ~f. I ..l Don'l know 

16. What mttUuftJ does your agenc, tau to em",., tM quality o/IM lellinr kill it lUI!? (check all lhal apply) 
~~.~ 'l. a. r 1 Require liuu lab be certified by the NaJ.ionaJ InsliJUle on Drug Abwe 
1~,'l.'1.. b.I·' Require thal lab parlicipate in the Inler·lAb Comparison Program sponsored by the College of American 

Pmhologists 
2.'\-.1 '1 .. c. I) Require thal lab be accredited by 1M College of American Pathologists 
4.; ar.tl~ I I Require olher certification (please specify) -------------------_ 

1'\-.2.l7 .. c. I I Other (please specify) • _________________________ _ 
~.S_r"/. I ! Don', know 

17. What initial drug scrtening kSI dots your agency USI? (for lest ustd, please indica" appro:rinuUt cost.) 
- c:o.c pet ClWlGU. 

1.4~ a.' I 'rLe (Thin Layer Chromatography) 
2..SaJ., b.ll HP7'LC (High Performance Thin Layer Chromatography) 
4.;'}, c.1 I GLe (Gas Uquid Chromatography) 
co.c.'7, d.1 I GCIMS (Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry) 
0.0 rz, c. I I HPLC (High Pressure Liquid Chromalography) 
~.2~f. ! 1 RIA (Radioimmunoassay) 

';2..1 vz. ~,I 'I EMrr (Enzyme Multiplied Immunoassay Technique) 
~.~6J. h. [ J Olher (please specify) ____ ~-----___ -

£to·., '1.j. I] Don't know •• 

·2· 

$_-----,. 
$-----r
$---~
$--.....-,.,..-.--
$---r--
$-~---
$ -"7'------

$"------



.. 

r • 
I H. W hal conrum.atory test tlHllOllr allllC, use? (jor leU uud, pleas, iJu/U:Qu approXinUUt cost.) 

I.\. ~ -T. a. I I '/'LC (Thin Layer Chromalography) 
~. \ '10 h. I I HP'I'LC (HIgh Per/OrmtUlCl! Thin LAyer Chromalography) 
L{-.:''7.I:. I I OLe (Gas liquid ChromaJography) 

L\-1\..4"f.t1. I ; GCIMS (Gas ChromaJographylMass Spectrometry) 
b.O '10(~. I i H PLC (High Pressure Liquid Chromatography) 

o.O*l.f. ; ! RIA (RadioirrunJ.UU)(JSsay) 

3. \ ".J.:. ; J EMrr (Enzyme Multiplied Immunoassay Technique) 

3.1 IIJ.h. t.1 Other (please specify) -------------

"3~. ~ ~j. '-I Don't know 

eoat,.-..w. 

$_----
$-----k. 

$----.£-

$----1-:.....-
$--+--

$ --.1---
$~---
$'-----

l~. Fur what substances chJes yOIU agency test? (Pleas. chtck aU that apply.) For tach substance tested for, indicate the 
approximate /Nrc.ntogl of caNlUl411s who ItSI positiVI. 

l\-(.,.,\ "I". a.1 1 Alcohol 
'i3~. ~ '1. h. I I Amphetamines 
~~. ~ #Jo c. 1 I BarbiluraJes 

c.1.3C1'J.tI.1 I Benzodiazepines 

~q.:' 111. c. I I Cocaine 
~,. ~"?f. : I Mar/juana 

'3~.~~oJ.:·1 IOpwJes 
14. L f1(. h. I i Phencyclidine 
J.JJ .~~ i. I 1 Steriods 

u.~ '].}. I I Olher (please specify) 

<..lPl.k.! I Don't know 

AvG.: ql ~ Percentage of candidlJUs who Itst positivt ovtrtJlI • 

%'llllhllt_t_aNIR 

· OJ 1110 
.0'3 'To 

· OS "1. 
.21 rr. 
· 2'?J "10 

· 02.'10 

• DO~. 
.00 '1. 

· 2.2 "To 

(tV ote: OYeroU percentage should tquallOtIIl of /Nf'CtlltagfS reported for individu~l substances) 

2fJ. What slandards for cutofl/eyels (nanogranu /Nr miUUiltr t1l which ust rtsulu are considered positive) has your 
aJ/cneyadopted? 

'3.:'~ a, I IACP slandards 

3c...o~o h i I NClI.ionallrulllUie on Drug Abu.se standards 

l4.0~. t' J ! Othcr .rlandards (please name source and ijpossible auach copy 0/ standard) 

Lt(':1 0J0 d.; I Don'l know 

21. If an individual teslS positive afler the conruTfUllory Itst, does your agtncy havt an appeals process? 

So:t"l..O No 

If "yes, " please describe the process: 

Appro~il1Ultely what percentage of disqUQli{ud appUcanis appeal? p... Va.: . '\0 % 

[ Proceed to Question 123. 

·3· 



(Note: Answer this question only If your agency doos !!!!! have. pnHmployment drug testing program.) 
21. Oid your IIr.ncy .v., haVt II p"~,,,ployflUnt drul ustillf prorrum? 

1 L! Y,s 2~2. 0 No 
If "yes," indklll' Inlow the r,asolls why tht progmm was discontinued: (cMck all tOOl apply) 

o u. I I Adver.fe legal decision 
o II.! i f'ra;.:ram was nOl COSI effcctivc 
o 1". : LucK. o//unds to pay/or program 
o d. i I Dis.talis/aetion with lab service 
o c.! ! (jeneral concerns about int~grilY 0/ program 
of.' I Su.rpicion that condidatts were learning how 10 "bealthe system" 
o g·i. J Program was djffJ.C.ldll~a4miluster properly \= 't 
\ h. I J OtMr (.fpeei/y) ~nel d.tfVtmen+ -~ L~ la?st: '._--

If "no," did )Durag'lIey ,v,r g;v, senous ~onsid'mdon 10 impl,m,nling a drug ttsting program and then decide 
against doin, so? 

11.t\crz.O Y,s t6l.1 'lPO No 
If "no," procetd 10 Question ##23 

If "yes," ;ndU:.al, below the reasons why yOId decided Dga;nsl impklMnl!Jlion: (check aU that apply) 

'bl. '3 'to a. I I ilequired/unti.s nol available 
! tl, Q ~o b, I 1 Concerns over cost effectiveness of such programs 
So.O~ c. i I Concerns over legality of such programs 

11... S '1. d.1 I No reputable labs in vu:imry 
l~. '1"'. (:. I I Concerns olMr ability to adnunisler program appropriately 
I tl. rt,./. I I Rtque.fl/or approval 10 implement program was ,unied (by City Hall. Board of Supervisors. tiC.) 

3S .4'7.g.1 J Other (.fptCi/y) - -.------------------____ _ 

Use of Polygraph 
13. no yuu cMn'~nll, conduct pre-employment polygmph examifUltions? 

~.\ UJ.,[l Yes So.qcr.D No 
If "yes," who must lake a polygraph examination? (ehtek, ont) 

<12. ,S D(o (I. I I All candidates who are ultimatfly hired 
ll. :1.,. f1.! I Some. but not all candidates who are ultimately hired (i.e .• ckcision to administer polygraph is rnat.U on 

a case-by-case basis) L\-.1or. c. '-I Other (sPt:cify) _____________________________ _ 

Wllo administtrt tht polygraph? (ehuk aI/ that apply) 
'l.\ ,~"(J. 1"1 We do (Departmental/Agency Personnel) 
ll.. SVT.b. ! ".1 f'crsonlleJ from anothu Law E.nforct!~nl Agency 
1 \ . ~ er,..c. I -I f'rivaceindividuallFirm 

.a.OZod. i .jOlhu(specify) ___ .. , " _____ •. ~. __ - _____ - ___ ' _____ ___, __ ~ 

Art questions asked about prrorlcUn'tnt drug USt IU fJ{Jrt of the polygraph examination? (check one) 
a.2AIf{. LJ Yes, always 1.£..'10 Sometimes 0 No 

2.1. Check. below Ihe statement which best describe~ your preference- wilh respect io POST involvement in pre.emploYffUfJI 
drul! Itsling: (e/leek one) 

S. \ or., u.; I POST should lake no aelton 
2.4.Q -to b. I -' POST sholdd provide genera/ln/ormacion to those agencies t}r.at wish lfJ esulblish lheir own progrtll7lJ 

32..?1. c. ; -j POST should publish drug teSllng K,uidelinl!s/or ust by local agtncies 
\ \ • «l '1.. d. ) . ! POST should require thaI aU agencies conduel pre-employment drug tesling. but leave lltt specifics as to the 

IC."';II~ procedures and screenlng crutrio. to the discretion. of 1M local agency 
14-,\ ett.c. i i rO~'f should r.!!lHi(e that ail agencies conduct pre-employmem drug ltsling and shouJdjunher~!!!!. 

testlltg pr.ocedures and screenm~ cruerta lhat must be used . 
l.l.!1.f i : Other (spetify) _ _ ________________________ _ 

T"ank you for laking the time and tffort 10 compltte the survey. If yau would 
like ItJ rtceive (.f copy 0/ the results. please provUte your mUM and address ill 
the SIJaCe provided. PUllse r~turn the i:omp/~t~d survty by NOllem/Hr9lh 
ilItlte envtlflpe prol'Ukd io POST. 1601 Alhambra Blvd., SQeramemo, CA. 
9$816·708.1. 
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OEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Alcohol, Drug Abu.e, and Mental 
Health Admlnl.tratlon 

Mandatory GuldeUne. for Federal 
Wort.plae. Drug Te~tln9 Program. 

AGENCY: Nationallnstltu!e on Dru'l 
Abuse. HHS. 
ACTION: Final Guidelines. 

SUMMARY: The Department of Health 
and Human ServIces (DHHS) adopts 
SCIentific and technical gUidelines for 
Federal drug testing programs and 
establishes standards for certIfication of 
laboratone$ engaged in urine drug 
testing ror Federal a~encles. 
EFFECTIVI! DATE Apnill. 1988. 
r:OR FURTHE" INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Maureen Sullivan (3011443~iBO. 
SUPPLF.MENTAR\' INFORMATION: These 
Final Guide~ines. tItled "Mandatory 
Guidelines for Federal Workplace Drug 
Testing Prclg.ram:!l·' were developed in 
accordance wuth Ex.ecutive Order No. 
12564 dated September 15. 1986. and 
section 503 of !?ub. L. 100-71. the 
Supplemental ,\ppropriallons Act for 
iiscai yeaI' X9<a:,' d"ted July 11. 1987. The 
statut,e spe~\flc/.lH!1 requires that notice 
of prOpOS,!li:~ rIl.t1'.:rndatory gUIdelines be 
published Qtl ~h~ Ii'cderal Register: that 
interestett !1'M~)(mS be given not less than 
60 days to muA~i~rm written comments: 
a,nd that a!tl\'!'!'/\\l'o'leW and consideration 
of written CCll1l3!lHlUtS. final guidelines be 
published winch: 

I. Establish l:clMprehensive standards 
for all aspect~ ,tlf laboratory drug testing 
and laboratl11'Y pr,ocedures to be applied 
tn carrymg Ol/,t E:~ecutlve Order No. 
12564. including, standards which require 
the use of the best available technology 
for ensuring the full reliability and 
accuracy of drug tests and strict 
procedures govemmg the chain of 
custody of specImens collected for drug 
testing: 

II. Specify the dru~s for which Federal 
employees may be tested: and 

Ill. Establish appropriate standards 
and pro1cedure:'l for perIodic revIew of 
laboratorie9 and criteria for certIfication 
and revocation of certtfication of 
laboratoriel! to periorm drug testing in 
carrying out Executive Order No. 12564. 

Subpart A of this document contains 
general provisions. Subpart 8. titled 
"Scientific and Technical 
Requirements," responds to the 
mandates in itemll I and II above. 
Subpal~t C. titled "CertIfication of 
Labo'rsitoriras Engaged in Urine Drug 
Testing for Federal Agencl!!s." responds 
to item lU. 

In substance. these Final Guidelines 
are very similar to those in the Notice of 
Proposed Guidelines published on 
August 14, 1987 (52 FR 306381. However. 
significant editorial and fonnat changes 
have been made. The Guidelines have 
been edited as a single. integrated 
document organized m a more 
traditional format with subparts. 
numbered sections. and consistent 
paragraph deSIgnators. Definitions have 
been grouped together in Subpart A. 
Rather than repeat identical material. 
the document contams mtemal cross
references. particularly from Subpart C 
to Subpart 8. This new organizational 
approach should add clarity to 
presentation of the material and aid the 
cross-referencmg and citahon of 
indiVIdual sections and paragraphs. 

Prior to addressmg comments on the 
speCIfics of the scientific and technical 
requirements and the certification 
program. It is worth noting that a 
number of cornmentors perceived the 
laboratory standards in these 
Guidelines as redundant. viewing 
existing regulations. guidelines. and 
certification/licensure mechanisms of 
the Medicare and Clinical Laboratory 
Improvement Act of 1967 (CUAJ 
interstate licensure program-also 
administered by DHHS-as sufficient to 
provide quality assurance for urine drug 
testing laboratorIes. 

The Medicare and CUA certification 
requirements apply to laboratories 
conducting a wide range of medical 
tests. having been designed for any 
medical testing laboratory receiving 
Medicare/MedicaId reimbursement or 
perfonning testing on specimens in 
interstate commerce. respectively. 

The laboratory portion of the 
President's Drug·Free Federal 
Workplace Program can be 
distinguished from the Medicare/CUA 
programs by Important differences in 
policies. procedures. and personnel 
arising from standards appropriate to 
the application of analy!lcal forensic 
toxicology for this program. Unique 
distinguishing features mclude: 

• Rigorous cham of custody 
procedures for collection of specimens 
and for handling specImens during 
testing and storage. 

• Stringent standards for making the 
drug testing Sl te secure. for restricting 
access to all but authorized personnel. 
and providing an escort for any others 
who are authorized to be on the 
premises: 

• Precise requirements for quality 
assurance and performance testing 
specific to urine assays for the presence 
of illegal drugs: and 

• Specific educational and experience 
requirements for laboratory personnel to 

-
ensure their competence and credibility • 
as experts on forenSIc urine drug testmg, 
particularly to qualIfy them as wItnesses 
in legal proceedings which challenge the 
finding of the laboratory. 

Medicare and CUA laboratory 
certlficallon procedures do not prOVIde 
for quality assurance and performance 
testtng speCIfic to urIne drug testing 
laboratortes. With few exceptions. the 
Medicare and eLlA certlficallon 
programs do not nave employees 
speCIfically trained In tOXIcology to 
perform the on·sHe surveys and 
evaluatIons of the laboratorIes and the 
technologIes employed in the 
laboratorIes. The Medicare and CLlA 
standards do not address Issues such as 
cutoff limits for drug deteCtion . .\lradlng 
criterIa for the performance testing 
programs. blind performance testing 
requIrements. speCIfications for the 
analytical techmques to be employed. 
types of drugs to be detected (including 
metabolites). and detailed outcome 
measures of performance such as 
requiring assays of quality control 
samples and a large number of 
perfonnance test samples as an initial 
and ongolOg reqwrement for 
certIfication. 

The need to assure the protection of 
individual rights WIthin the context of a • 
drug testing program-linked to both 
employee assIstance programs and the 
management potential for taking 
adverse action against an employee--
makes essential the development of a 
separate laboratory certification 
program to respond to the unIque 
requIrements of the program mandated 
by the PreSIdent and the Congress. 
These Guidelines set standards for such 
a certificatton program. 

The Final Guidelines make clear thai 
they do not apply to drug testinJ:j under 
any legal authonty other than E.O. 
12564. including testing of per~ ~;'1s under 
the jUrISdiction of the crlmmal JuStice 
system. such as arrestees. detainees. 
probationers. incarcerated persons. or 
parolees (see 91.1(e)). The testing of 
persons 10 the crlmmal justice system is 
different than testing under E.O, 12564 
for several reasons: (1) The overriding 
purpose of the cnminal justice system IS 

to protect community safety through the 
apprehension. adjudication. and 
punishment of law violators: (2) the 
incidence of drug use among those under 
the jurisdiction of the criminal justice 
system is high: and (3) the legal interests 
at issue in the criminal justice system. 
including liberty. privacy. and property 
interests. are different and. therefore. 
are subject to established practices. • 
constitutional protections. and 
evidentiary rulell sp~lfic to the criminal 
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justice system. The Guidelines also do 
not apply to military testing of service 
persannel or applicants to the military. 

ResPODM to Comment. 

Written comments to the NoUce ot 
Proposed Guidelines published August 
14.1987. were received from 
approximately 150 individuals, 
organizations, and Federal agencies. Ali 
written comments were reviewed and 
taken into consideration in the 
preparation of the Final Guidelines. This 
section summarizes major comments 
and the Department's response to them. 
Similar comments are considered 
tORether. 

i Several commenters requested that 
the Guidelines require B split sample 
technique in which a ~econd sample or a 
portion of a sample could be saved for 
further testinq. Although this pO:lsibility 
was considered, it is viewed as a 
cumbersome lind expensive process 
invoh'ing the collection of two separate 
sets of samples cjnd the retention of one 
for an indefinite penod of time in !ome 
type of secured lonll term refrigerated 
storage. The use of a split sample was 
suggested as a mechamsm to overcoml! 
perceived problems aM9lOq out of 
sItuations such as sample mlXUps, 
erroneous Idenllfication of samples. and 
lost samples. The Department does not 
iiijree that split or additionaisample 
proposal would have any scientific 
advantage over the current system nor 
would they increase reliability. In fact. 
ouch a system could increase the risk of 
Idministrallve error by alJublin~ the 
:-lbeling, InltlalinS!. slotalZe. and 
dccountability requl.rements. 
Furthermore. the Guidelines already 
Include sufficient 5afe~uarda to 
ellmmate the probleml! the use of split or 
Jdditional samples are thOUght to 
dddress: e.g., detailed saieguard. for 
labeling and chaan of custody of the 
u(lr;e sample. Accordingly. we do not 
proJect any real sClentiiic. chain of 
custody. or reliability benefits sufficient 
to jU5ufy placing the added requirement 
0)( collection and storage of spiit 
sdmples of Federal aRencle. and have 
reJected the split sample requirement. 
Furthermore. these Guideline~ 
specifically reJect allOWing the le£ted 
employee or anyone else from 
presenting to the ~Iedical Review 
Officer a split sample or prIvate sample 
that does nol fully comply with these 
Guid,elines. 

Z. A\ number of commentors said that 
specific educational and experience 
requirements for laboratory directors 
and supervisors were too restrictive and 
that Ipecinc board certifications. 
experience. lind degree requiremenl.l 
weN! alio too restnctive and did not 

provide Bny additional quality 
assurance. In many cases these 
individuals recommended that the 
current Medicare and CUA personnel 
standards be used in place of the 
standards proposed in the Guidelines. 
Other individuals and organizations 
stated that the proposed personnel 
standards in the Guidelines were not 
stringent enough. Some recommended 
that specific standards also be adopted 
Cor the personnel performing the tests. 

The Department carefully considered 
the comments about thn personnel 
standards proposed in Ithe Guideline5-
most of which came from employees of 
clinicallaboralol1es or orgalili:ations 
representin8 tho5e employees-t'rom the 
perspe-;tive of the intent of the 
Guidelines. It is not possible 10 reconcile 
the divergent viewpoint repre,ented in 
the comments. In this connection it 
should be noted that credentialins 
standards for laboratory personnel have 
been an issue for a number of yeau in 
other laboratory programs administered 
by DHHS. as well as among those who 
commented on the Notice proposing 
these Guidelines. 

The laboratory personnel 
requirements in the Guidelines are 
designated to assure that any mdividual 
responsIble for test-review and result
reporting is qualified 10 perform the 
function and could appear as an expert 
witne,. in a court challenge of the 
results. This requires familiarity with a 
wide range of material relattld to test 
5 ~Iection, qu~lity assurance, 
interferences With various tests. 
maintenance of chain of custody, 
documentation of findings •. 
interpretation of test results. validation 
and verficatlon of test results. and the 
ability to testify as an expert in legal 
proceedings. The Guidelines aet 
personnel reqUirements for the 
individuals responSIble for day-to-day 
management and operation of 
laboratories engaged in urine drug 
teslmg for Federal agencies aImed at 
ensurmg those competencies. 

Wnile a consultant may be able to 
carry out some of these specialized 
functions. It is essential that 
comprehenSIve oversight and control of 
the respons!bllities CIted above be 
exercised by those who are directly 
responsible on a day-to-day basia for 
the laboratory. who are accountable for 
the test results. and who may be called 
on to consult with the agency lor which 
testing ia performed as well as to appear 
at any lesal proceeding t!l defend the 
quality of teating in the laboratory. . 
Therefore. \he Guidelinelset functional 
employee qualification standards wbich 
are essential to the million of • drug 

testing laboratory and require that 
laboratory employeel meet those 
standards. For the purpose of meeting 
la bora tory personnel reqllinments. no 
prOVision IS made for the ue of 
consultants who are not involved in the 
day-to-day management or operation of 
the laboratory. . 

The Final Guidelines set functlonal 
reqwrements for individuals engaged in 
the day-to-day management Ind 
operation of laboratoriel engaged in 
urine drug 1I~5ting for Federal agencies. 
They do not specify requirt-mentl for 
other personnel. Including employees 
who perfonn the assaye. but rather 
depend on the ability of those 
responsible Individual. to select and 
oversee properly qualified employees in 
each specific laboratory. and they 
depend on outcome mealures of 
laboratory perfonnance such as 
perfonnance testing. '11Ie individual 
responsible for day-ta-day laboratory 
management is responSIble for 
determining staffing needs and types of 
personnel required te perfonn particular 
runctions in a specIfic facility. The 
individual re~ponsible for day-to-day 
laboratory operations is responsible for 
supervision of analysts perfonnlng drug 
lests and related duties. Outcome 
measures will provide the responSIble 
individual with feedback on the 
perfonnance of laboratory employees. 
Within this framework. the Guidelines 
do not establish qualifications for 
additional laboratory positions. 

The individuals who perform the tests 
are a vila I part of any laboratory 
operation. and there is no intent to 
minimIZe their importance by omitting 
qualifications for them. However. by 
holding the appropriate laboratory 
officiall responllble lor review and 
certification of allle.t reBuJLt before 
they are sent forward and by relyin~ on 
various quality control and aUllIltv 
assurance measUl't!s. per{on:nan~'l 
teslIllg ana on,slte t!YaiUiiiiOn3 (tJ 

prOVide direct measures of the quality of 
testing. the Department expects 10 
ensure a .tandard of excellence in drug 
testlD8 without setting additional 
personnel requiremenl.l. This reliance on 
the qualification. of the individuals 
responsible for the day-to-day 
management Bnd operation of urine dru~ 
testing laboratories does not prohibit the 
laboratories themlelves from settmg 
additional employees .tandards which 
may include Ipecific credentials. 
certifications. licenses. registries, etc .. 
for speCific functions. 

However. once a labol'1ltory is 
certified in accordance with thue 
Guidelines. laboratory employee. whose 
functions are pretCribed by these 
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Guidelines are deemed qualified. These 
Guidelines e!itahlish the exclusive 
standards (or qualifying or certifying 
these employees involved in uratnalysis 
testing. Certification of a laboratory 
under these Guidelines shall be a 
determination that all appropnate 
qualification requirements have been 
met. Agencies may nol establish or 
negotiate additional reqwrements for 
these laboratory personnel. 

Some cOl!1mentors felt that references 
to director. supervisor of analysts. 
cerllfying officials. and other analysts 
did not cleady distinguish between 
those positions. Other commentors 
criticized the establishment of specific 
position tilles. We have clarifiod 
laboratory employee functions and 
dropped the use of specific position 
titles in 2.3 Laboratory Personnel. A 
laboratory engaged in urine drug testing 
for Federal agencies must have 
personnel 10 perform the following 
functions: 

• Be responsible for the day-to-day 
management and for the sCientific and 
technical performance of the drug 
testing laboratory (even where another 
individual has overall responsibility for 
an entire multispeciality laboratory). 

• Attest to the validity of the 
laboratory's test reports. This individual 
may be any employee who is qualified 
to be responsible for the day-to-day 
management or operation of the drug 
testing labora~ol'Y. 

• Be responsible (or the d:.y-to-day 
operation of the drug testing laboratory 
and for the direct supervision of 
analysts perforrTllng drug tests and 
related duties. 

In response to those commentors who 
were concerned about the prooosed 
requirement for a Ph.D. to quailfy as a 
laboratory director. the Final Guideline. 
provide that the individual responsible 
for the day-la-day drug lesting 
laboratory management may have 
education and experience in lieu of \I 
Ph.D. to demonstrate an individual's 
scientific qualifications in analytical 
forensic tOXicology (s~ 2.3(a)(2)(lii)). 
Together with the speciilc analytical 
forensiC tOXicology experience required 
in 2.3(a)(2)(lv). SCientific quali.ncation. 
may be demonstrated by showing 
"training and experience comparable to 
a Ph.D. in one of the nalural sciences. 
such as a medical or scientific degree 
and in addition have training and 
laboratory or research experience in 
biology. chemistry, and pharmacology or 
toxicology." This Ph.D. comparability 
provision eliminates the utility or the 
"grandfather" clause in the proposed 
guidelines. a clause which would have 
qualified Incumbent laboratory director. 
who have a graduate degee in the 

natural sciences followed by extensive 
expenence {6 years postgraduate}. In 
analytical forensic toxicology. Thus. the 
Final Guidelines omit the "Grandfather" 
clause. 

The Ph.D comparability provision. 
while not requiring specific research 
experience. recognizes research as one 
mechanism for demonstrating scientific 
competency to be responSIble for day
to-day laboratory management. Lack of 
research expenence does not disqualify 
an individual for that function if he or 
she !las other appropriate training or 
experience. The Ph.D. comparability 
provision also makes explicit that Ii 
medical degree is an acceptable 
alternative to the Ph.D. for this purpose. 
provided. of course. that the M.D. has 
the other requisite tramlng and 
experience. 

The Final Guidelines do not require 
speCific board certifica tion for any 
laboratory employees. Some 
commentors were concerned 
particularly that individuals who 
supelillse analysts would have to be on 
the registry of the American Society for 
Clinical Pathologists (ASCP). The 
proposed guidelines cited the ASCP 
regiStry. but only as an example of the 
type of experience Dnd education that 
would qualify an individual to oversee 
th~ day-to-day operaJons of a urine 
drug testing laboratory. including the 
supervtsion of analysts. The important 
factOl'S associated v(ith day-to-day 
operation and supervision of analysts in 
a forensic tOXicology laboratory are 
captured in 2.3(C). Therefore. the Final 
Guidelines omit any reference to a 
registry as a factor in qualifying an 
individual for thiS function. Likewise. 
the Guidelines do not refer to a registry 
for the indiVIdual responsible for day-to
day laboratory management or the 
individual responSible for attesting to 
the validity of the laboratory's lest 
reports. but rely Instead on education 
and experience qualifications set out in 
2.3 (a) and (b). respectively. 

Consistent with editorial revision! 
throughout the Final Guidelines. 
editorial changes m the personnel 
provisions are intended to clarify 
specific education. training. and 
experience requirements for individuals 
to carrying out VItal laboratory 
fum:tionll. to simplify by adopting 
consilltent tenninology, and to eliminate 
the need to compare similar provisionll 
by ulling identical prOVisions when 
appropriate. In this regard. the personnel 
provillions In Subpart B. which sets out 
the scientific and technical 
requirement •• and in Subpart C. which 
set. out thtl standards for certification of 
laboratori!! •• are identical: Subpart C 

Simply cross-references the personnel 
provisions in Subpart B. 

3. A number of commentors said that 
it was unnecessanly restnctivl! to 
require that the screening and 
confirmation tests be performed at the 
same site. They believed that th.e 
malorlty of tests would be negative and 
that would reduce the number of 
samples that must be shipped to another 
site and would. in tum. prevent sample 
mixup and loss. 

After having carefully reviewed this 
issue. the Department has determtned 
that both screening and confirmatory 
testing must be performed at the same 
time (3.5). Although use of separate 
screening and confirmation laboratories 
may produce adequate results. Pub. L. 
100-71 mandates that the Secretary set 
standardll which "require' •• strtct 
procedures governing the chain of 
custody of specimens collected for drug 
testing." Saml!-site screening and 
confirmation is the best method for 
maintainin!! such stncl control in the 
chain of custody. 

Requiring the two tests to be 
performed in the same laboratory wiU 
reduce problems jnhennt in having two 
test sites. such as problems maintaining 
cham of custody (orms at two test !lItes: 
need for having two separate laboratory 
formll: pOlllible mjx-up. and loss of 
samplell in transit between sites: 
potential delay. in reporting results: and 
potential for having rellult. reported 
only on the basill of an initial screening 
test. 

Several commentors indicated that If 
screening were done on-Illte this would 
reduce the number of subsequent 
requirements for rescreening and nsult 
in fewer samples being sent to another 
site. The Federal work force testing 
program does not envision performing 
initial teats at the collection .ite. 
Therefore. consideretion. concerning 
on-site initial screeninSJ test. are not 
lelevant to the current Federal tostln!! 
program. 

4. Several commenters indicated that 
a number of terms were not defined or 
that there Will no lIingle section defining 
terms used in the Notice of Proposed 
Guidelines. The Final Guidelines include 
a section to centralize the definitions 
that appeared in the proposed document 
and add definitions to several 
previouilly undefined termll (1.2). The 
term "proficiency testing" has been 
edited throughout to read "performance 
teGting" as a more precise reflection of 
the nature of the testing with which 

. these Guidellnell are concerned. 
5. A number of commentera laid that 

the cutoff limits for the reporting of 
pOlitive rellults IIhould be higher or 

• 
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lower than those proposed (see 52 fR 
30641). There also were commerttors 
who believed that the cutoff limit.a for 
the screentn~ and confinnation lests 
should be set at the same level. 

The millallmmunoassay test cutoff is 
established iltlevels generally similar to 
those used by the Department of 
Defense and avaIlable WIth c;ommercial 
Immunoassavs. These levels are 
consistent with detection of recent drug 
use. 

The second set of cutoff levels is for 
the gas chromatography/mass 
spectrometry (GC/MSl confU'lT\atory 
test. chosen so that the specimens 
determmed to be positive by the first 
technique (screening technique) could 
be confirmed at a reasonable level of 
analytical accuracy. 

The Final Guidelines retain all the 
proposed initial test cutoff values 
(2.4(e)). Confirmation for marijuana is 
c:han~ed by 5 n~/ml in accordance with 
DOD experience. Ukewise, confirmation 
for amphetamines reflects the cutoff 
intended for the notice of proposed 
gUidelines conSIStent with DOD levels. 
Cutoffs for speCIfic opiates (morphine 
and codeine) and amphetamines 
(amphetamlOe and methamphetamine) 
are delineated Cor clanty (2A(f)). 

In finalizing both screenmg and 
confirmation cutoffs. among the matters 
conSIdered were prevalence rate: cross
reactivity: state of the art in drug 
detection: and the experience of the 
Department of Defense and other groups 
in large·volume drug testing programs. 

6. Several (;OInmentors mdicated that 
alcohol should be included among the 
substances to be tested. The Department 
acknowledltes the sumlficance of 
alcohol and its use liS well as itl 
potential impact on performance in the 
workplace. In any event. alcohol il not 
an illegal substance. and ExI!Q1ti1Je 
Order 12564. which these Guidellnn 
implement. only authorizes tesMS for 
illicit drugs listed in Schdule 1 and 
Schedule II of the Controlled SubstanCt!s 
Act. However. nothing in these 
Guidelines restrict. the authority of 
agencIes 10 test for alcohol under 
authorIties other than E.O. 12564. 

7. Several commentors indicated that 
photo identIfications should be required 
at the testing site to ensure that the 
tested individual is properly identified. 
We concur that proper identification 
should be provided by the individualA at 
the test site 10 assure that the correct 
individual will be tested. Since mo.t 
Federal agencies already issue photo 
identification cards to their employees 
and most employees have a driver'l 
Iicelllle with pboto identification. it It 
not unreAlonable 10, require this form of 
identification for individuall presenting 

themselves for testing. In cases where 
the individual does not have a Droper 
photo idenllfication. the collection site 
person must get the employee's 
supervisor, coordinator of the drug 
testing program. or any other agency 
official who knows the employee to 
prOVide a pOSitive Identification 
(2.2(£)(2)). 

6. Several commentors surggested that 
toilets. water faucets. and other sources 
of water which could be used as 
adulterants should be taped shut or 
sealed to prevent adulteration of the 
sample at. the coUection site. The 
Department acknowledgel that sources 
of water should not be available which 
would enable an individual to adulterate 
the sample. However, there are also 
needs. such as band wasbing, for a 
relatively convenient source of water. 
These Guidelines cannot anticipate the 
needs at each collection site and the 
hardship which would be impoled by 
sealing all sources of water at the site. 
However. the proposed and Final 
Guidelines do .include in 2.2 precautions 
in specimen collection procedures to 
ensure the integnty and identity of the 
specimen. Because we have taken 
reasonable steps to ellBure that 
specimens are not adulterated at the 
co!)ection site and because there are 
practical reasons for having a 
convenient source of water. the Final 
Guidelines do not require that all 
sources of water be taped or sealed shut 
but rather require that precautions be 
laken to ensure that unadulterated 
specimens are obtained. Among the 
precautions included in 2.2{f) to ensure 
unadulterated specimens is a 
requirement to use a bluing agent 50 that 
the water in the toilet tank and bowl are 
colored blue and that there be no other 
source of weter in the enclo.ute where 
the sampe is given. 

9. Several commentors requested 
more specific guideUne. to define 
"unusual behavior" at the urine 
collection site which WI?;~fa '(live reason 
to believe a patticulj(:~ :l~t.$f"~I.iual may 
alter or substitute thti' ;;-r,'j\>l'"men to be 
provided which. in tum. w()'llid trigger 
the requirement to obtain II lecond 
specimen under direct observation of a 
same gender collection sUe person (see 
2.2(f)(16}). The guidelines focus on 
whether there is "roason to believe" (see 
1.2 for definition) that a sample is 
adulterated. Observation. of unusual 
behavior may beaf on whether there is a 
"reason to believe" and For that reason 
the Guidelines require luch 
observations to be documented in tbe 
permanent record book. While it may be 
duirable to provide lpecifie 
description. of or auidellnlll! to identify 
"unu.ual behavior:' the Department 

cannot for~ee or define every 
contingency which might occur. Thus. 
"unusual behavior" is not further 
defined in the Guideline1l. 

It should be noled. however. that 
olher indicia of "reason to believe" are 
set out in 2.Z(f). For example. 2.2(f'l(12) 
and (13) require a temperature reading 
upon collection 0(. the ~pecHnen and 
indicate those temperatures which 
would give rise to a reason to believe 
that a specimen may be eltered or 
substituted. Elsewhere the Guidelines 
require the collection site person to 
inspect the sample for unusual color or 
other sign. of contaminants (2.2(£)(14)). 
Likewise. if a collection site person sees 
unusual behavior which causes him or 
her to question the integrity of the 
sample sucb that it lead. to a reason to 
believe that a particular individual may 
alter or substitute th. specimen to be 
provided. the Guidelines l'equire tha't 
such an obleMo'ation be noted in writing 
in the permanent record book (2.2\0(6)). 
The Final Guideline. also add a 
requirement that any "reason io 
believe" observation be concurred In by 
a higher level rupervilor of the 
collection site person (Z,2(0(23). 

With regard to reason to believe that 
a particular individual may alter or 
substitute the specimen based on the 
specimen's temperature falling outside 
the acceptable range, the Final 
Guidelines pennit an individual to 
volunteer to hAve an oral temperature 
reading to provide evidence that the • 
temperature of the llpecimen was 
consilltent with the individual'! body 
temperature. i.e .. an individual's fever 
could cause an elevation in the 
tempeu:ture or the .pecimen 12.2{£)(13)). 

10. Several commentors .aid that if 
the fint lpecimen II subject to a reason 
to believe that the particular individual 
may alter or nbtltitut. the specimen 
which would require a HUlnd specimen 
to be coUacted. the lecond Ipecimen 
should be coUacted immediltely. The 
Department concurs that the second 
specimen should be collected a. S'Jon as 
the need for it II eatabU.hed, Therefore. 
the Guidelln .. provide that the second 
specimen "hall be collected as soon as 
po.aible whenever there ia reason 10 
believe that tbe particular individual 
may alter or substitute the specimen. 
(2.2(0(18)). 

11. Several commentors wanted to 
know the basil for the choice of cocaine 
and marijuana as the drugs required to 
be screened by aU agendes. The 
requirement that aU agencie$ screen fol' 
cocaine and marijuana was based on 
the inctd~ and prevalence of their 
abu •• In the senera1 populatfon and the 
experiences of the Department of 
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Defense and the Department of 
Transportation in screening their work 
forces. The choice of cocaine and 
marijuana as the only substances for 
which all agencies must test takes Into 
account that the predictive value of any 
posItive diagnostic test il a function of 
prevalence in the tested population. 
Agencies have also been authorized to 
test ror phencyclidine. amphetamines. 
and opiates because their high incidence 
and prevalence in the general 
population may warrant testing of 
parHcular agency work forces ror these 
lil(t~al substances (2.1(a)). 

Federal agency requellts for screening 
drugs other than the five authorized in 
these Guidelines must be made in 
writing to the Secretary. The Secretary 
will review the requests on a csse-by
case basis and make a determination of 
the acceptability of the plans. cutorr 
limits. and testing protocols. The 
Secretary's determination shall be 
limIted to the use of approprIate science 
and technology and shall not otherwise 
restrict agency authority to test for drugs 
included in schedules I and II of the 
Controlled Substances Act (2.1(b)). 

12. Several commenton wanted 
clarification of the procedures for the 
Medical Review Officer's (MRO's) 
protocols for performing the review 
function. They also wanted to know if 
individual employees would have an 
opportunity to dis CUll the Medical 
Review Officer'S findings with him or 
her. Procedures for the conduct of the 
medical review function. including a 
handbook to cover the activities of the 
MRO, will be disseminated to aU 
Federal agencies. While there is 
agreement that there should be an 
opportunity for some type of medical 
interview between the medical review 
officer and the! employee prior to the 
MRO's final decision concerning a 
positive test result. a face-to-face 
Interview may not always be feasible or 
possible. For example. they may be in 
widely distant geographic areal, and it 
may be more practical to arrange a 
telephone or teleconference interview 
than a direct meeting, Therefore. we 
have provided for flexibility in the 
mechanism for this communication and 
have stated at 2.7(c) that prIor to making 
a final decision to verify a positive 
result, the MRO shall give the individual 
employee an opportunity to discuss the 
test result with him or her. The Medical 
Review Officer shall not. however. 
consider the results of urine samples 
that are not obtained or processed in 
accordance with these Guidelines. 

13. Several commcutoNl indicated that 
color blindness measurement. for 
laboratory workers were not necessary 

since none of the currently approved 
methodologies involved the use of visual 
color measurements, The requirement 
that laboratories maintain files which 
include infonnation on employee color 
vision was originally proposed because 
some immunoassay systems have color
coded components and the reliable 
manipulation of such systems requires 
good color vision. !n view of the 
methodologies currently approved in the 
Guidelinel. we agree that an across-the
board requirement to maintain files on 
color blindness II not warranted. 
However. the Department has a more 
general concern that laboratories 
employ individuals who have the ability 
to perform any neceS!ary test 
procedures. Therefore. the Guidelines 
generally provide at 2,3(0 that 
laboratory personnel files shall include 
results of any testa which establish 
employee competency for the position 
he or she holds and provide. as a 
specific example. a test for color 
blindness if the employee will be using 
color coded analytical systems. 
Similarly. the final Guidelines do not 
require that laboratories maintain any 
other medical data about employees 
unless that data would be necessary to 
show the employee's competency to 
perform a specific job function, 

While these Guidelines do not require 
laboratories to maintain general health 
or medical information in employee 
files. they do not preclude a laboratory 
from maintaining such files. What 2.3(0 
is intended to do is require laboratories 
to maintain sufficient files to show 
employee competency for the position 
he or she bolds. 

14. One commentor requested that the 
laboratory notify agency management 
officials of a posItIve result at the same 
time tha Medical Review Officer i. 
notified. so that tndividuall in sensitive 
pOlitlona or in posllIOn!! where they 
could pose a hazard to other individuals 
or the public could be temporarily 
removed from these positions. with no 
punitive action. unltl after the Medical 
Review Officer had completed the 
review proces •. After considering both 
the safety implications and the 
employee rights in this type of 
notification. the Department has 
determined that it would be 
inappropriate to report a result before 
the Medical Review Officer has the 
opportunity to review the facts and 
circumstances and make a decision on 
the meaning of the test results. In 
irutances where an agency determines 
that it hal IS need for immediate action 
or might have lIuch a need based on ill 
:nis.ion. the agency should develop a 
mechanism to expedite the review 

process or allow the Medical Review 
Officer to require review of the 
individual's general fitness to continue 
performing a specific function. 
Circumventing the review system would 
abridge necessary protections for 
employees and could result In 
prejudging an individual employee's 
case (2.7). 

15. Several commentoNl called for a 
medical review board instead of a single 
Medical Review Officer. A primary 
purpose of the Medical Review Officer 
position is to provide for the privacy and 
confidentiality of the employee's 
personal medical history during the 
course of reviewing positive test results. 
To call together a board which would be 
privy to that private information would 
increase the exposure of the employee's 
medical history to several other 
individuals. Furthermore. the 
Department views the physician in the 
Medical Review Officer's role in 
retaining overall responsibility for 
reviewing and, interpreting posItive test 
results. There is no restriction on the 
Medical Review Officer's seeking advice 
on an ad hoc or a continuous basis from 
an individual or group if he or she does 
not breach employee confidentiality 
during the course of the review and 
interpretation of the employee's test 
results. Because the Department il 
vitally concerned with maintaining 
confidentiality and privacy and because 
the Medical Review Officer is not now 
limited in seeking advice from persons 
who might have served on the proposed 
medical revIew board (e.g .. the drug 
program coordinator. employee 
assistance ~rogram officials. or any 
other ageru:;y employee). the Guidelines 
will continue to caU for review by a 
single medical officer rather than a 
board (2.1). 

18. Several commentoNl requesh,d 
that the term "inexpenllve 
immunoaSlay" to delcribe the initIal 
test be eliminated since cost should be 
left to the agency and the laboratory and 
techniques other than immunoassay 
should be used to test for certain drugs. 
The term "inexpensive" W8!l not 
intended to set specifications for price: 
that is a matter for negotiation between 
the laboratory and the contracting 
Federal agency. It was meant to serve as 
part of • generic description of the 
procedure and purpose of a screening 
assay. The term "Initial test" has been 
revised in 1.2 and does not use the word 
"inexpensive". 

17. Several commentors indicated that 
more specific guidelines .bould be 
issued to allure the security of telt 
results whether sent by mail 01' by 
electronic means. The Guidelines clarify 
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that the laboratory must ensure the 
security of data transmission and limit 
access to any data transmistion. 
storage. and retrieval system (2.4(8)(4)). 

18. Several commentors stated that 
indi"iduals should have access to all 
recorcU. data. and documents relating to 
their test results and the certification of 
the laboratory which performed the 
urine d!1Jg test. Section 503 of Pub. 1.. 
100-71 provides that any Federal 
employee who is the subject of a drug 
test shall. upon written request. have 
access to any records relating to his Of 

her drug test and any records relating tr.· 
the results of any relevant certification. 
review. or revocation·of-certification 
proceedings. In response to this 
comment the provisions c: the statute 
have been set out in a new paragraph at 
2.9. The Department anticipates that 
Individuals will be able to obtain 
information about their own lest results 
from the agency's Medical Review 
Officer. employee assistance program. 
or other staIf person designated by the 
agency. Any other relevant informauon 
Will be made available in accordance 
WIth the &tatule. 

19. Several laboratories indicated tbat 
the monthly statistical summary 
required of the testing laboratories 
would be costly and an excessive 
burden. The Department views the 
monthly data as necessary for several 
purposes including evaluating the 
laboratory testing program. gathering 
statistical data to evaluate the drug 
testing program's effectiveness. and 
prOViding demographIC data on drug use 
bv the Federal work force. The 
information Will aSSist in making 
decisiolU concerrung changes in policy 
or program implementation and 
identifying specific pl'ograms for 
attenlJon. The Department anlicipatH 
that the cost of providing the data will 
be built into the contract the laboratory 
signa with each agency. Therefore. 
provision of the data will be a function 
for which the laboratory is duly 
comperaated. not an undue coat or 
burden (2..4{g)(6)). 

20. One commenlor indicated that 
samples for which the initials on tJw 
specimen Lottle and in the permanent 
record book do not match sbould not be 
rejected automatically. since that would 
provide an opportunity for individuals to 
attempt to have their specimens rejeeted 
when they knew the specimen. would 
test positive. We have considered the 
fact that individuals might deliberately 
alter their initials in an attempt to have 
their samples. rejected. However. we do 
not anticipate that samples abould be 
thrown out solely 00 the basis of 
unmatch'!d initials on the .pec.imen 

bottle and in the permanent record 
book. If unmatched initial. provide 
realOn to believe that a particular 
Individual may bave altered or 
substituted the specimen. both the 
proposed and the Final Guideline. 
provide that the specimen be forwarded 
ror testing along with 8 sec:ond sample 
obtained 8S soon as possible afler 
reason to believe the individual may 
have altered or substituted the specimen 
is establisbed (2.2(0 (15) and (16)). The' 
Final Guidelines ensure the 
identification of the person from whom 
the specImen is collected through the 
requirement for photo identification (see 
2.2{f)(2)). In addition. a principal 
responsibility of the collection site 
person is to gather and verify 
infonnation on site and to detect any 
problems with the identification of the 
specimen. Until experience in the 
program indicates that misidentified 
samples arising out of unmatched 
initial. is a significant problem. the 
GUideUnes Wlll require that the 
individual initial the specimen bottle 
and sign the permanent record book to 
certify that the identified sample is the 
one collected from the individual. 

21. One commentor asked if the 
Guidelines apply to Federal contract 
employees. The Guidelines do not apply 
to Federal contract employees: however. 
any agency may require a contractor to 
test its own employees following the 
procedures in the Guidelines by making 
the requirement a term or condition of 
the contract. 

2Z. One commelltor indicated that the 
proposed requirement for signing a 
procedure manual On an annual basis 
was in conflict with current DI-frfS 
efforts in the Medicare and CLlA 
programs to delete the annual signing 
requirement and replace it with a 
requirement that the manual be signed 
initially and whenever changes are 
made. We concur with the comment that 
the important factor is that the manual 
bl! signed by the respon.ible individual 
whe!!8ver a procedure is instituted or 
chansed or whenever a new individual 
becomes responsible for the day.to-day 
management of the drug testing 
laboratory. The Guidelines do not 
require annual signing of the procedure 
manual. 

The on·site review of the laboratory 
together with the asaignmeot to an 
Individual of the overall respoolibility 
for the testing willll&Sure that the 
procedures in the manual are current 
and CoUowed. IT the procedures in the 
manual are not current or foUowed. it fa 
an indJcatJon that the reaponaible 
individual Is not performing the 

oversight funetion appropriate to the 
manasement of \he laboratory. 

We bave alto clarified that the 
individual responaible (or lhe day-to
day man8gemeslt ot the dn1g testing 
laboratory is the individual rupoMible 
for signing the manu) (2.3(a)(51).1t ia 
not appropriate for the individual who is 
responsible for day-ta-day operetions 
and supervision of analysl.Jl or for any 
other individual to be delegated thi. 
responsibility since the maDual is the 
vehicle for selection of methodologies, 
and the appronl of methodologiel j.s a 
principal reason for requiring the 
individual responsible for day-to-day 
management of the drug testing 
laboratory to possess detailed 
knowledge in the area of toxicology. 

23. One comment or indicated that 
laboratories should be notified when 
they may discard samples. We have 
reviewed the comment Ind concur that. 
the agency should bfl able to notify the 
laboratory in writing if it detennine& 
that sampln no longer need to be 
retained because no further action i. 
pending which will require the tamples. 
80th 2.4(g)(8) and 2..4(h) permit the 
agency to instruct or authorit.e .torage 
for less than the period for which there 
is a storage requirement 

24. Several common tON indicated a 
discrepancy in the periods Cor 
maintenance of frozen samples in 
stora8e-1 year in the proposed 
guidelines ond 6 months in Appeudix 8 
to the propoeed guidelines. The time 
interval ill the appendix wan in error. 
The Final Guidelines consistently call 
for frozen storage of confirmed positive 
samples for 1 year (2.4{b)). Note that the 
Appendix haa been omitted. although 
pertinent provisioM from it are 
integrated in the Final GuideUneL 

Z5.ln response to concern that 
specimens mlAY be atiauMd to test far 
physiolosicalstlta other than d.n:Is 
abuse (e.g.. pregnancy~ a provision ba. 
been sdded to the Final Guidelines 10 
prohibit the specimeJU coUectect for 
urine drug latins from being used for 
any other typet of analyaa unless 
othetwiM authorized by law. It i.a 
important to the integrity and goals or 
the President's program to achieve a 
drus-free work place that any .pecimens 
collected for that purpose not be 
analyzed or used for inappropriate 
pu11IOI4IS. To ensure that outcome. a 
paragraph he. been added at 2.1(c) 
Slatins that specimen. may be used only 
to test Cor thOM drqa included 10 the 
agency drug-free workplace plan and 
maJ not be uaed to conduct any other 
aaalysio or test WIle .. the ageocy MI 
authorized by law to perform otbft 
analytH. 
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26. jne commenlor indicaled thallhe 
individuals penni tied in the "secure lest 
area" should includa routine service and 
maintenance personnel and that these 
individuals should not require escorts. 
While providing escort. for aU 
employetJ9. including service and 
maintenance personnel. may cause 
considerable inconvenience, unless the 
facilities are secured at night and all 
materials locked away with no possIble 
access. there is always the potential for 
tampering with the specimens or test 
results. The Guidelines make no 
provision for routine service and 
maintenance personnel to enter the 
secure test area without an escort 
(204(a)). 

27. One commentor suggested that 
callection personnel be provided with 
gloves or other protective garments to 
prevent contamination of the personnel 
from the urine. The Department 
encourages a protected work 
environment for collection site 
personnel. including any necessary 
protective garments. Various State and 
Federal guidelines provide for the health 
and safety oC employee •. Collection 
agents are expected to be aware of and 
to comply with such provi.ionJ to 
safeguard their own health and the 
hl!alth and safety of employees. 
However. no requirement waft added to 
the Guidelines to require provision of 
protective garments to collection 
personnel. 

28. One commentor recommended that 
DHHS uae its own peraonnel \0 
investigate any quality assurance 
problems which arise with a particular 
laboratory instead of requiring each 
agency to have its own investigative 
staff. Other commentor.6 viewed 
agencies as lawna the In-hollie 
experti .. 10 perfotnl thia analysl .. and It 
was not clear to them who in each 
!agency .hauld carry out .uch an 
im!esUgation. The Final GuideUnQ 
rene\~l a decilion that the Secretary 
(which might include a DHHS contractor 
or DHMS rec:ogniad cart1fIcation 
program) shall a • .wae tbJa Inveatiptive 
responaibility and c.ury out the related 
coordinating activiti ... A. coordinating 
mech8nlll11 within the NationallMtituta 
on Crus Abuse (NIDA) wiU enJure that 
all agencies are aware of problems with 
any given laboratory. Conducting 
investigation. and coordinatins findings 
through DHHS wiu eliminate the need to 
provide a more camplex mechanlim ror 
agencie. to notify each oth,r about 
laboratory perfonnance (2.~(d)(4)). 

251. Several commentor. :.aid that the 
(ormat for reporting employ eft drug test 
results WII not .ufficiently clear and 
that while there was. dllCUl.ion of the 

mechanism for reporting performance 
test results. there was no comparable 
discussion on reporting employee test 
result .. 2.4(8). Reporting Results. 
clarifies that laboratories will not report 
quantitation :lin test results but will 
report whether a result ilJ positive or 
negative and that this is indicative of a 
result being above or below a particular 
cutoff limit. A negative report does not 
signify the absence of a particular drug 
or metabolite but only that the particular 
drugs or metabolites screened for were 
not detected at a speCified concentration 
(i.e .. cutoff level), 

Quantitation will not be reported to 
the agency for confirmed positive 
reports I., order to provide (or Identical 
reporting by the laboratllry of 
performance telt specimens and 
employee specimena. However. 
quantitation may be obtained by the 
Medical Review Omcer on request from 
Ihe laboratory. In the case of the 
opiates. we have indicated that the 
particular opiate to be reported wiU 
depend on the amounts of morphine and 
codeine detected by the confirmation 
test. We bave included the reporting 
scheme in the scientific lind technical 
requirements aa weU as in the revision 
of the requirementl for reporting 
performance test result!! (2.4(g), 3.11 
which CfOsa·references 2.4(8). and 
3.17(£)). 

30. The Final Guidelines attempt to 
clarify the purpoae of the certification 
program. since the commenta reflect 
uncertainty 8S to what certification 
impUes and what would be surveyed In 
the process of certifying a laboratory. 
Subpm C permits DHHS to recognize 
.:ertiJication programs run by other 
organizations. These programs may be 
private accrediting organization. that 
are recognized by the Secretary to 
determine whether laboratorie. meet the 
GuideUne requiremenll. Any laboratory 
acc:redited by these organizationJ in 
accordance with these Guideline. " 
deemed to be a certified laboratory, thus 
makinl it eligible to perform urine drus 
teatin8 for Federal agencies. DHHS 1. 
contemplatina publishing standards for 
recopitioD. of private accrediting 
o1'8an.i%ation. in the near future. 

The provi.ion. of Subpart C apply to 
any laboratory which has or seeks a 
contract to perfonn. or otherwise 
performa urine drug testing for Federal 
agencie. under a drug testing program 
conducted under £0. 12S64. Only 
certified laboratories wiU be authorized 
to perform urine drug testing for Federal 
asencies. However. in order to trente _. 
pool of quallfled laboratories to bid on 
apncy contracti to perform .uch 
tuttns. the Secret.ry may certify 

laboratories as contract eligible that • 
meet the requIrements of Subpart C. 
this pool of qualified laboratories will 
lead to competitive pricing and better 
services for Federal sgencies. 

The certification process will be 
limited to the five classes of drugs 
(2.1)(a) (1) and (2)) and the methods (2.-1 
(e) and (01 specified in these Guidelines. 
The laboratory will be surveYtld and 
perfonnance tested only for these 
methods and drugs. CertificiZ',liol1 of a 
laboratory indicate, that any test result 
reported by the laboratory for the 
Federal Government meets the 
standards in these Guidelines for the 
five classes of drugs using the methods 
specified herein. The Guidelines require 
that a certified laboratory must inform 
its non-Federal clientele when testing 
procedures are to be those specified by 
these Cuidellnes. Non·Federal 
purchaeers are free to bargain with a 
certifled laboratory Cor any standards 
they may deem appropriate. 

31. The Guidelines delete the checklist 
ir, Appendix B of the proposed 
cerlification standards. The cheddlst 
was liiWaUy intended to provide II tool 
for the in~pectors of laboratorin to use 
in conduc\ins their on·site inspections 
and to enumerate the standard. 
contained in the section on the 
certification program published In the • 
Federal Reaf.tter. However, there was 
confusion rega.rdin8 whether the 
checklist represented an additional or 
different set of requinments. Relevant 
portion. of the checkli.t have been 
integrated in the Guidelines. The 
checklist itself wiU be revised to 
correspond to the requirements in the 
Guidelines and will be made available 
to laboratories by the DHHS-recognized 
certification program(.). 

32. Several commentora asked that the 
Ipecific criteria Uled by the groupe,) 
who wiU perform the certification 
function for the Department be detailed 
In these Guideline .. In responJe, the 
Guidelines include a new section 
explainins how performance teating will 
b. evaluated ror initial certification as 
weU .s for previously certified 
laboratorie. (3.19 Ca) and (b». All major 
a.pecta of the certification program, 
including personnel and quality 
a8lurance and quaUty control 
requirements, are included In Subpart C 
of these Guldelinea. With the addition of 
3.19 (a) and (b). we believe the 
Guideline, are appropriately specific 
and there 15 no need to Include 
additional detail In the Guidelines 
concerning the certification process. 

33. Some commentort indicated that • 
the Dumber ofbllnd performance test 
cample. required to be nm by the 
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laboratorie. (i.e., 1.000) for iniUal 
certification and ti .... 250 per quarter) 
for continutns certification wa. 
p.xcessive and would be too costly. The 
commento~ aI.o indicated that it Willi 

not clear whether the laboratory or the 
submitting organization would bear the 
cost of the samples and if it were 
necessary for each submitting 
organization to submit this number of 
samples to each laboratory. In response 
to the comments. we have revised this 
section to indicate that each agency 
shall submit blind performance test 
specimens to each laboratory il 
contracts with in the amount of at least 
50 percent of the total number of 
samples submitted (up to a maximum of 
500 samples) during the iniUal9O-day 
period of program implementation and a 
minimum of 10 percent of all samples (to 
a maximum of 250) submitted per 
quarter thereafter. The Final Guidelines 
also clarify that approximately 80 
percent of the blind performance test 
samples are 10 be blank (i.e .. cerlified 10 
be drug free) and the remaming samples 
are to be positives (2.52(d}(3) and 3.7). 
The cost of Ihe blind performance lest 
samples WIll be borne by the submitting 
J~ency. 

34. Several commenlors requested 
corrective action and reanalysis of 
previously run specimens in the case of . 
discovered laboratory administrative 
error. They also requested thaI the union 
and all employees who tested positive 
be nOllfied of the error 10 wrilinR. The 
recommendation was to notify all 
employees With positive resuits who 
were tested between the time of 
:f~solution of the error and the preceding 
cycle of correct results. In Ihe case of an 
admmistrative error. there are no plan. 
to aUlomatically have all specimens 
retested. The decision on whether to 
retest WIll be dependent on the type and 
t>'(Ip.nt of Ihe error. For example. if. 
Single employee's test result. were 
!r:mscrlbed incorrectly. nOlhing would 
bp. gamed from rerunning all the 
specImens in a given timeframe since it 
would not change the values attributed 
10 the specImens. If an error occurred 
such that it was not clear whose 
specimen was being lested and which 
results belonged 10 which specimen. thb 
would requirEl retesting oC the group Cor 
~hich the values where uncertain and 
for those analytes for which the value. 
were uncertain. Howe,,·er. it would be 
unproductive to require the automatic 
t elesting o{ all specimens for any error. 

Agency policy under which 
individual. are notified of errors will 
depend on the circumstances. 1£ the 
error i. corrected before the retult ..... 
reIJorted to any employee. it i. 

WUleteSsary to notify each employee 
that an error was d.iacovered and 
subsequently corrected. If a discovered 
error affects an employee after result' 
have been reported. the Medical Review 
Officer will be notified and the affected 
employee will also be notifred through 
the appropriate mechanisms. established 
by each agency. 

35. Several commentor. indicated that 
the laboratory contract should be 
sUllpended if the laboratory committed 
the same administrative error twice and 
that the designated reviewing official's 
discretion to continue a laboratory in 
the program should.be more limited or 
more clearly defined. The Department 
has reviewed the comments concerning 
the point at which In contract should be 
suspended because of an administrative 
error and submits that the C\1m!nt policy 
allows sufficient fleXibility and 
protection to the employee and the 
laboratory and that it should not be 
changed. There are no circumstances 
under which administrative or human 
error can be entirely eliminated. The 
major assurance of accu.rscy In the 
overall program IS Ihe series of checks 
to assure that such errors sre detected 
dnd corrected. The reviewing official 
has been given the necessary flexibility 
and definition of authority to make the 
appropriate technical and program 
judgments concerning the statui of each 
facility and to assure that reallOnable 
and responSible decisiona are made. 
:'-Jevertheless. the Final Guidelines add 
several features to put greater 
responsIbility on the individual 
responSIble for the day-te-day 
management of the drug testing 
laboratory for the quality allurance 
program and ensuring that quality 
assurance procedure. aN followed. 
These Guidelines allo more clearly 
describe what constitutes a quality 
assurance and quality control program 
to detect and correct errol'l (2.5) and a 
program of performance testing (3.17-
3.19). 

We have chosen not to include a 
formal definition of administrative or 
clerical error in the Guidelines as was 
suggested. Among the errors to which 
either term refers are incorrect 
transcription of test results or erro:s in 
recording specimen identitie •• i.e .. errors 
that are not due 10 the analysis of the 
specimen. with regard to analytical 
accuracy, precillon, interpretation of 
test results. or calibration of equipment. 
Clearly enalytlcal errors are not 
conllidered "administrative:' While it is. 
not pOllible to write guideline. that 
cover every pOllibll1ty. at no place in 
th ... Cuideline. are incorrect analYles 
conaidered administrative error but 

= 
rather are conliltently treated as It basis 
for prompt action against the laboratory 
by thl! ~oorul1ble officials. 

36. Seve11\1 commentortl indicated that 
laboratory IMPaction •• hou1d be 
conducted unannounced and that union 
representatives should be permitted to 
accompany the Inspe<:tion teams. The 
Guidelines neither require nor prohibit 
unannounced inspections. They 
contemplate that agencies will. through 
their contract with a certified 
laboratory. specify the terms and 
conditions of Inspections in accordance 
with the requirement. in the Guidelines. 
If Individuals other than members of the 
inspection team were entitled to 
accompany the Inspectol'S. It would 
significantly complicate coordination 
and conduct of the inspections. More 
importantly. we see additional 
participants in the inspection as 
inhibiting the laboratory's freedom to 
provide complete cooperation out of 
concern for protecting proprietary 
infomaUon. While some laboratories 
may be willing to provide escorted tours 
to union official. to illustrate the quality 
of their processes. the Guidelines do not 
establish a right (or union officials to 
participate in Inspections incident to 
certification of laboratories under Ihe,e 
GuidelinetJ (U(l) and 3.20). 

31. One commentor indicated that any 
of the five general factors indicated in 
3.13(b) as a possible basis for revocation 
In the certification requirements should 
inevitably lead to revocation Wlthout 
any further determination that the 
revocation is "necessary." The issue of 
how many potential grounds for 
revQCt3tion ate necellsary to determine 
that revocation of a laboratory is 
necessary was con.idered when the list 
of grounds was developed. The 
Department views the nature lind 
serioumess of the facts concerning the 
grounds for nl'VOCIItion as (actors to be 
weighed io deciding to revoke a 
certification. It (s difficult and would not 
contribute to the :nalntenance of hiah 
qualitytesUng standards to develop a 
priori statements about the magnitude of 
an offense or a combination of 
violations and to (onnulate necessary 
actioOlI in response to each possible 
violation of the provisions of 3.13. All 
five factors lillted are considered serious 
violaUons of these certificaUon criteria. 
and It II not necessary for more than 
one factor to be violated to take action 
against a laboratory. However. the 
Guidelini!s retAin the nexibltlty fer the 
Secretary to determine that revocation 
is necessary to en.ure the full reliability 
dnd accuracy of drus t"1s "nd the 
accurate reporting of teli results 
(3.13(bJ). 
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38. Several commentOr1 indicated that 
When a laboratory fails a performance 
test it would be Inordinately expensive 
(especially in high volume laboratOries) 
to retest all samples /Iince the last 
performance test the laboratory passed 
and to test for all anaiytes rather than 
for the one analyte for whIch the 
laboratory had failed performance 
testing. The reallon for retesting aU 
positive samples since the iast 
succes3ful performance test is that the 
quality of the lest results has been 
called into question. In order to verify 
test results for the period between a 
successful performance testing and tne 
failed testing. it Will be necessary to 
retest all specimens tested pOSitive for 
which an incorrect analysis may have 
been performed. !t is not routinely 
necessary to retest for all analytes but 
only (or those on which the laboratory 
failed its performance tesllng. However. 
the laboratory may be required to test 
for other analytes If the performance 
test failure reflects broader problems 
(3.19(b)(1j(v)). . 

39. Several commentors indicated that 
performance testing every other month 
is excessive and that quarterly testing 
would be sufficient to assure the quality 
of the testing. Others indicated that 
fewer challenges per shipment would be 
adequate to determme the quality of the 
laboratory. SUIl other mdivlduals Slated 
that the limits for acceptable 
performance on performance tests were 
too high in terms of the concentratIons 
used. Others said that the grading 
criterion of failure based on one false 
positive was too stnel. We have 
reviewed the conceros that bimonthly 
performance testing is excessive and 
maintain that the use of performance 
tests ia a valid outcome measure of 
performance and will assist in the 
evaluation of quality of the laboratory 
performance. If future experience with 
the program indicates that a lesser 
frequency will assurt the quality of tbfJ 
testing. we will revise the frequency and 
the number of specimena accordingly. 
Relatively frequent performance testing 
reduces the time period Cor which 
samples may have to be rerun in case of 
performance test failure (3.17). 

To the extent that the Guidelines 
amended the cutoff limits for drugs Cor 
which employees may be tested [or 
consistency with those currently used 
by the Department of Defense. it was 
necessary to modify the values of the 
various performance test samples 
correspondingly. We have clarified that 
a labClratlJry must achieve an overall 
grade of 90 percent on the fll'31 three 
cumulative shipments of performance 
leltl and that if such a poor grade is 

obtained on the first or second challenge 
that a laboratory eannot achieve an 
overaU grade of 90 percent on the three 
successive performance test challenges. 
then the laboratory will fail at that 
POint. Laboratories already in the 
program must achieve a grade of 90 
percent on each shipment of 
performance lesting. It was unclear in 
the proposed notice whether the grade 
of 90 percent referred only to the 
positive samples. We intend that lhe 90 
percent refer only to positive samples. 
since any negative sample giving rise to 
a false positive would be the basi, for 
automatic disqualification for initial 
certification. It also was unclear 
whether the 90 percent referred to 
performance on all drugs In the 
shipment. not on each drug tested. We 
have c1unfied the Guidelines in both 
these areas. We adopted a strategy 
requiring 90 percent for all drugs 
because it is not always feaSible to have 
a sufficient number of challenges for 
each dnlg in each shipment to aVOid a 
single failure on a drug leading to a 
failing grade of less than 90 percent 
(3.19(b){Z)). 

40. Some com mentors thought 
laboratones should be required to notify 
all user1 if their certification was 
revoked. Since the requirements in these 
Guidelines only apply to certification for 
Federal drug testing programs. it would 
be inappropriate to require laboratories 
to notify non-Federal users of revocation 
or lIullpenslOn. 

41. We have not adopted the 
recommendations that any changes in 
the Guidelines be accomplished by 
publication of a notice. review of 
comments. and then publication of final 
changes. (Section 503 of Pub, L. 100-71 
required such steps for initial 
de'Velopment of these Guideline •. ) The 
time required for this croces. would not 
permit rapid adjustment to changes in 
technology. Accordingly. the Guidelines 
retain the provision permitting final 
revision of these Guidelines by 
publication of a notice in the Federal 
Regiller (1.3). 

42. One comm~ntor suggested that 
only positive tests be cerhfied as to 
accuracy and validity before reporting. 
Al~hough this practice would reduce 
paperwork. it does not reflect the 
potential impact on public Isfety of false 
negati""e results. The Guidelines 
continue to require that negative results 
be reviewed carefully and attested to by 
the proper officials in the same way as 
positive results (2.4(g}). 

43. One commentor wanted us to 
specify the lime the individual 
responlible for day-to-day m.n.~ment 
mu.t Ipend In the laboratory. No change 

has been made in the Guidelinu. The 
critical factor here ill the quality of the 
work and not the absolute number of 
hours spent. The Department views the 
use of outcome meallures of 
performance for the laboratory as more 
:!ffective in assuring accurate and 
reliable test results than attempting to 
set hours for the responsible indiVIdual 
particularly in view of the qur';l1calions 
which the Guidelines set for the 
individual responsible for day-to-day 
management of the drug testing 
laboratory. 

H. The criterion for retesting 
specimens (i.e .. those being challenged) 
was clarified to indicate that In 
performing a retest the laburatory must 
confirm the presence of the substance 
but does not have to confirm that it is 
present above the cutoff level. Since the 
drug levels may deteriorate with time. it 
is only necessary to show that the drug 
(or its metabolite) is present to 
reconfirm its presence during retesting 
(2.4(i)). 

45. A provision has been added to the 
Guidelines requiring that laboratories be 
capable of testing for at least the five 
classes of drugs speCIfied in the 
Guidelines. The laboratones are being 
required to possess the flexibility to test 
for all the specified classes of drugs In 
order to allsure that they have a 
sufficient range of capabilities to 
respond to the agencies' lesting 
protocols. including testing for 
reasonable suspicion (3.4). 

46. Several Federal agencies 
commenting on the proposd guidelines 
sought waivers of particular proVisions 
in reliance on the Original Scientific and 
Technical Guidelines issued February 
13.1987. which provided that. "Agencies 
may not deviate from the provisionl of 
these Guideline. without the written 
approval of the Secretary. Health and 
Human Service. or hil designee:' Thi3 
waiver Itatement. which wa. not 
explicit in the propoM<i guidelines. is 
included at 1.1(0. AbJent .uch 11 waiver. 
these Guidelines represent the exclusive 
standard for urinalysil testing and 
agencies may not deviate from these 
established procedure.. 

In order to clarify that the laboratory 
certification standards apply to 
laboratories which have 01' seek 
certification to perform urine drug 
teating for Federal agencies. a paragraph 
was added to the applicability ,ection. 
1.l(c), stating that Subpart C of the 
Guidelines applies to any laboratory 
Which hal or seeks such certification 
end that certification i, required to 
perform urine drug t .. tins for Federal 
Ilgencie •• 

• 

• 

• 
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Section 4(d) of E.O. 12564 states that 

"agencies shall conduct their drug 
tesllng prtJgrams in accordance WIth 
••• [scientific and technicali 
gUidelines" promulgated by the 
Secretary of Health and Human 
Services. Since the Guidelines Impose 
mandatory requirements on a 
Government·wide basIs. they are 
exempt from the duty to bargain under 
section 7117(a)(1) of the Federal Service 
Labor·Management Relations Statute. 

Information CoUection Requirements 

information collection and 
recordkeeping requirements which 
would be imposed on laboratories 
engaged in urine drug testing for Federal 
agencies concern quality 8sauranC8 and 
quali~ control: security and chain of 
custody; documentation; reports; 
perfonnance testing: and inspections as 
set out in 3.7. 3.8. 3.10. 3.11. 3.17. and 
3.20. To facilitate ease of use and 
unifonn reporting. standard forms have 
been developed Cor chain of custody 
record~ and the permanent record books 
as referenced in 2.2(c) and (0. 

The information collection and 
recordkeeping requirements contained 
in these Final Guidelines have been 
approved by the Office of Management 
and Budget under section 3504{h) of the 
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 and 
have been assigned control number 
09300130. approved through April 30. 
1989. 

DatI!: Apnll. 1988. 

Robert E. Windom. 
ASSIstant Secretary far Health. 

Dllte: Apnll. 1988. 

OUt R. Bowen. 
St!cretary. 

These Final Mandatory Guideline. are 
hereby adopted in accordance with 
Executive Order 12564 and section 503 
of Pub. L. 100-71 as set forth below: 

MANDATORY GUIDEUNES FOR 
FEDERAL WORKPLACE nRUG 
TESTING PROGRAMS 

Subpart A-Gmft'aI 
1.1 Applicability. 
1.Z Definitiora. 
1.3 Future Revisions, 

Subpart B-Scie [\ tifu: and TKhnleal 
Requirement. 
~.1 The Drust. 
2.2 Specimen Collection Procedures. 
2.3 Laboratory PersoMal. 
2.4 Laboratory AnalYSis Procedure •. 
2.5 Quality Auurance Ind quality Control. 
z.e Interim Certification Procedures. 
2.1 Repottln, and Review of Rlluill. 
Z.S Protection of Employ" Recorda. 
z.g Individual Acce .. to T .. t aud 

Laboratory c.nificltion ReaullA. 

Subput c-c.rtifiutlou 01 Labanlori .. 
E.npS.a in UM. Orul Tutinl for Federal 
Asenci .. 
J.1 Introduction. 
3.2 Goal. and Ob!ectiv81 of CmJlicaUon. 
3.3 General Cerllfication Reqwremenll. 
3.4 Capability to Telt for Five Clu$e' of 

Drll8s, 
3.15 Initial and Confirmatory Capability at 

Same Site. 
3.6 Personnel. 
3.7 Quality Assurance and quality Control. 
3.8 SeCUrity and Chain of Clalady. 
3.9 One· Yelf Storagll for Ccrniirmed 

Posltlvet. 
3.10 Documentation. 
3.11 Report •. 
3.1 :ertll1catlon. 
3.13 Revoclltion. 
3.14 Suspension. 
3.15 Notice: Opportunity for Review. 
3.18 Recertification. 
3.11 Performance Test Requirement (or 

CertlIiCI lion. 
3.18 Performance Te.l Speamr.n 

Compolltion. 
3.19 EVllluauon of Performam:. Tesung. 
3.20 InspecUon.l. 
3.Z1 Results of Inadequate Performance. 

Authority: £.0. 12564 and .ee. 503 of Pub. l-
1DO-71. 

Subpart A-Generai 

1.1 Applicability. 
(a) These mandatory 8uideline~ apply 

to: 
(1) Executive Agencies aa dermed in 5 

U.S.C.l05: 
(2) The Uniformed Services. as 

deiined in 5 U.S.C. 210t (3) (but 
excluding the Anued Forees as defined 
in 5 U.S.C. 2101(2)): 

(31 And any other employing unit or 
authority of the Federal Government 
except the United States Posl.!Il ~rvice. 
the POI tal Rate Commiuion. and 
employing units or authoriti.1 in «he 
Judicill and Legislative Branche ... 

(b) Any agency or component of an 
agency with a drug tllStinS prosram in 
existence BI of ~ptembet 15, 1-' and 
the Departments of Tranlportation and 
Energy shall take such action al may be 
nec.llary to ensure that the asency il 
brought mto compliance with thue 
Guidelines no later than 90 days after 
they take effect. except that any fudida.1 
challenge that affects the.e Guideline. 
shall not affect drug testlni progral1l8 
sublect to this paragraph. 

(c) Except as provided In U Subpa11 
C of these Guidelinel (which estabUshet 
laboratory certification .tandarda) 
applies to any laboratory which has or 
seek. certification to perform urine drug 
testing ror Federal .genci" under a drug 
tetting program conducted under B.D. 
125M. Only labor. tori .. certilIed under 
th ... standania .... luthoriud to 
perform urine drug latins for Federal 
lsencie .. 

• 
(d) The Intelligence Community. as 

defmed by Executive Order No. lZ333. 
shall be subject to tbese Guidelln~ only 
to the extent agreed to by the head of 
the affected agency. 

(e) These Guidelines do not apply to 
drug testing conducted under legal 
authority other than E.O. 12564. 
including testing of persons in the 
crlminal/ustice system. ~uch as 
arre~tees. detainees. probationers. 
incarcerated pel'!on~. or parolees. 

(f) Agencies m~y not deviate from the 
provisions of these Guidelines without 
the writt~:l approval or the Secretary. In 
requesting approval for a deviation. an 
agency must petition the Secretary in 
writing and describe the specific 
provision or provisions for which a 
deviation is /lought and the rationale 
therefor. The Secretary may approve the 
requ~t uJXJn a findin~ of good cause as 
detennined by the Secretary. 

1.2 Definitions. 
For purposes of these Guidelines the 

following defmitions are adopted: 
Aliquot A portion of a specimen used 

for testing. 
Chain of C~tody Procedures to 

aceount for the integrity of each urine 
specimen by tracking It II handling and 
storage from JXJint of specimen 
collection to final dispollition of the 
specimen. The1l8 procedures shall 
require that an approved agency chain 
of cu.tody form be used from time of 
collection to receipt by the laboratory 
and that upon receipt of the laboratory 
an IJppropriale laboratory chain of 
cullody form{s) aceount for the sample 
or sample aUquots within the laboratory. 
Chain of custody forms Ihall. al a 
minimum. Include an entry documenting 
date and purpose each time a specimen 
or aliquot I. handled or tran.femd and 
identifying every indlvidualln the chain 
of cuatody. 

Collection Sllt1 A place designated by 
the agency where individuals present 
them.elvel for the purpose of providing 
a specimen oC their urine to be analy~ed 
for the presence of drugs. 

Collection Slm Penon A person who 
instructs and ... istl individuals al a 
collection lite and who l'fICeives and 
make. an Initial examination of the 
urine specimen provided by thote 
individual •• A coUection site person 
tlhaU have lucC8ssful11' completed 
trainins to Clrry out thl. function. 

Confirmatory Tellt A second 
analytical procedure to Identify the 
pnsence of I apecific:: drus or metabolite 
which I. independent of the lnitiallellt 
and which UMtl • dift'erent technique 
lind chemical principle from that of the 
i.lltitl.1 test In order to ensu~ relidblllty 
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and accuracy. (At this time gas 
chroma tography I mass IIpectrometry 
(GC/MS) la the only authorized 
confirmation method for cocaine. 
marijuana. opiate .. amphetamines, and 
phencyclidine.) 

Initial Test (also known as Screening 
Test) An immunosaay screen to 
eliminate "negattve" urine specimens 
from further consideration, 

Medical il8view Officer A licensed 
physician relponsible for receiving 
laboratory resulta generated by an 
agency's drug testing program who has 
knowledge of substance abuse disorders 
and has appropriate medical training to 
interpret and evaluate an individual's 
positive test result together with his or 
her medical history and any other 
relevant biomedical information. 

Permanent Record Book A 
permanently bound book in which 
identifying data on each specimen 
collected at a collection site are 
permanently recorded in the sequence of 
collection. 

Reason to Believe Reason to believe 
that a particular individual may aiter or 
substitute the urine specimen as 
provided in !Iection 4(c) of E.O. 12564. 

Secretary The Secretary of Health and 
Human Services or the Secretary's 
de!lignee. The Secretary's designee may 
be contractor or other recognized 
organization which acts on behalf of the 
Secretary in implementing these 
Guidelines. 

1.3 Future Revisions. 

In order to ensure the full reliability 
and accuracy of drug assays. the 
accurate reporting of test results. and 
the integrity and efficacy of Federal drug 
testing programs. the Secretary may 
make changes to these Guidelines to 
reflect improvements in the available 
science and technology. These chan~es 
will be pubUiJhed in final as cl nouce In 
the Federal Regiater. 

Subpart B-Scientiftc and Teclmical 
Requiremenla 

2.1 The Drugs. 
(a) The President's Executive Order 

12564 definel "illegal drugs" as those 
included in Schedule I or U of the 
Controlled Substances Act (CSA). but 
not when used pursuant to a valid 
prescription or when used a9 otherwise 
authorized by law. Hundreds of drugl 
are covered under Schedule I and II and 
while it il not feasible to test routinely 
for all of them. Federal drug testing 
programs shaU test for drugs as follows; 

(1) Federal agency applicant and 
random drull telling programl shall at II 
minimum lelt for marijuana and 
cocaine: 

(2) Federal agency applicant Bnd 
random drug testing programs are also 
authorized to test for opiate ... 
amphetamines. and phencyclidine: and 

(3) When conducting reasonable 
suspicion. accident. or UDsafe practice 
testing, a Federal agency may test for 
any drug listed In Schedule I or n of the 
CSA. 

(b) Any agency covered by these 
gwdelines shall petition the Secretary in 
writing for approval to include in its 
testing protocols any druss (or classes of 
drugs) not listed for Federal agency 
testing in paragraph (a) of this section. 
Such approval Ghall be limited to the use 
of the appropriate science and 
technology and shaU not otherwise limit 
agency discretion to teat for any drug. 
covered under Schedule ( or n of the 
CSA. 

(c) Urine specimens collected 
pursuant to Executive Order 12564. Pub. 
1.. 100-71. and these Guidelines shall be 
used only to test for those drugs 
included in agency drug.free workplace 
plaml and may not be used to conduct 
any other analYSis or test unless 
otherwise authorized by law. 

(d) These Guidelines are not Intended 
to limit any agency which is specifically 
authorized by law to include additional 
categories of drugs in the drug testing of 
Its own employees or employees in Its 
regulated industries. 

2.2 Specimen Collection Procedures. 

(aJ Designation of Collection Site. 
Each agency drug teating program shall 
have one or more designated collection 
sites which have all necessary 
personnel. matenals. equipment. 
facilities. and supervision to provide for 
the collection. security. temporary 
storage. and shipping or transportation 
of urine specimens to a certified drug 
testing laboratory. 

fbI Securtty Procedure!! shall provide 
ior the desll~natcd collecuon site to oe 
secure. U a collection site facility il 
dedicated solely to urine collection. it 
shall be secure at all time!. If a facuity 
cannot be dedicated solely to drug 
testing. the portion of the facility used 
for telling shall be secured during drug 
telting. 

(c) Chain of Custody. Chain of 
custody standardized forms shall be 
properly executed by authorized 
collection site personnel upon receipt of 
specimens. Handling and transportation 
of urine lpecimens from one authorized 
individual or place to another shsU 
always be accomplished through chain 
of custody procedures. Every effort shall 
be made to minimize tho number of 
persoru handling specimenl. 

(d) Acceu to Authorized PllfSOMtll 
Only. No unauthorized pe~onnel .haU 

be permitted in any part of the 
designated collection 11110 when urine 
specimens are collected or IItored. 

(e) Privacy. Procedures for cQllectin'l 
unne IIpemmeM shall allow incuvidual 
privacy unleat there 'I realOn to believe 
that Il particular individual may alter or 
substitute the specimen to be provided. 

(f) Integrity and Identity of Specimen. 
Agencies shall take precautions to 
ensure that a urine specimen not bit 
adulterated or diluted during the 
collection procedure end that 
Information on the urine bottle and in 
the record book can identify the 
individual from whom the specimen was 
collected. The following minimum 
precaution. shall be taken to ensure that 
unadulterated specimen. are obtained 
and correctly identified: 

(1) To deter the dilution of specimens 
at the collection site. toilet blUing agents 
shall be placed in toilet tAnk. wherever 
p08llible. so the reservoir of water In the 
toilet bowl always remains blue. There 
shall be no other !Iouree of water (e.g" 
no shower or sink) In the enclosure 
whera urination OCCUlt. 

(Z) When an individual arrives at the 
collection lIite. the collection site person 
shall request the Individual to present 
photo identification. If the indiVidual 
does not have proper photo 
identification. the collection aite person 
shall contact the supervisor of the 
indiVidual. tha coordinator of the drug 
testing program. or any other agency 
official wbo can positively identify the 
individual. If the individual's identity 
cannot be established. the collechon sIte 
person shall not proceed with the 
collection. 

(3) U the individual fails to anive at 
the auigned time. the collection site 
person sbaU contact the appropriate 
authority to obtain guidance on the 
Bction 10 be tllken. 

(4) The coilecuon site per.ron :lhall aSK 
the individual to remove any 
unnecessary outer garmenla such as a 
coat or jacket that might conce.litems 
or substance. that could b. und to 
tamper with or adulterate the 
individual's urine specimen. The 
collection site person shall ensure that 
all personal belongings such as a purse 
or briefcase remain with the outer 
garments, The individual may retain his 
or her wallet. 

(5) The individual shall be instructed 
to wash and dry his or her hands prior 
to urination. 

(6) After washing hands. the 
Individual shall remain in the presence 
of the collection .ite person and shall 
nothllvl accaa to any water fountain. 
raucet. soap diJpenser. cleening agent or 

• 

• 

• 
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any other materials which could be used 
to adulterale the specimen. 

(7) The individual mlly provide hisl 
her specimen in the privacy of a stall or 
otherwise partitioned area that allowl 
for Individual privacy. 

(51 The coUection site person shall 
nole any unulUUll behavior or 
appearance in the permanent record 
book. 

(9) In the exceptional event that an 
agency.designated collection site is not 
accessible and there is an immediate 
requiremen' for specimen collection 
(e.g .• an accident investigation). a public 
rest room may be used according to the 
following procedures: A collection site 
person of the same gender as Ihe 
individual shall accompany the 
individual into the public rest room 
which shall be made secure during the 
collection procedure. If possible. a toilet 
bluing agent shall be placed in Ihe bowl 
and any accessible toilet tank. The 
collection sile person shall remain in the 
re$t room. but outside the stall. until the 
specimen is collected. If no bluing agent 
is available to deter specimen dilution. 
the collection site person shall instruct 
the individual nol to flush the toilet until 
the specimen is delivered to the 
collection site person. After the 
collection site person has possession of 
the specimen. the individual will be 
instructed to flull" the toilet and to 
participate with the collection site 
person In completing the chain of 
custody procedures. 

(101 Upon receiving the specimen from 
the individual. the collection site person 
shall determine that it contains at least 
60 mIlliliters of urine. l£ there i~ less than 
60 milliliters of urine in the container. 
additional urine shall be collected in a 
separate container to reach a total of eo 
milliliters. (The temperature of the 
partial !Specimen in each separate 
container shall be measured in 
accordance with paragraph lfl(12) of this 
section. and the partial specimell.l IhaU 
be combined in one container.} The 
indIvidual may b. giv.n a ~asonable 
amount of liquid tl) drink for thi, 
purpose (e.g .• a gh.1I of waterl.1f the 
individual fails fot any reaaon to 
provide 60 milliliters of urine. the 
collection site person shall contact the 
appropriate authority to obtain guidance 
un the action to be taken. 

(11) After the specimen has been 
provided and submitted to the collection 
site person. the individual shall be 
allowed to wash hi. or her banch. 

(12) Immediately after the specimen Is 
collected. the collection site person shall 
measure the temperature of the 
specimen. Th. temperature measuring 
device uaed mUlt accurat.ly reO.ct the 
temperature of the sp.cimen and not 

contaminate the specimen. The time 
from urination to temperature 
measurement Is critical and in no case 
sball exceed 4 minutes. 

(t:lll! the temperature o{ a speci1nen 
Is outside the range of 32.5·-37.rC/ 
9O.5·....gg.s·F. that Is a reason to believe 
that the individual may have altered or 
substituted the specimen. and another 
specimen shall be collected ur.der direct 
observation of a same gender collection 
site person and both specimens shall be 
forwarded to the laboratory for testing. 
An individual may volunteer to have his 
or her oral temperature taken to provide 
evidence to counter the reason to 
belle :he Indivldual.may have altered 
or substituted the specimen caused by 
the specimen's temp/lrature falling 
outside the prescribed range. 

(14) Immediately after ilie specimen Is 
collected. the collection s!le person lIhall 
also inspect the specimen to determine 
its color and look for any sigIls of 
contaminants. Any unusual rmdings 
shaU be noted in the permanent record 
book. 

(151 All specimens suspected of being 
adulterated shall be forwllrded to the 
laboratory for testing. 

(16) Whenever there is reason to 
believe that a particular Individual may 
alter or substitute the specimen to be 
provided. a gecond specimen shall be 
obtained all soon a. possible under tho 
direct observation of a same gender 
collection site person. 

(17) Both the Individual being tested 
and the collection site person shall keep 
the specimen in view at all times prior to 
its being sealed and labeled. U the 
specimen is transferred to a second 
bottle. the collection site person shall 
request the individual to observe the 
transfer of the ~pecimen and the 
placement of the tarnperproof seal over 
the bottle cap and down \he sidea of the 
bottle. 

(18) The collection site person and the 
individual shall be present at the .ame 
time dunng procedures outlined in 
paragraphs (O((19HO(Z2) of thil section. 

(191 The collection site person shall 
place securely on the bottle an 
idenllficallon label which contains the 
date. the individual's specimen number. 
and any other identifying information 
provided or rf!quired by the agency, 

(20) The indiVidual shall initial the 
identification label on the ap.tclmen 
bottle for the purpose of certifying that it 
il the specimen collected rrom him or 
her. 

(21) The collection site person shall 
enter In the permanent record book all 
Informalion identifying the specimen. . 
Th. colleetion site person ,ball .Ign the 
permanent record book next to the 
identiCyins information. 

lZ21 The individllal shall be asked to 
read and /Jign a statement in the 
permanent record book certifying that 
the specimen Identified a. haVing been 
collected from hJm or her is in (act that 
specimen hI! or ahe provided. 

(23) A higher level .upervi.or shall 
review lind concur In advance with any 
decision by a collection site person to 
obtain a specimen under the direct 
ob!Servalion of a same gender collection 
site person based on a reason to believe 
that the individual may alter or 
substitute the specimen to be provided. 

(24) The collection site peNon shall 
complete the chain of custody form. 

(25) The urine specimen and chain of 
custody form are now ready (or 
shipment. If the specimen is not 
Immediately prepared for shipment. it 
shall be appropriately safcguafded 
during temporary .torage. 

(26) While any part of the above • 
chain of custody procedures Is being 
performed it Is eSllentiai that the urine 
specimen and custody documents be 
under the control of the involved 
collection site person. If the Involved 
collection site person teaves hil ot har 
work station momentarily. the 'pecimfln 
and cuttody form shall be taken with 
him or her or shall be secured. After the 
collection site perton returns to the 
work .tatlon. thl! cUltody process will 
continue. If the collection site person II 
leaving for an extended period of time. 
the specimen shall be packaged for 
mailing before he or she leaves the site. 

(s,l Collection Control. To the 
maximum extent possibte. collection site 
personnel shall keep the indlvldual's 
specimen bottle within sight both before 
and after the individual has urinated. 
After the specimen Is collected. It chall 
be properly sealed and labeled. An 
approved chain of custody fOnD shall be 
used for maintaining control and 
accountability of each specimen from 
t!'U1 point of collection to final 
dlspolition of the specimen. The date 
and purpose shall be doCUmtlOted on an 
approved ch.in or cUltody fonn each 
time a specimen I. handled or 
transferred and' every individual In the 
chain shall be Identified. Every effort 
shall be made to lIlinimlze Lite number or 
persons handUng specimens. 

(h) Ttan~portation to Laboratory. 
Collection site personnel shall arrange 
to ship the collected specimens to the 
drue !uting laboratory, The specimens 
shall be placed In containers designed to 
minimi2:e the possibility of damage 
dllrins shipment. for example. specimen 
box" or padded mailers; and those 
containe!S shaU "-II Itcutely lelled to 
elim.inat. the poaiblllty of undetacted 
tampering. On the tape Icalins the 
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container. the coUe(:tion site supervisor 
shall sign end entllr tha dale specunena 
were sealed in the c:ontainers for 
shipment. The cClJ.iM:tion lute pe%'!Onnel 
shall enaul'f that the chain of CUltody 
documentation is attached to each 
container sealed {or shipment to the 
drug testing laboratory. 

2.3 Laboratory Personnei. 
(a) Oo.y~to-Day Management. 
(1) The laboratory shall have Ii 

qualified Individual to aSllume 
professional. organi:;ational. 
educational. and administrative 
responsibility fQf the laboratory's urine 
drug testing facility. 

(2) This individual shall have 
documented scientific qualifications in 
analytical forensic toxicology. Minimum 
qu~lific::atlon. are: 

(i) Certification as a laborafory' 
director by the State in forensic or 
clinicsllaboratory toxicology: or 

(iiJ A Ph.D. in one of the nalm-a! 
sciences with an adequate 
undergraduate and graduate education 
in biology, cilemlstry, and phannacology 
01' toxicology, or 

(iii) Training and experience 
comparable to a Pb.D. In one of the 
natural sciences.. such aa a medical or 
scientific degree with additional ~ 
and laboratatY/rellearcb experience in 
biology, chemistry. and pharmacology or 
toxicology; and 

(iv) In addition to the requu-ements in 
(i). (iiI. and (iii) above. minimum 
qualifications also require: 

(AI Appropriate experience in 
analytical forensic tOXJcology Including 
experience with the analysis of 
biological material for drug. of abtal!!. 
and 

(8) Appropriate training and/or 
experience in forenSIc application. of 
analytical toxicology, e.g .. publication-. 
court testimony. research concerniJ1.3 
analytical toxicology of drug. of abu ... 
or other {actot'S which qUf>Ufy the 
individual at an expert witness in 
forensic tOxicology. 

(3) This individual !hall be engaged in 
Hnd responsible (or the (iay-to--day 
management of the drug testing _ 
laboratory even where another 
individual has overall respon/Jibillty for 
an entire mult.l3peciaity laOOraloll'. 

{4} This individual shall be 
responsible for enswing that there are 
enough. personnel with adequate 
training and experience to supervise and 
conduct the work of the drug testing 
laboratory. He or she :;hall as.sW'e the 
continued competency of lab~ratory 
personnel by documenting their 
inaervice tr.ilting. reviewing the:;r work 
performance. and verifying their .kUl._ 

, 'Ii Uli 11_ ?m(41'i:itU 

IS) This Individual shall be 
responsible (or the laboratory'". having a 
procedure manual which is complete. 
up-to-date. available for personnel 
performing tests, amHolloMMi by tho,., 
personnel. The procedure menuai shall 
be reviewed. slgn~d. and dated by this 
I'!!sponsible individual whenever 
procedures are first placed into use or 
changed or when 111 new individual 
8saumel respon,sibility for muftmgemenl 
of the drug telUnglaboratory. Copies of 
aU procedures and dates on which they 
are in effect shl'!11 be maintained. 
(Specific contents of the procedure 
manual are de8Cribed in U(n}(l).} 

(61 This IndividulllllhalllN! 
responlible for maintaining e. quality 
assurance program to 8l'1Sure.the proper 
perionnance and reporting of all test 
re~JUitlJ: rot maintaining acceptable 
analytical perfonnl!lnce for all controls 
and standardS'; for maintaining quality 
control testing: and for asauring lind 
documenting the validity. reliability, 
accuracy. precision. and performance 
characteristici of each test and, t.est 
system. 

(7) thill individuaillhail be 
responSible for taking all remedial 
actions nece~sary to maintain 
satisfactory operation and perfonnance 
of the laboratory In responEle to quality 
controllystems not being within 
performance specifications. elTO", In 
result reporting or in analysis of 
performance testing results. This 
individual shall ensure thet IIsmplra 
results are riot reported until all 
correctiVe actions have been taken and 
he or ahe can assure that the te.t, 
results proVided are accurate end 
reliable. 

(b) Test Validatfon. The laboratory's 
urine drug testing f8Cili~ shall have II 
qualified individual(s) who revieW8 aU 
pertin!!nt dats snd quality control 
resultJ in o.rder to attest to the validity 
of the laboratory's tes. reports. A 
laool'ltory may de5ignate more than one 
person to perform this funet1on. This 
Individual(s) may be any employee who 
is quaUfied to be I"es?Onsible for day-to
day management or opei'Qticn of the 
drug t~lling laboratory. 

(c:) Day·to-Day Operations and 
S!J~rvi!1ion of Analysts. The 
laboratory's urine drug te,ttng facility 
shail have .0 individual to be 
respol'lsible for day·ta-day operations 
and to IIUpilrv1Se the techllical analyst". 
Thia indMduai{s) shall have at least a 
bachelor', degree In the chemical or 
biological sciences or medicat 
hichnology or equivalent. He or she 
shaU have training and eXp!!rience in ilia 
theory and pract1ce of tha- procedure. 
used In the I~borl!tory, f\'!uUltins In hi. or 
her thorough underatlmdlns of quality 

control practices and procedu~!I: the 
review. interpretation. and reporting of 
test results: maintenance of chain of 
custody: and proper remedial actions to 
be laken In respo'/lse to test lIyttems 
being O"~ of controllimitSi or detecting 
aberrant test or quality control fe·sults. 

(d) Other Personnel, Other 
technicians or nontechnical staff shaU 
have the necessary trainin8 and ski.!1a 
for the tasks assigned. 

(e) Training. The laboratory's urine 
drug testing program shall make 
availab!e continuing education programs 
to meet the needs of laboratory 
personnel. 
m File& ~boratory personnel filea 

shaH include: resume of training and 
experienu: c.artification or Hctense. If 
any; referen~ job delCliptioMl 
recordJJ of penormanc:(! evaluaiion and 
advancf.lment: Incident reports: and 
resulu of t&t. which e,tabJish 
employee competency (or the pOSition. 
he or sbe holda. such as a te.ft {or color 
blindnell8. if Ilppropn8te. 

1..4 Laboratory Analysis Pracedu.res. 

(a) SeClllity and Chain of CustJ:u:iy. (1) 
Drug testin.g laboratonea shall be sacUJ"e 
at all times. They ~hall have in place 
sufficient security 0l8uW'es 10 control 
acc:esa to the premiteiS a,nd to elUl)J'e 
that tiO unauthorized personnel handle 
specimul or gain 1ll00!I8i to the 
laol)ratory pf'OCUSetl or to areSl whl!re 
recorda are stored. A~u to these 
llIecured ueal IlhaU be llit:tited to 
sp~allly autholized Individuals 
whose 8uthOrUation it! documented. 
With the iI!)(Cf!ptiorl of peraonne! 
authorized to Qlnduct inspectiom on 
behalf of FedenJ qencifll for which the 
labl..:!atory i, fJD8IS11Jd in ,,"M tIlting or 
on behalf of the Set:n!tagy •• U IUthQriU<i 
visitors and maintl!!lllllta ilnllaeMca 
personnel shall be /!ICtlrt~ ~t all tim~s. 
Documentation of individulla .C~\D8 
these Ul/sa. d&tell., /lDd time of entry and 
purpose of entry muat be mcintatned. 

(2) Laboratoriet IIban \tI1it chain of 
custody procedures to maintain control 
and accountability of stwJCimfJl'll ~m 
receipt through comp!Btion of teating. 
rl.!porting of resulta, durins storage, and 
continuing until final disposition of 
specimens. The date and purpose shall 
be documented on .n appropriate chain 
of custody form each timt! ill spedrnen is 
handled or tran~rerted. and every 
individual In the chain '!bllU be 
identified.. AC4lon:iingly. authorized 
technicians shall be ~ponsible for each 

. urine specimen or aliquot In their 
pouession snd Ihalislan lind complete 
chain or mJlItody (omus r"r those 
specimenl or allquotl au thfIY lin! 

reo:eived. 

• 

• 
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{oj P..ec.ef~·ing. (ll When Ii shipment of 

specimens is received. laboratory 
personnel shall inspect each pack<lge for 
eVidence of possible tamparing and 
compare Information on spl!cimen 
boltles Wlthlil each package to the 
information on the accompanying chain 
of custody formll. Any direct evidence of 
tamperlog or discrepanCies in the 
information on specImen bottles and the 
agency's chain of custody (arms 
attached to the shipment shall be 
immediately reported to the agency and 
ahall be noted on the laboratory's chain 
of custody form which shall accompany 
the specimens while [hey are in the 
laboratory's possession. 

(2) Specimen bottles will normally hI} 
rell.lined within the laboratory', 
acceilsionarea until aU analyses have 
been completed. Aliquots and the 
laboratory's chain of custody forms 
shall be ulled by laboratory personnel 
for conducting initial and confirmatory 
testll. . 

fe} Short-Term Refrigerated Storage. 
Specimenll that do not receive an initlai 
test within 7 days of anival at the 
laboratory shall b0 pt~ced \n secure 
refrigeralion units. Temperatures shall 
not exceed S·C. Emergency power 
equipment shall be available in case of 
prolonged power failure. 

(dl Specimen Processing. l.aboratory 
facilmes for Urine drug testing will 
normaUy process specimen9 by grouping 
them into batches. The number of 
specimens in each batch may vary 
significantly depending on the size or 
the laboratory and its workload. When 
conducting either initial or confirmatory 
tests. every batch shall contain an 
appropriate number of standard. for 
calibrating the instrumentation and .. 
minimum of 10 percent contzoll. Both 
quality control and blind performance 
test sample! shall appear aIJ ordinary 
~ample~ \0 labQratory analyst •• 

fe) Initial res/. (1) The initial telt 
shall U$e an immunoflallllY which meet. 
the requirementa of th' Food and DruS 
Administratiolt lor commercial 
distribution. TIlt (allowing initial cutoff 
levels shall b~ u:!Ied when screening 
speciml!nll to determine whether they 
are negative for these five drugs or 
cl~sses of drugs: 

IniCII' 
I .. t 
fevtl 

(I'IQIrl'I/) 

M.,,;uana m.labolitH .................... ,................ 100 
~ m.t.bolII~ ................................... _ 300 
0pa11i II'I4II&bo~tn .................................. _.... '300 
~ ...................................... __ 25 
A~. ___ .... _ ..... ___ t.ooa 

(2) These test levels are subject to 
change by the Department of Health and 
Human Servico$ all advances in 
technology 01' other considerations 
warrant identification of thetH! 
substances at other concentrations, 
Initial test methods and testing levels for 
other drugs shall be 3ubmiUed in writing 
by the agency for the written approval 
or tlte Secretary. 

(Il Confirmatory Test. (1) All 
$pecimens identified as positive on the 
initial test shall be confirmed u9ing gas 
chromatography/mass !Spectrometry 
(GC/MS) technique, at the cutoff values 
Iistl!q in this Ilaragraph for each drug. 
All "onfirmations shall be by 
quantitative analysis. Concentrations 
which exceed the linear region of the 
standard curve shall be documented in 
the laboratory r.ecord 8S "greater tha=l 
highest standl',rd curve value:' 

Confll'ma· 
tot'( lest 

level (1191 
mil 

~ m.tlAbofit. I ...... ~.......................... 15 
<~ rMl\4b')lItc • ........ ,........................... \ 50 
OpIat .. : 

~1hinI................................................. "::JOO 
CodoIOe ." ................ _~ ... _ .............. ~,... • 300 

~hl.!in4l ................... _ .... _ ... ~............... 2S 
AmptI.&l.ImII\/H: 

Amp/lItlamlnCt ......................................... ~oo ' 
~'-tr.iI1ID ...... _ ......... _ ...... _ .... ,. 500 

I o.Ita.i-!t~lkaibollYlic 800. 
·B~. 

(2) These test levds artlllubject to 
change by the Department of Health. and 
Human Services as advances in 
technology or other considerations 
w,arrant identification or these 
substances at other concentrations. 
CClnfinnatory test methods and lesting 
levels for other drug$ shall be submitted 
in writing by the agency for the written 
approval of the Secretary. 

fgJ R~porti(l!J R.esuJu. (1) Th. 
laboratory shllllreport le.t re.u.lta to the 
agency's Medical Review Officer within 
an l.verBgl! of 5 working days after 
receipt of the specimen by the 
labllratory. BefQre any te.t result is 
rep(uted l the re~ultl of Initial te$t!l. 
confirmatory tests. or quality ~ntrol 
dahl). it shaU be reviewed and the. test 
certified as an accurate report by the 
respon!lible individual. The report shall 
Identify the dru8l1/metabolite!l tested 
for. whether p0l.liUve or nesative, and 
the cutoff for each, the specimen number 
assi~:ned by the agency, and the drug 
testing labor3tory specimen 
Identification number. The result. 
(polliUve and neg.'ltlve) fllr all specimens 
oubmitted at th., lame time to lb. . 
laboratory thall be reportad back to the 
"'fedlcal R.view Officar &t the Mml . 
time. 

(21 The laboratory shall report as 
ne8ative all specimens which are 
negative on the initial test or negative 
Olt the confinnatory tellt. Only 
specimens confirmed positive shall be 
reported positive for a specific drug. 

(3) The Medical Review Officer mav 
. request from the laboratory and the -

laboratory shall provide quantitatiolt of 
test results. The Medical Review Officer 
may not disclose quantilation of test 
results to the agency but shall report 
only whether the test weI positive or 
negative. 

(4) The laboratory may transmit 
results to the Medical Review Officer by 
various electronic means (for example. 
teleprinters. facsimile. or computer) in a 
manner designed to ensure 
confidentiality of the information. 
Results may not be provided verbally by 
telephone. The laboratory must ensurf! 
the security of the data transmission 
and limit access to any data 
tra.nsmi81iion. storage. and retriel/aL 
system. 
. (5) Thl! laboratory shall send only to 
the Medi,~l Review Officer a certified 
copy of the original chain of custody 
form signed by the individual 
respon!!ible for day-to-day management 
or the drug testi.nslaboratory or the 
individual nllpoOllible for attesting to 
the '/aildlty of the teet reports_ 

(6) The laboratory shell provide to the 
agency official reaponsible for 
coo!tdination of the drug-Crte workplace 
program !l monthly statistical summa(), 
of urinalysil testing of Federal 
employees and shall not include in the 
summary any personal identifying 
information. Initial and confirmation 
data shall be included from test results 
reported within that month. Normally 
thil IIUMUl1'Y .hall be forwarded by 
regiltered or certified mllil !:lot more 
than 14 calewiar dQYI after the end of 
the month covered by the summary. The 
summary shall contain the following 
informAtion: 

(i) Initial Testing: 
(A) Number of specimens received: 
(Hl Number of specimens reported out: 

and 
(Cl Number of specimens screened 

positiVI! for: 
Marijuana metabolites 
Cocaine metabolites 
Opiate metabolites 
Phencyclidine 
Amphetamine. 
(ii) Confirmatory Testing! 
{Al N\Ullbel' of specimens .eceh·cd for 

confirmc.tion: 
(D) Numbu of specimen. confirmed 

pa.itivc for. 
Marijuana metabi:lllte 
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Coca inn meta bolito 
Morphine. codeine 
Phenc .. didi,ne 
Amphe!amine 
Methamphetamine 
(7) The laboratory shall make 

available copies of all analytical results 
for Federal drug testing programs when 
requested by DHHS or any Fedel-al 
agency for wbich the laboratory is 
performing drug testing services. 

(8) UnleslI otherwin instrUcted by the 
Clgency in wnting, all records pertaJnll'18 
to a given urine specimen shall be 
relained by the drug testing laboratory 
for a minimum of 2 years. 

(h) long- Term Storage. Long·term 
fro%en storage (-20°C or less) ensures 
that positive urine specimens will be 
available for any nec:!S~ry retest 
during administrative or disciplinary 
proceedings. Unless otherwise 
authorized in writing by the agency. 
drug testing laboratories shall retain and 
place in properly secured long-term 
frozen storage for a minimum of 1 year 
alllJpecimens confirmed positive. 
Within this I-year period an agency may 

, request the laboratory 10 retain the 
specimen for an addHional ~eriod !If 
time. but if no such request IS received 
the laboratory may discard the 
<;pecimen after the end of 1 year. except 
that {he laboratory shaU be required to 
maintain any specimens under l~al 
challen~e for an indefinite period. 

Ii) iletesltng Specimens. Because 
some analytes deterIorate or are losl 
during freezing and/or storage. 
quantitation for it retest is no' subject to 
a specific ClJtoff r~ulremenl but must 
I=rovide data suificient to confinn th«( 
presence of the drug or metabolite_ m Subcontracting. Drug testing 
IdboratDnes sball not subcontract /lDd 
shall perform aU work with tht!ir own 
personnel and equipment unlesa 
othelwise authom.ed by the agency. Tba 
laboratory must be capable of 
performing testing for the five cl.u4ea of 
drugs (marijuana. cocaine, apia tea, 
phencyclidine. and ampttelaminesl uaing 
the initial U:nmWloassay and 
confirmatory CC/MS methods specified 
in these Guidelines. 

(k) Laboratory Facilities. (1) . 
Laboratory facilities shall comply WIth 
dppiicable provisions of any State 
licensure requirements. 

(Z) Laboratories cr,rtified in 
accordance with Subpalt C of these 
Guidelines shall have the capability. at 
the same laboratory premises. of 
performing irutial and confirmatory lellts 
for each\ drus or metabolite for which 
servlCII i:a offered. 

(I) Ill$pections. The Secretary. any 
Fedp.ral agency utilizing the laborntol'Y, 

or any organization performing 
laboratory certification on behalf of the 
Secretary lJ..baU reserve the right to 
inspect the laboratory at any time. 
Agency contracts WIth laboratories for 
drug testing. CUI weU all contracts for 
collection site ,ervices. shall permit the 
agency to conduct unannounced 
inspections. In addition. prior to the 
award of a contract the ilgency shall 
carry out preaward inspections and 
evaluation of the procedural aspects of 
the laboratory's drug testing operation. 

(m) Documentation. The drug testing 
laboratories shall maintain and make 
available (" .. at least 2 years 
documentauo'n of all aspects ot the 
testing process. This Z-year period may 
be extended upon written notification 
by DHHS or by any Federal agency for 
which laboratory services are being 
provided. The required documentation 
shall include personrtel files on all 
individuals authorized to have access to 
specimens; chain of custody documents: 
quality assW'ance/quality control 
records: procedure manuals: all t~t dat~ 
(including calibration curves and any 
calculations used in determining test 
results): reports: performance recards on 
performance testing: performance on 
certification inspections: and hard 
copies of computer'generated data. The 
laboratory shall be required to maintain 
documents for any specimen under legal 
challenge for an indefinite period. 

(n) Additional Requirements for 
Certified Laborotories.-{1} Procedure 
Manual. Each laboratory shall have a 
procedure manual which includ~s the 
onnciples of each test. preparation of 
rati~ent!l. standards and co~tro~~\ 
calih:atioll procedures. denvation of 
rU'lf1 ... lIneanty of methods. sensitivity 
~! the methods. cutoff 'alues, 
me'Chanisms for reporting "",ult •• 
controls. criteria for unacceptable 
specimenll and results. retJ1ediall!~:tions 
to be taken when the test eyetema ,Ire 
QualM of acceptable limits. reagents 
and e:q>iration dates.. and referenCl.'1J. 
Copies of all procedures Ilnd dates on 
which they are in effect sbaU be 
maintained as part oC the manual. 

{2/ SlarKJards and ContrrJl,. 
Laboratory standards shail be prepared 
with pure drug standards which are 
properly labeled as to content and 
concentration. The standarda shaU be 
labeled with the foUowing dates: when 
received: when prepared or opened: 
when placed in services; and expiration 
date. . 

{3/ IMtruments and Equipment. (Il 
Volumetric pipettes and measuring 
de vic ell ahaU be C8rlified fol' accuracy. or 
btl checked by gravimetric, colorh:n~1.rtc. 
or other verification procedure. 
Automatic pipettes and dilutol't shan be 

checked for accuracy and 
reproducibility before bemg placed in 
lIetV1ce and c.heclted periodically 
thereafter. 

(iil There shall be Written procedures 
for Instrument set-up and normal 
operation. a schedule for checking 
criticai operating characteristics for 1111 
instruments. tolerance limits for 
acceptable function checkll and 
instructioM for major trouble shooting 
and repair. Records shall be available 
on preventive maintenance. 

(4J Remedial AclioTl3. There shall be 
written procec:iW'1!' for the actions to be 
taken when systemll are out of 
accceptable limits or elTOl"I are 
detected. There shall be documentation 
that these procedures are fol1owed and 
that all neceuary corrective actiona are 
taken. There .hall alao be in place 
systems to verify all stages of testing 
and reporting and documentation that 
these procedures are foUowed. 

(5) Personnel A vailable To Test£fyat 
Proceedings. A laboratory shall have 
qualified personnel available to testify 
in an administrative or disciplinary 
proceeding against a Federal employee 
when that proceeding is based on 
positive urinalysis results reported by 
the laboratory. 

2.5 Quality Assuranctl and Quality 
ContrrJl. 

{oj General. Drug testing laboratori~ 
shaU have a quality assurance program 
which encompass~ all aspects of the 
lesting proc~s including but not limited 
to specimen acquisition. chain of 
custody, security and reporting of . 
results. initial and confinnatory testing, 
and validation of anslytical procedures. 
Quality assmanCt! procedures shall be 
designed. implemented. and reviewed to 
monitor the conduct of etch step of the 
procesl of t8'Jtins for drugs. 

(bJ Laboratory Quality Control 
Requiremena for Initial Tesa. Each 
analytic.ml roD of specimena to be 
9~ened!baUinclud~ 

..... (1) Urine specimens certified to 
contain no drug: 

(2) Urine specimena Cortifled with 
known standards; and 

(3) Positive cootrola with the drug or 
metabolite at 01' near the thr~hold 
(cutofO. 
In addition. with each batch of samples 
a sufficient number of standards shall 
be included to ensure and document the 
linearity of the IlSsay method over lime 
in the concentration area of the cutoff. 
After acceptable values are obtainedfor 
tlie known standard-. thOle values WIll 
be UJed to cal.culate nmple data. 
Implementetion of procedures to eMUte 
that carryover does not contaminate the 

• 

• 
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testing of an individual's specimen shall 
be documented. A minimum of 10 
percent of aU tellt samples shall be 
quality control specimens, Laboratory 
quality control $amples. prepared from 
spiked urine samples of detennined 
concentration sOClIl be included in the 
run alld should appear as nonnal 
samples to laboratory analysts. One 
percent of each run, with a minimum of 
at least one sample, shall be the 
laboratory's own quality control 
samples. 

(c) Laboratory Quallty Control 
Requirements for Confirmation Tests. 
Each analytical run of specimens to b'! 
confinned shall include: 

(1) Urine specimens certified 10 
contain no drug: 

(2) Urine specimens fortified with 
known standards: and 

(3) Positive contruls with the drug or 
metabolite at or near IhA threshold 
(cutofO· 
The linearity and precision of Ihe 
method shall be periodically 
documented. Implementation of 
procedures to ensure that carryover 
does not contaminate the testing of an 
individual', specimen shall also be 
documented. 

(d) Agency Blind Performance Test 
Procedures. (tl Agencies shall purchase 
drug testing services only Crom 
laboratories cerllfied by DHHS or a 
DHH5-Recognized certification program 
in accordance with these Guidelines. 
Laboratory participation is encouraged 
in other performance testing surveys by 
which the laboratory's perfonnance ill 
compared with peers and reference 
laboratories. 

(2) During the initial 9O-day period of 
any new drug testing program. each 
agency shall submit blind performance 
test specimens to eacn laboratory it 
contracts with in the amount of at leatt 
SO percent of the total number of 
samples submitted (up to a maximum of 
SOO samples) and thereafter a minimum 
of 10 percent of all .amplee (to. 
maximum of 250}.ubmilted per quarter. 

(3) Approximately 80 percent of the 
blind performance test samples shall be 
blank (I.e., certified to contain no drug) 
and the remaining samples ,hall be 
positive for one or more drugs per 
sample in a distribution such that all the 
drugs to be tested are included in 
approximately equal frequencies of 
challenge. The positive sample. shall be 
spiked only with those drug. for which 
the sgency is testing. 

(4) The Secretary shall investigate any 
unsatisfactory perfonnance testing 
mult and, baaed on thi. inve.tfgation. . 
the laboratory shall take action to 
correct the cauae of the un.atl.ractory 

performance lest result. A record shall 
be make of the Secretary's investigative 
findings and the ..:orrective action taken 
by the laboratory, and that record shall 
be dated and signed by the individuals 
responsible for the day-to-day 
management and operation of the drug 
testing laboratory. Then the Secretary 
shall send the document 10 the agency 
contracting officer as a report of the 
unsatisfactory perfonnance testing 
incident. The Secretary shall ensure 
notification of the finding 10 all other 
Federal agencies for which the 
laboratory is engaged in uriO!! drug 
. ~ting and coordinate any necessary 
action. 

(5) Should a false positive error occur 
on a blind perfonnance lest specimen 
and the error is detennined to be an 
administrative error (clerical, sample 
mixup, etc.). the Secretary shall require 
the laboratory to take corrective action 
to minimize the occurrence of the 
particular error in the future: and, if 
there il reason to believe the error could 
have been systematic. the Secretary 
may also require review and reanalYYil 
of previously run specimens. 

(6) Should a false pOlitive error occur 
on a blind performance test specimen 
and the error.is detennined to be a 
technical or methodological error, the 
laboratory shall submit all quality 
control data from the batch of 
specimen. which Included the false 
positive specimen. In addition. the 
laboratory shall retest all specimens 
analyzed positive for that drug or 
mp.tabolite from the time of final 
resolution of the error back to the time 
of the last satisfactory performance test 
cycle. This retesting shall be 
documented by •• t.tement signed by 
the individual re.poraibl., for day-to
day manageml!nt of the laboratory'. 
urine drug testing. The Secretary may 
N!quire an on-lite review of the 
laboratory which may be conducted 
unaMounced during sny houn of 
operations of the laboratory. The 
Secretary hll the option of [,evoking 
(3.13) or suspending (3.14) the 
laborAtory's certification or 
recommending that no further action be 
taken If the case i. one of lel8 serious 
error in which correr.tive action has 
already been taken, thus reasonably 
assuring that the error will not occur 
again. 

2.6 Interim Certilieption Procedure$. 
During the interim certification period 

as determined under paragraph (c), 
agencies shall ensure laboratory . 
compelence by one of the follOWing 
method.: . 

(a) Agencitl. may UN -seney or 
contract l.boratorie. that hl'le been 

certified for urinalysis testing by the 
Department of Defense: or 

-
(b) Agencies may develop interim self

certifica~jon procedures by establishing 
preaward inspections and performance 
testing plans approved by DHHS. 

leI The period dUring which these 
interim certification procedures will 
apply shall be detennlned by the 
Secretary. Upon noticed by the 
Secretary that these interim certification 
procedures are no longer available. all 
Federal agencies subject to these 
Guidelines shall only use laboratories 
that have been certified in accordance 
with Subpart C of these Guidelines and 
all laboratories approved for interim 
certification under paragraphs {al and 
(bl of this section shall become certified 
in accordance with Subpart C within 120 
days of the date of thi:! notice. 

2.7 Reporting and Revlew of Results. 

(a) Medical Review Officer Shall 
Review Results. An essential part of the 
drug testing program is the final review 
of results. A positive test relult does not 
automatically Identify an employeel 
applicant as an illegal dru8 user. An 
individual with a detailed knowledge of 
possible alternate medical explanations 
is esssntial to the review of results. This 
review shall be perfonned by Ihe 
Medical Review Officer prior to the 
transmission of results to agency 
adminJ.trative official •. 

(b) Medical Review Offleer
Qualification$ and Responsibilities. The 
Medical Review Officer shall be a 
licensed physician with knowledge of 
substance abuse disorders and may be 
an agency or contract employee. The 
role of the Medical Review Officer Is to 
review and Interpret positive test results 
obtained tlu'ough th, agency's lesting 
program. In carrylns out this 
fe.pon.ibillty, the Medical Review 
Officer shall examine alternate medical 
explanatioDl for IIny positive test result. 
Thi. action could Include conducting a 
medical Interview with the Individual. 
review of the individual', medical 
hi. tory, or review of any other relevant 
biomedical factors. The Medical Review 
Officer shall review aU medical records 
made available by the tested individual 
when a confirmed positive test couid 
have resulted (rom legally prescribed 
medication. The Medical Review Officer 
shall not, however. consider the result, 
of urine samples that are not obtained or 
processed In accordance with these 
Guidelines. 

fc) /'o$itivtl Te$t Result. Prior to 
m.akins a final decision to verify a 
potitiv. test result. the Medical Review' 
Officer ,haH alve the individual an 
opportunity to dllCUl1 the te,t result 
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with him or her. Following verification 
of a positive te.t result. the Medical 
Review Officer ,baJJ reler the case to 
the agency Employee ASli.~ 
Program and to the management official 
empowered to recommend 01' take 
administrative action. 

(d) Verification lor opiates; review lor 
prescript/on mediation. Before the 
Medical Review Officer venfies a 
confirmed positive ~esult for opiates, he 
or she shall detennine thai there is 
clinical evidence-in addition to the 
urine test-of illegal use of any opium. 
opiate, or opium derivative (e.g .. 
morphine/codeine) listed in Schedule I 
or n of the Controlled Substancel Act. 
(This requirement does not apply if the 
agency's GC/MS confirmation testing 
for opiates confirm. the presence of 6-
monoacetyimorphine.) 

re) Reanalysis Authorized. Should 
any questicn arise as to the accuracy or 
validity of a positive test re.sult. only the 
Medical Review Officer is authorized to 
order a reanalysis of ,the original sample 
and such retest. are authorized only at 
laboratories certified under these 
Guide1.inel. 

rn &sult Con6istent with Legal Drug 
UStI. U the Medical Review Officer 
determine. there i. a legitimate medical 
explanation tor the po8llive test result, 
he or .be .haU determine that the result 
is conliatent with legal drug use and 
take no further action. 

rg) Result Scitlntilical1y Insufficient. 
AdditionaUy, the Medical Review 
Officer. baaed on review of inspection 
~eportl, quality control data, multiple 
sample .. 8Jld other pertinent results, 
may determine that the result is 
scientificaUy inaufficient for further 
actioD and declare the test specimen 
negative. In thia .ituation the Medical 
Review Omcer may reque.t reanalYlia 
of the originalaample before makina thi8 
deci.ion. (Th. Medical Review Officer 
Inay reque.t that reanaly.i. be 
performed by the same I.boratory or, .1 
provided in Vee). that au aliquot of the 
origin.llpedDlen be sent few runaly.ia 
to an alternate laboratory which i. 
certified in .ccordance with tbue 
Guideline •. ) The I.bor.tory .hall aui.t 
in this review process a. reqUl!.tted by 
the Medical Review Officer by making 
available the individual responsible for 
day-to-day management of the urine 
drug telting labor. tory or other 
employee who ia a forensic tOxicologist' 
or who bollS eqUivalent forensic 
experience in urine drug telling. to 
provide specl.flc consultation as required 
by the agency. The Medic.l Review 
OffiC8l .hall report to the Secretary aU 
neg.tive flndinp baaed on It'..ieatific 
in.ufficiency but lbaU not Include any 

personal identifying infonnation in sucb 
reDom. 

2.8 Prot«tion of EmTJloyee Records. 
Conaistent with 5 U.S.c. 522a(m) and 

48 crn 24.101-24.104, aU laboratory 
contract. &hall require that the 
contractor comply with the Privacy Act. 
5 U.s.c. 552 •• In addition. laboratory 
contract. sballrequire compliance with 
the patient access and confidentiality 
provision. of section 503 of Pub. 1.. 100-
71. The agency shaU eltabUsh a Privacy 
Act System of Record. or modify an 
existins .y.tem, or use any applicable 
Government-wide system of records to 
cover both ·",.asency's and the 
laboratory'. recorda of employee 
urinalysi. resultl. The contract and the 
Privacy Act System shall lpecifically 
require that employee record. be 
maintained and used with th, highest 
regard for employee privacy. 

2.9 Indlvidual Access to Test and 
Laboratory Clrtilicatian Resulla. 

[n accordance with section 503 of Pub. 
L. lOG-n. any Federal employee who is 
the subject of a drug telt shall, upon 
wriHen request. have access to any 
record. relating to hilJ or her drug test 
and any records relating to the results of 
any relevant certification. review, or 
revocation-of-certification proceedings. 

Subpart C-Certifkatioa of Labontoriet 
Eappd ill UriBe Drug Tettint for 
Federal Apacies 

3.1 Introduction. 

Urine drug testing is a critical 
component of efforts to combat drug 
abuse in our .ociety. Many laboratories 
ant famiUar with good laboratory 
practfca but m.y be unf'amillar with the 
special procedures required when drut 
te.t result. are Uled in the employment 
contexL A.ccordfngly. the foUowing are 
minimum .tandarda to certify 
laboratories engaged in urine drua 
t •• tina for Federal agencies. 
Certiffcation, even at the hIPe.t level. 
doe. not guarantee accuracy of each 
re.ult reported by a laboratol'J 
conducting urine drug testing for Fedaral 
Isenein. Therefore, result. from 
laboratories certified under these 
Guidelines must be interpreted with a 
complete IDlderstanding of the total 
collection, analysis. and reporting 
proce .. before a final concluaioo it 
m.de. 

3.2 Cools and Objectives of 
Certiflcalion. 

(a) u .. 01 Urintl Drug Te$tins. Urine 
drus teatiq ~ an important tool to 
Identify drus UMl'I in. variety of 

settings. In the proper context, urine 
drug telting can be used to deteo.r dl'ug 
abuse in general. To be a ueefuJ tool. the 
testing procedUl'1l mUlt be capable of 
detecting drugl or their metabolites at 
concentrations indicated in 2.4 (8) and 
(f). 

rb) Need to Set Standards; 
mspectlon8. Reliable dJscrimination 
between the presence. or absence, oC 
specific drugs or their metabolites is 
critical, not only to achieve the goal. oC 
the testing program but to protect the 
right. of the Federal employeea being 
tested. ThUs. standarda bave been set 
which laboratoriel engaged in Federal 
employee urine drug testing must meet 
in order to achieve maximum accuracy 
of test reluill. Theae laboratories will be 
evaluated by the Secretary or the 
Secretary'l designee as defined in 1.2 in 
accordance with these Guideline •• The 
qualifying evaluation will involve three 
round. oC performance t.,ting plu. on
site inspection. Maintenance of 
certification requirea participati'on in an 
every-other-month performance teating 
program plu. periodic. on-aite 
inspection .. One inspection (oUowiD8 
luccessful completion of a perfonnance 
testing regimen fa required for Initial 
certification. nu. mu.t be lollowed by a 
second iMpaction within 3 months, after 
which biannual inapect10ns win b. 
required to maintain certification. 

rc) Urine Drug Testing AppUu 
AnalyticoJ Forensic Taxico/osY. The 
possible impact of a po8itive t8.lt result 
on an individual' • .livelihood or rights. 
together with the possibility 01. legal 
challenge of the retult. let. thi. type of 
telt .part from moat clinicalilbofatory 
testlq. to f.ct. ariDe dru8 teslinl ahoWd 
be comidlftd •• peci.al.ppHattion of 
analytical fanaaic toxic:oqy. That I .. in 
additioa to the .pplicatioa 01 
appropri.te analytical methodology. the 
specimen muat be treeted 8. eoridence, 
and aU I'~ of the t"tins procedure 
mUlt be dccmnenh!d lind available ror 
pomble court teatlmony. Laboratories 
engasad In urine drag testing for Federal 
agencies will require the service. and 
advice of • qualifted forensic 
toxicologiat. or individual with 
equivalent quallfications (both training 
and experience) to addre, .. the specific 
need. of the Federal d11l8 lesting 
program. Includlna the demandl 01 chain 
of custody of specimens. aecurity. 
property documentation of aU rec0rd5. 
storage of poaiUve .peciment for late!' or 
independent &esting. presentation of 
evidence in CDLII1. and expert wilDeN 
tea-imony. 

• 

• 

• 
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3.3 Ger:eraJ Certification 
Requirement:l. 

A laboratory must meet all the 
pertinent provisions of these Guidelines 
in order to qualify for certification under 
these standards. 

3.4 Capability to Test for FiYe Classes 
of Drugs. 

To be certified. a laboratory must be 
capable of testing (or at least the 
following five classes of drugs: 
Marijuana. cocaine. opiates. 
amphetamines. and phencyclidine. using 
the inillal immunoassay and 
quantitative confirmatory GC/MS 
methods specified in these Guidelines. 
'The certification program will be limited 
to the five classes of drugs (2.1(a) (1) 
and (2)) and the methods (2.4 (e) and (f)) 
speCIfied in these Guidelines. The 
laboratory will be surveyed and 
per{onnance tested only for these 
methods and drugs. Certification of a 
laboratory indicates that any test result 
reported by the laboratory for the 
Federal C<lvemment meets the 
standard. in these Guidelines for the 
five claases of using the methods 
specified. Certified laboratories must 
clearly inform non·Federal clients when 
procedures foUowed for thosp. clients 
contonn to the standards specified in 
these Guidelines. 

3.5 Initial and Confirmatory 
Capability at Same Site. 

Certified laboratories shall have the 
capability. at the same laboratory site. 
of perfonning both initial imrnunoas.says 
and confirmatory GC/MS test. (2.4 (e) 
and (f)) for marijuana. cocaine. opiates. 
amphetamines. and phencyclidine and 
for any other drug or metabolite for 
which agency drug testing is authorized 
(2.1(a) (1) and (2)). All positiVI! initial 
test results shall be confirmed prior to 
reporting them. 

3.8 Personnel. 
Laboratory peraonnel shall meet the 

requirements specified in 2.3 of the.e 
Guidelines. Thes. GuldeUnei e.tablish 
the exclusive standardt for quaUfying or 
certifying those labors tot}' personnel 
involved in urinalysis testing wlio!Je 
functions are prescribed by these 
Guidelines. A certification of a 
laboratory under these Guidelines shall 
be a determination that these . 
qualification requirements have been 
met. 

3.7 Quality Assurance and Quality 
Control . 

Drug testing laboratories shall have a 
quality assurance program which 
encompalles aU aspects of the testloi 
proCi!II, includIng but not limited to 

-
specimen acquisition, chain of custody, 
security and reporting of results. initial 
Bnd confirmatory testing. and validation 
of analytical procedures. Quality control 
procedures shall be decigned. 
implemented. and reviewed to monitor 
the conduct of each step of the process 
of testing for drugs as specified in 2.5 of 
these Guidelines. 

3.8 Security and Chain of Custody. 

Laboratories shall meet the security 
and chain of custody requirements 
provided in 2.4(a). 

3.9 One- Year Storage for Confirmed 
Positiv . 

All confinned positive specimens 
shall be retained in accordance with the 
provisions of 2.4(h) of these Guidelines. 

3.10 Documentation. 
The laboratory shall maintain and 

make available for at least 2 years 
documentation in accordance with the 
specifications in 2.4(m). 

3.11 Reports. 

The laboratory shall repor~ test results 
in accordance with the speCifications in 
2.4(g). 

3.12 Certification. 
(0) General. The Secretary may certify 

any laboratory that meets the standards 
in these Guidelines to conduct urine 
drug testing. In addition, the Secretary' 
may consider to be certified and 
laboratory that is certified by a DHHS
recognized certification program in 
accordance with these GuJdelines. 

(b) Criteria. In determining whether to 
certify a laboratory or to accept the 
certification of a DHHS-recognized 
certification program in accordance with 
thelle Guidelines. the Secretary shaU 
coruider the following criteria! 

(1) The adequacy of the l.boratory 
faciliUes: 

(2) The expertise and experience of 
the laboratory personnel> 

(3) The excellence of the laboratory" 
quality assurance/ quality control 
program: 

(4) The performance of the laboratory 
on any performance tests: 

(5) The laboratory's compliance with 
standards as reflected In any laboratory 
inspections; and 

(6) Any other factors affeclin8 the 
reliability and accuracy of drug tellts 
and reportins done by the laboratory. 

3.13 Revocation. 
(a) General. The Secretary shall 

revoke cartilIcation of any laboratory 
certified under the .. proviaioM or 
accept ",vocation by a mlHS
recognized certification program in 

accordance with these Guidelines if the 
Secretary deteminell thai revocation is 
necessary to ensure the full reliability 
and accuracy of drug tests and the 
accurate reporting of test results. 

fbI Factors to Consider. The Secretary 
shall consider the following factors in 
detennining whether revocation is 
necessary: 

(1) Unsatisfactory performance in 
analyzing and reporting the rellults of 
drug tests: for example. a false positive 
error in reporting the results o( an 
employee', drug test; 

(2) Unsatisfactory participation in 
perfonnance evaluations or laboratory 
inspections; 

(3) A material violation of a 
certification standard or a contract term 
or other condition imposed on the 
laboratory by • Federal agency using 
the laboratory's lervices; 

(4) Conviction for any criminal offense 
committed 81 an incident to operation of 
the laboratory; or 

(51 Any other cause which materially 
affect. the ability of the laboratory'to 
ensure the full r~lIabiUty and accuracy 
of drug testa and the accurate reporting 
of results. 

fa) Period and Terms. The period and 
terms of revoca tion shall be determined 
by the Secretary and shaU depend upon 
the facts and circumstences of the 
revocation and the need to ensure 
accurate and reliable drug testing of 
Federal employees. 

3.14 Suspension. 

(0) Cri~ria. Whenever the Secretary 
has reason to believe that revocation 
may be required and that immediate 
action is necesaary in order to protect 
the interests of the United States and its 
employee., the Secretary may 
immediately suspend a laboratory's 
certification to conduct urine drug 
testing for Federal agencies. The 
Secretary may wo accept suspension of 
certification by a Dl-Di5-recognized 
certification program in accordance with 
thel. Guideline •• 

(b) Period and Terms. The period and 
tema of suspension shaU be determined 
by the Secretary and shall depend upon 
the lllcts and circumstances of the 
suspension and the need to ensure 
accurate and reliable drug testing of 
Federal employees. 

3.15 Notice: Opportunity for Review. 
(a) Written NoUce. When a laboratory 

is suspended or the Secretary streks to 
revoke certification. the Secretary shall 
immediately serve th.laboratory with 
writtea DOtk:e of the sUlptlnlioD or 
proposed rnocation by ptlfSonal service 
or registered or certified mail, return 
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receipt requested. This notice shall state 
the following: 

(1) The reasons tor the suspension or 
proposed revocation: 

(2) The terms of the suspension or 
proposed re\'ocation: and 

(3) The period of suspension or 
proposed revocation. 

(b) Opportunity for Informal Review. 
The written notice shall state that the 
laboratory wll1 be afforded an 
opportunity for an informal review of 
the suspension or proposed revocation If 
it 50 requests in writing within 30 days 
of the date of mailing or service of the 
notice. The review shall be by a person 
or per.Jon, designated'by the Secretary 
and shall be based on written 
submissions by the laboratory and the 
Department of Health and Human 
Service, and. at the Secretary's 
discretion. may include an opportunity 
for an oral presentation. Formal roles of 
evidence and proeedures applicable to 
proceedings in a court of law shall not 
apply. The decision of the reviewing 
official .hall be final. 

(c) EffectJve Date. A suspeneioo shall 
be effective immediately. Ii. propOlSeG 
revocatlon shaU be effective 30 days 
after written notice is given or. J! review 
is requested. upon the reviewing 
official', decision to uphold the 
proposed revocation. U the reviewing 
official decides not to uphold the 
suspension or proposed revocl!tion. the 
suspension shall terminate immediately 
and any proposed I't!vocation sball not 
take effect. 

(d) DHHS·Recognized Certification 
Program. The Secretary's resporuibility 
under this section may be carried aut by 
a DHHS.recognized certification 
program in accordance with these 
Guidelines. 

3.16 Recertification. 
Fallowina the termination or 

expiration of any ,u'penlion or 
revocation. a labol'Qto1'!f may apply Cor 
recertification. Upon the lubaliuion of 
evidence sati.tactory to the Secretary 
that the laboratory il in compUanca with 
these GuideUnes or any DHHS
recognized certification program in 
accordance with th.se Guideline .. and 
any other condltlons impoaed 81 part of 
the 'U8pension or revocation. the 
Secretary may recertify the laboratory 
or accept the recertification of the 
laboratory by • DHHS.recognized 
certification program. 

3.17 Perfonnonce Te~t Requirement for 
Certification. 

(a) An Initial and Continuing 
R4quil'llmtmL The performance test.insJ 
prosram Ir & part of the initial 
evaluation of a laboratory aeeJdna 

certificaticm (both performance testing 
and laboratory inspecllon are reqw.red) 
and of the continuing assessment of 
laboratory performance necessary to 
maintain this certification. 

(b) Three Initial Cycles Required. 
Successful participation in three cycles 
of te.ting shall be required before a 
laboratory Is eligible to be considered 
for inspection and certification. These 
initial three cycles (and any requiftld for 
recertificationJ can be compressed into a 
a-month period {one per month}. 

(c) Six Challenges Per Year. After 
certification. laboratories shall be 
challenged every other month with one 
aet of at lel\st 10 specimens a total of six 
cycles per 3 diu. 

(d) lAboratory ProceduresldentJcaJ 
for Per/ormanC4 Test and Routine 
Employee Specimen!l. All prQcedures 
associated with the handling and testing 
of the performance test specimen:. by 
the laboratory shall to the greatest 
extent pOSllible be carried out in a 
maMer Identical to that applied to 
routine laboratory specimens. unless 
otherwise specified. 

(e) Blind Performance Test. Any 
certified laboratory shall be subject to 
blind performance testing (see 2.S(d)). 
Performance on blind test specimens 
shall be at the same level as for the 
open or non·blInd performance teatitlg. 

(fl Reporting-Open Per{orrtJOnC4 
Te~L The laboratory .hall report result.t 
of open performance tests to the 
certifying organization in the same 
maMer as specified in 2.4(8)(2) Cor 
routine laboratofY specimens. 

3.18 Perfonnance TeiltSpecimen 
Compos ilion. 

(a) Description of the Drugs. 
Perfonnance test Ipecimena &hall 
contain tho.e drugs and metabolites 
which each certified laboratory mUlt be 
prepared to allay in concentration 
rtlDgM that allow detection of tha 
analyte by commonly Uled 
immuno.llay lCreellling tec:hniques. 
These levelJ are generally in the range 
of concentration. which might be 
expected In the urine of re-ceot drus 
UHrs. For 10m. drug analytes. the 
.ptcimen composition will coruist of the 
parent drug aa well as major 
metabolites. In lome cales. more than 
one drug clalll may be included in one 
Ipecimen container. but generally no 
m.ore than two drugs will be present in 
anyone specimen In order to imitate the 
type or specimen which II laboratory 
normally encounters. For any particular 
p.rforman~ te_tina cycle. the actual 
compoaithUl 01 kill 80m, to different 
laboratorin will vary but. within an)' 
anngal period. aU laboratotfH 

participating wHl have analyzed the 
same total set of lIpecimens. 

(b) ConcentratIon!. Performaoce tesl 
spec."im.enl. shall be spiked with the drug 
c1ssses and their metabolites which are 
required for certificaticl1I: marijuana. 
coca me. opiates. amphetamines. and 
phencyclidine. with,concentration levels 
set at least 20 percent above the cutoff 
limit for either the Utilial assay or the 
confinnatory test. depending on which is 
to be evaluated. Some perfonnanca test 
specimens may be identified for CC/MS 
assay only- Blank. shaU contain leaa 
than Z ns/ml of any of the target dr.!gs. 
These concentration and drug types may 
be changed periodically in response to 
factors .uch as changell in detection 
technology and pattema of drug use. 

3.19 Evaluation of Peformance restins. 
(a) Initial Certification. (1) An 

applicant laboratory shail /Wt report any 
false poaitive result during ~rfonnance 
testing for initial certification. Ally false 
positive wiU automatically disqualify • 
laboralory from further conaideratioo. 

(20) An applicant laboratory thall 
maintain an overall grade level 0100 
percent for the three cycln of 
performance te1lting reqa.ired Cor initial 
certification. i.e., it must correctly 
Identify and corutrID 90 percent of tlw 
total drug challenge. for each shipment. 
Any laboratory whJch achieve. a .cora 
on anyone cycle of the initial 
certification such that It can no longer 
acb.illve a total grade of 90 percent over 
the three cycles win be immediately 
di.quallited from further consideration. 

(3) AD applicant laboratory shall 
obtain quantitative value. for at least 60 
percent of the total drug cllallenges 
which are ±ZO pera!nt or ±2 standard 
dmatiom of the calcu1atttl reCeren&1! 
group mnn (wnidtever is tarsar). 
Failure to achieve eo percent will result 
In disqualification. 

(4) An appUcant laboratory shall not 
obtain any quantitative v!llue. that 
differ by more than SO percen& from the 
calculated reCerence group me8l1. Any 
quantitative values that differ by more 
than !SO percent will mult in 
dilqualIffca tion. . 

(5) For any individual drug. an 
applicant laboratory £baU IUccessEully 
detect and quantitate in accordance 
with paragraphs (a)(2). (a)(3). and (a)(4) 
of thil section at leut 50 percent of the 
totdl drug challenge;. Failure to 
successfully quantitate at least 50 
percent of the challengt!s for any 
individual drug will result in 
dJ.quaJifica tion. 

(b) Onjoina TtUting 01 Clirtified 
Laburototin.-l1J Falu Po6itivft and 
Proctttiura lor lhaling With Them. No 

• 
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(,lise drug idenhlicatlon. are ac:ceptable 
(or any drugs (or which. laboratory 
offers ~ervlce. Under some 
circumstances a false positive lest may 
result in suspension or revocation of 
certlfication. The most serious (alse 
positives are by drug class. such as 
reporting THe in a blank specimen or 
reportlOR cocaine in a spec:imen known 
to contam only opiates. 
~isldenltficatlons Within a class (e.g" 
codeine for morphine) are also false 
posItives which are unacceptable in an 
appropriately controlled laboratory, but 
they are clearly less serious errors than 
misidentification of a class. The 
following procedures shall be followed 
when dealing with a false positive: 

(il The agency detecting a false 
pOSitive error shall immediately notify 
the laboratory and the Secretary of any 
such error. 

(ii) The laboratory shall provide the 
Secretary with a written explanation of 
the reasons for the error within 5 
working days. If required by paragraph 
(b)(l)(v) below, this explanation shall 
include the submi!ision of all quality 
control data from the batch of 
specimens that included the false 
positive specimen. 

{iii} The Secretary shall review the 
laboratory's explanation within 5 
workins days and decide what further 
aclion, if any, to take. 

(ivllf the error is determined to be an 
administrative error (clerical, sample 
mixup. etc.). the Secretary may direct 
the laboratorY to take corrective action 
to minimize the occurence of the 
particular error in the future and. if there 
is reason to believe the error could have 
been systematic. may require the 
laboratory to review and reanalyze 
previously run specimens. 

(v) If the error is determined to be 
technical or methodological error. the 
laboratory shall submit to the Secretary 
all quality coritrol data Cram the batch of 
specimens which included the faJ •• 
positive specimen. In addition. the 
laboratory shall rete.' allspeclmene 
analyzed positive by the laboratory from 
the time fo Final resolution of the error 
back to the time of the last satillfactory 
performance test cycle. This retesting 
shall be documented by a statement 
signed by the individual responsible for 
the day.lo.day management of the 
laboratory's c;ine drug testing. 
Depending on the type of error which 
caused the false positive. this retesting 
may be limited to one analyte or may 
include any drug!! a laboratory certified 
under these Guidelines must be 
prepared to assay. The laboratory shaU 
immediately notify the agency it any 
result on a retest sample mlLlt be 
corrected because the critieria for a 
positive are not satisfied. The Secretary 
may suspend or revoke the laboratory'. 

cerltfica lion for all drug, or Cor only the 
drug or drug c:lass in which thtl error 
occurred. However. if the case is one of 
a lesll serious error for which effective 
corrections have already been made. 
thus reasonably assuring that the error 
will not occur agam. the Secretary may 
decide to take no further action. 

(vi) During the time requited to 
resolve the errol'. the laboratory shall 
remam certified but shall have a 
de'lgnation indicating that a fal:;~ 
positive result is pending resolution. If 
the Secretary determines that the 
laboratory's certification must be 
suspendf!d or revoked, the laboratory's 
official :..~lus will become "Suspended" 
or "Revoked" until the suspension or 
revocation IS lifted or any rer.ertification 
process is complete. 

(2) Requirement to Identify and 
Confirm 90 Percent 01 Total Drug 
Chalienges. In order to remain certified. 
laboratories must successfully complete 
six cycle:! of performance testing per 
year. Failure of a certified laboratory to 
maintain a grade of 90 percent on any 
required performance test cycle, i.e .. to 
identify 90 percent of the total drug 
challenges and to correctly confirm 90 
percent of tr.e total drug challenges, may 
result in s\'spension or revocation of 
certiflcat:on. 

(3) Requirement to Quantitate 80 
Percent of Total Drug Challenges at 
±20 Percent or ±2 standard deviationfl. 
Quantitative values obtained by a 
certified laboratory for at least 80 
percent of the total drug challenges must 
be ±20 percent or ±2 standard 
deviations of the calculated reference 
group mean (whichever is larger). 

(4) ReqUirement to Quantitate within 
50 Pel'Cenl of Calculated Reference 
Group t-feon. No quantitative values 
obtained by a certified laboratory may 
differ by more than 50 percent from the 
calculated reference group mean. 

(5) ReqUirement to Successfully 
Detect and Quantitate 50 Percent of the 
Total Drug Challenges for Any 
Individual Drug. For any individual 
drug. a certified laboratory must 
successfully detect and quantitate in 
accordance with paragraphs (b)(2). 
(b)(3), and (b)(4) of this section at least 
50 percent of the total drug challenges. 

(6) Procedures When Requirements in 
Paragraphs {b}(2)-(b){5} 01 this Section 
Are Not Met. If a certified laboratory 
faU. to maintain a grade of 90 percent 
per test cycle after Initial certification aD 
required by paragraph (b){Z) of this 
section or if it fails to auccessIully 
quantitate results as required by . 
parasrapha (bJ(3). (bJ(4). or (bl(S) of thi. 
section. the laboratory shall b. 
immedJately informed that it. 
performance fell under the 90 percent 
level or that it failed to succesafully 
quantitate test resulll and how it fail'!d 

to successfully quantitate. The 
laboratory shall be allowed 5 working 
days in which to provide any 
explanation for Its unlluccessful 
performance, including administrative 
error or methodological error. and 
eVidence that the source of the poor 
performance has been corrected, The 
Secretary may revoke or suspend the 
laboratory·, certification or lake no 
further aclton. depending on the 
seriousness of the errors and whether 
there is evidence that the source of the 
poor performance has been cor~ected 
and that current performance meets the 
requirement! for a certified laboratory 
under these Guidelines. The Secretary 
may require that additional performance 
lesls be carried out to determine 
whether the source of the poor 
performance haa been removed. If the 
Secretary determines to suspend or' 
revoke the laboratory's certification, the 
laboratory's official status will become 
"Suspended" or "Revoked" until the 
suspension or revocation Is lifted or 
until any recertification procesa is 
complete. 

(c) 80 Percent of Participating 
l.abaratarie, Must Detect Drug. A 
laboratory's performance shall bl! 
evaluated fOf all samples for which 
drugs were spiked at concentrations 
above thl! specilied performance test 
level unless the overall response from 
pSfticlpatinglahoratorins Indicates that 
leu than 80 percent of them were abl'e 
to detect a drug. 

(d) Participation Required. Failure to 
participate In a perfom1ance test or to 
participate satisfactorily may result in 
suspension or revocation of 
certification. 

3.20 Inspections. 
Prior to laboratory certification under 

these Guidelines and at least twice a 
year aft.n certification. a team of three 
qualified inspectors, at least two of 
whom have been trained as laboratory 
in,pectors. ,hell cl:mduct an on·site 
inspection of laboratory premises. 
Inspections shall document the overall 
quality of the laboratory sotting for the 
purpoles of certification to conduct 
urine drug testing. Inspection reports 
may also contain recommendations to 
the laboratol'l' to correct deficiencies 
noted during the inspection. 

3.21 Resulls alii/adequate 
Performance. 

Failure of a laboratory to comply With 
any a.pect ot these Guidelines may lead 
to 1'8vOCtLii.lln or luspension of 
certification as provided in 3.13 and 3.14 
of theae Guideline', 
[FR Doc. M-7884 Filed 4-&-88: 8:45 ami 
aL*Q~41.'" 
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DRUG FACT SHEETS 
CANNABIS (Marijuana) 

Effects 

All forms of cannabis have negative physical and mental effects. Several 
regularly observed physical effects of cannabis are increase in heart rate, 
bloodshot eyes, dry mouth and throat, and hunger. 

Use of cannabis may impair or reduce short-term memory and comprehen
sion, alter sense of time, and reduce ability to perform tasks requiring con
centration and coordination. such as driving a car. Research shows that 
knowledge retention may be lower when information is given while the 
person is "high." Motivation and cognition are altered, making the acquisi
tion of new information difficult. Marijuana can also produce paranoia and 
psychosis. 

Because users often inhale the unfiltered smoke deeply and then hold it in 
their lungs as long as possible, marijuana is damaging to the lungs and 
respiratory system. The tar in marijuana smoke is highly irritating and 
carcinogenic. Long-term users may develop psychological dependence and 
tolerance. 

What is it called? What does it look like? How is it used? 

Marijuana Pot 
Grass 
Weed 
Reefer 
Dope 
Mary Jane 
Acapulco Gold 

Tetrahydro- THC 
cannabinol 

Hashish Hash 

Hashish oil Hash oil 

Dried parsley mixed 
with stems that may 
include seeds 

Soft gelatin capsules 

Brown or black cakes 
or balls 

Concentrated syrupy 
liquid varying in color 
from clear to black 

Source: U.S. Dept. of Labor 

Eaten 
Smoked 

Taken orally 
Smoked 

Eaten 
Smoked 

Smoked-mixed 
with tobacco 

Appendix 3 



INHALANTS 

Effects 

A variety of psychoactive substances have been inhaled as gases or volatile 
liquids. Many popular commercial preparations such as paint thinners and 
cleaning fluids are mixtures of volatile substances making it difficult to be 
specific about their various effects. There is no single "Inhalant Syndrome." 

Immediate negative effects of inhalants may include nausea, sneezing, 
coughing, nose bleeds, fatigue. lack of coordination, and loss of appetite. 
Solvents and aerosol sprays may also decrease the heart and respiratory 
rates and impair judgement. Amyl and butyl nitrite cause rapid pulse, head
aches, and involuntary passing of urine and feces. Long term use may 
result in hepatitis or brain damage. 

Long-term use can cause weight loss, fatigue, electrolyte imbalance, and 
muscle weakness. Repeated sniffing of concentrated vapors over time can 
lead to permanent damage of the nervous system. 

Nitrous 
Oxide 

Amyl-Nitrite 

Butyl-Nitrite 

Chloro-
hydro-
carbons 

Hydro-
carbons 

What is it called? What does it look like? How is it used? 

Laughing gas 
Whippets 
Buzz bomb 

Poppers 
Snappers 

Rush 
Bolt 
Locker room 
Bullet 
Climax 

Aerosol sprays 

Solvents 

Propellant for whipped Vapors inhaled 
cream in aerosol can 

Small 8-gram metal cyl-
inder sold with a bal-
loon or pipe 

Clear yellowish liquid in Vapors inhaled 
ampules 

Packaged in small Vapors inhaled 
bottles 

Aerosol paint cans Vapors inhaled 
Containers of cleaning 

fluid 

Cans of aerosol propel- Vapors inhaled 
lants, gasoline, glue, 
paint thinner ....................................... 

• 
.. 

• 

• 
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COCAINE 

Effects 

Cocaine stimulates the central nervous system. Its immediate effects in
clude dilated pupils, elevated blood pressure, increased heart rate, and 
elevated body temperature. Occasional use can cause stuffy or runny nose. 
Chronic use can cause ulceration of the mucous membrane in the nose. 
Injecting cocaine with unsterile equipment can transmit AIDS. hepatitis, 
and other infections. Preparation of freebase, which involves the use of 
highly volatile solvents, can result in fire or explosion. Cocaine can pro
duce psychological dependency, a feeling that the user cannot function 
without the drug. 

Crack or freebase rock, a concentrated form of cocaine, is extremely po
tent. Its effects are felt within ten seconds of administration. Physical ef
fects include dilated pupils, increaeed pulse rate, elevated blood pressure, 
insomnia, loss of appetite, tactile hallucinations, paranoia, and seizures. . . 
Cocaine use may lead to death through disruption of the brain's control of 
heart and respiration. . 

Cocaine 

Crack or-
cocaine 

What is it called? What does it look like? How is it used? 

Coke 
Snow 
Flake 
White 
Nose Candy 
Big C 
Snow Bird 
Lady 

Crack 
Freebase rocks 
Rock 

White crystalline pow
der, often diluted with 
other ingredients 

Light brown or beige 
pellets-or crystalline 
rocks that resemble 
coagulated soap; often 
packaged in small 
vials 

Inhaled through 
the nose 

Injected 
Smoked 

Smoked 



-----·-----------________ I.J\lfWI\'~l'~..ru ....... r,b.. ___ 

arHER STIMULANTS 
-----------------------------------------------------,-----

Effects 

Stimulants can cause increased heart and respiratory rates. elevated blood 
pressure, dilated pupils, and decreased appetite. In addition, users may 
perspire. experience headache, blurred vision, dizziness, sleeplessness, and 
anxiety. Extremely high doses can cause rapid or irregular heartbeat, trem
ors, loss of coordination. and even physical collapse. An amphetamine 
injection creates a sudden increase in blood pressure that can result in 
stroke, very high fever. or heart failure. 

In addition to the physical effects, users report feeling restless. anxious, and 
moody. Higher doses intensify the effects. Persons who use large amounts 
of amp,~.!!amines over a long period of time can develop an amphetamine 
psychosis that includes hallucinations, delusions, and paranoia. These 
symptoms usually disappear when drug use ceases. 

What is it called? What does it look like? How is it used? 

Amphet
amines 

Speed 
Uppers 
Ups 
Black Beauties 
Pep Pills 
Copilots 
Hearts 
Benzedrine 
Dexadrine 
Biphetamine 

Melham- Crank 
phetamines Crystal Meth 

Methedrine 
Speed 

Additional Ritalin 
Stimulants Cylert 

Preludin 
Didrex 
Pre-State 
Voranil 
Tenuate 
Tepanil 
Pondimin 
Sandrex 
Plegine 

Capsules 
Pills 
Tablets 

White powder 
Pills 
Resembles a block of 

paraffin 

Pills 
Capsules 
Tablets 

Taken orally 
Injected 
Inhaled through 

the nose 

Taken orally 
Injected 
Inhaled through 

the nose 

Taken orally 
Injected 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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DEPRESSANTS 
n _ 

Effects 

The effects of depressants are similar to those of alcohol in many ways. 
Small amounts can produce calmness and relaxed muscles. but larger 
doses can cause slurred speech. staggering gait, and altered perception. 
Very large doses can cause respiratory depression. coma. and death. The 
combination of depressants and alcohol can increase the effects of the 
drugs. thereby multiplying the risks. 

The use of depressants can cause both physical and psychological depen
dance. Regular use over time may result in tolerance to the drug. leading 
the user to increase the quantity consumed. When regular users stop tak
ing depressant· drugs. they may develop withdrawal symptoms ranging 
from restlessness, insomnia and anxiety to convulsions and death. 

Babies born to mothers who abuse depressants during pregnancy may be 
physically dependent on the drugs and show withdrawal symptoms shortly 
after they are born. Birth defects and behavioral problems have been asso
ciated with these children. 

What is it called? What does it look like? How is it used? 

Barbiturates Downers 
Barbs 

Metha
qualone 

Blue devils 
Red devils 
Yellow Jacket 
Yellows 
Nembutal 
Seconal 
Amy tal 
Tuinal 

Quaaludes 
Ludes 
Sopors 

Tranquilizers Valium 
Librium 
Equanil 
Miltown 
Serax 
Tranxene 

Capsules of many colors: Taken orally 
Red. yellow, blue, or 
red and blue 

Tablets 

Capsules 
Tablets 

Taken orally 

Taken orally 



HALLUCINOGENS 
•• 

Effects 

Phencyclidine (PCP) produces behavioral alterations that are multiple and 
dramatic. Because the drug blocks pain receptors, violent PCP episodes 
may result in self-inflicted injuries. The effects of PCP vary, but users gener
ally report a sense of distance and space estrangement. Time and body 
movement are slowed. Muscular coordination worsens and senses are 
dulled. Speech is blocked and incoherent. 

Chronic users of PCP report persistent memory problems and speech diffi
culties. Mood disorders - depression, anxiety, and violent behavior - also 
occur. In later stages, chronic users often exhibit paranoid and violent be
havior and experience hallucinations. Large doses of PCP may produce 
convulsions, coma, heart and lung failure, or ruptured blood vessels in the 
brain. 

Lysergic acid (LSD), mescaline, and psilocybin cause illusions and hallucina
tions. The physical effects may include dizziness, weakness, tremor, nausea, 
and drowsiness. 

Sensations and feelings may change rapidly. It is common to have a bad 
psychological reaction to LSD, mescaline, and psilocybin. The user may 
experience panic, confusion, suspicion, anxiety, and loss of control. De
layed effects, or flashbacks, can occur even after the use has ceased. 

What is it called? What does it look like? H\)w is it used? 

Phencyc- PCP Liquid Taken orally 
lidine Angel dust Capsules Injected 

Loveboat White crystalline Smoked· can 
Lovely powder be sprayed on 
Hog Pills cigarettes, 
Killer weed parsley, and 

marijuana 

Lysergic LSD Brightly colored tablets Taken orally 
Acid di· Acid Impregnated blotter Licked off paper 
ethylamide Green or red paper Eaten 

dragon Thin squares of gelatin Gelatin and 
White lightning Clear liquid liquid can be 
Blue heaven put in eyes 
Sugar cubes 
Microdot 

Mescaline Mesc Hard brown discs Chewed, 
& Peyote Buttons Tablets swallowed, 

Cactus Capsules smoked 

Psilocybin Magic mushrooms Fresh or dried mush- Taken orally 
rooms 

• 

• 

• 
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NARCOTICS -
Effects 

Narcotics initially produce a feeling of euphoria followed by drowsiness, 
nausea, and vomiting, Users may experience constricted pupils, watery 
eyes, and itching. An overdose may produce slow and shallow breathing, 
clammy skin. convulsions. coma, and death. 

Tolerance to narcotics develops rapidly and dependence is likely. The use 
of unsterilized syringes may result in transmission of diseases such as AIDS. 
endocarditis. and hepatitis, Addiction in pregnant women can lead to pre
mature. stillborn. or addicted infants. 

What is it called? What does it look like? How is it used? 

Heroin Smack 
Horse 
Brown sugar 
Junk 
Mud 
Big H 

Methadone Dolophine 
Methadose 
Amidone 

Codeine Empirin 
compound with 
codeine 

Tylenol with co-
deine 

Codeine in cough 
medicines 

Morphine Pectoral syrup 

Meperidine Pethidine 

Opium 

Other 
Narcotics 

Demerol 
Mepergan 

Paregoric 
Dover's Powder 

Percocet 
Pecodan 
Tussionex 
Fentanyl 
Darvon 
Talwin 
Lomotil 

Powder. white to dark 
brown 

Tar-like sUbstance 

Solution 

Tablets 
Capsules 
Dark liquid varying in 

thickness 

White crystals 
Hypodermic tablets 
Solutions 

White powder 
Solution 
Tablets 

Dark brown chunks 
Powder 

Tablets 
Capsules 
Liquid 

Injected 
Inhaled through 

the nose 
Smoked 

Taken orally 
Injected 

Taken orally 
Injected 

Injected 
Taken orally 
Smoked 

Ta.ken orally 
Injected 

Smoked 
Taken orally 

Taken orally 
Injected 



---- --------- ------ ---

DESIGNER DRUGS 
m 

Effects 

Illegal drugs are defined in terms of their chemical formulas. To circumvent 
these legal restrictions, underground chemists modify the molecular struc
ture of certain illegal drugs to produce analogs known as designer drugs. 
These drugs can be hundreds of times stronger than the drugs that they 
are designed to imitate. 

The narcotic analogs can cause symptoms such as those seen in Parkin
son's disease - uncontrollable tremors, drooling, impaired speech, paralysis, 
and irreversible brain damage. Analogs of amphetamines and methamphet. 
amines cause nausea, blurred vision, chills or perspiration, and faintness. 
Psychological effects include anxiety, depression, and paranoia. As little as 
one dose can cause brain damage. The analogs of phencyclidine cause 
illusions, hallucinations, and impaired perception. 

Type What is it called? What does it look Uke? How is it used? ., . , , 
• • I /J. . .:. 

Analogs of Synthetic heroin White powder resem- Inhaled through 
Fentanyl China white bling heroin nose 
(Narcotic) Injected 

Analogs of Synthe(ic heroin White powder Inhaled through 
Meperidine MPTP (New her- nose 
(Narcotic) oin) Injected 

MPPP 
PEPAP 

M • 
Analogs of- MDMA (Ecstasy, White powder Taken orally 

Amphct- XTC, Adam, Tablets Injected 
amines Essence) Capsules Inhaled through 
& Meth- MDM nose 
amphet- STP 
amines PMA 
(Hallucino- 2.S-DMA 
gens) TMA 

DOM 
DOB 

'~14:,~:': -
Analogs of PCPy White powder laken orally 

Phencyc- PCE Injected 
lidine TCP Smoked 
(Hallucin-
ogens) 

• 
-

• 

• 



{/~ DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH IlL HUMAN SERVICES 

.'.,:;j 
Public Health ServICe 

Alcohol. Drug Abuse and 
Mental Health AdminiStration 

Rockville MD 20857 

• 

• 

August 1, 1991 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Enclosed is the most recent information on laboratories certified by the National 
Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) of the Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) to perform urine drug testing. These laboratories meet the minimum criteria 
established in the Mandatory Guidelines for Federal Workplace Drug Testing 
Programs, Subpart C, published on April 11, 1988 and have been certified by NIDA for 
HHS. 

Also, there are numerous other laboratories at various applicant stages of NIDA's 
National Laboratory Certification Program (NLCP). It may be anticipated that many of 
these laboratories will be certified and added to Mure listings. 

Laboratories which claim to be in the applicant stage of NIDA certification are not to be 
considered as meeting the minimum requirements expressed in the NIDA Guidelines. 
A laboratory must have its letter of certification from HHS/NIDA which attests that it 
has met minimum standards. 

The Federal Register listing will be updated and published on or about the first 
workday of the month. Please arrange to review future issues of the Federal Regi?ter 
to obtain this information. Should you have any questions regarding the list or the 
NLCP program, please contact me at (301) 443-6014. 

Sincerely, 

~~0n1,d 
Donna M. Bush, Ph.D. 
Chief, Drug Testing Section 
Division of Applied Research 
National Institute on Drug Abuse 
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DEPARTM£NT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Alcohol. t>rug Abuse, and Mental 
Health AdmlnlatraaJon 

Clm'ent Ust 01 laboratories WhJch 
Meet "Inlmum Standards To Engage In 
Unno Drug Tutlng rOt Fedefal 
Agencies 

AGENCY: Nationallmrtitute on Drug 
Abuse. ADAMHA. HHS. 
ACTION: Notice. 

SUIUU.lfY: The Department of Health 
and Human ServIces notifies Federal 
a~nCleti of the laboratones cWTefltly 
certified to meet IItandards of subp1lrt C 
of Mandatory Guidelines (or Federal 
Workplace Drug Teat..ing ProWWIU (53 
FR 11979. 11966). A lumlar nooce hlting 
811 cummUy certified laborntones will 
be publIshed dW11l8 the fus1 week of 
each month. and updated to Include 
laboratonC1l which lubsequently apply 
for and complete the certJIlcatioo 
proc~1I. II any hsted laboratory'll 
certification is totaUy .uspended or 
revoked. the laboratory will be omitted 
from updated Lists unti!aucb time lUI it is 
restored to full certification under the 
Guidelines. 

FOR RJt'n'K£ft 1fCt'OftMATtoN CONTACT: 

Denise 1.. GoB'S. Program Aasistant. Drug 
Testing Section. Division of Applied 
Research. NatiOllallnstitute 00 Drug 
Abuse. room ~-S3. 5600 FisheMl Lane. 
RockviUe. Maryland 20857; tel.: 
(301 }443 .... roH. 

SUPA...!MENTAftV I'NFORMAnmc: 
Mandatory Guidehnes for Federal 
Workplace Drug Testill8 were 
developed in IIccorda~ with Executive 
Order 12564 and aechon 503 of Public 
Law 100-71. Subpart C of the 
GuideJ..ioea. "Certific.lIon of 
Laboratoriea Engaged in Urine Drug 
Testing for Fellers! Agencies." sets strict 
standards which laboratories must meet 
m order to conduct uriue drug testing for 
Federal agencies. To become certified 
an applicant laboratory must undergo 
three rounds of performance te1lllng plus 
an on-site inlpecbon. To maintaUl that 
certification • laboratory must 
partiCIpate in an every-otMr--tMntb 
performance t~bng program plU!l 
periodlc. on-site ilUpec.Uons.. 

Laboratories which claim to be in the 
applicant stage of NIDA certifiCAtion an: 
not to be CORl1dered 88 meetmg the 
minimum reqUJremenU l!Xpres1ed in the 
NlDA Guidehnel. A laboratory most 
have italetler of certificahon from HHS/ 
NIDA which 8tt~ls that it has met 
minimum standarru. 

In accordance with subpart C of the 
GUIdelines. the followmg laboratOries 

meet the minimum .ta.ndaros Ict forth in 
the Guidelines: 

Alpha e.iedlcallAbonlary.lDc.. 40S Aldcnon 
Slnlet. Schofield. WI ~6.~..QOO 

Amencao BloTHt lAboratonea.lac.. Bltlkiinf; 
15. 3350 Scon Bou.Le-tard. SlInta Clara. CA 
95054. -408-721-.5525 

AmCT1Glln ~U::.al Laboratorin.Inr-11001 
Mlltn Street. P.O. Box 188. Falrf.". \' A 
2.:lO3O. ~-otOO 

Auociated Patbo~.t. Labora'~. Inc~ 
4230 Soulh BurnhaDl Avenue. Suite ZSO. LA, 
Ve!llUl. NV 8911~1Z.10".rT.J3-18e6 

Auoclated RetfIOOBlllnd University 
Palholo!f1sts. Inc. (ARUP). 500 Chlpela 
W.y. Salt Lake City. lIT &noe. eo1...Qa3-
Z767 

Bavshore Clinical Laboratory. 4555 W. 
Schroeder [)nove. Brown ~r. WI 5:J!:3. 
41+-355-4444/B00-871-1Q16 

Bellin Hospltal.Toxicology LaboMllory. :mr.> 
Allied Stl'M!t. Green Bay. WI 54304. 414-
"00-2481 

BIO-AnelytlC81 Technologie •. :t:l~ North 
uncoln hvenue. ChlC880.lLoocn". 3'1.2-
MO-69OO 

Hlornn Medical LabOMllory. 415 
MII~Bachu.ett5 Aveoue. Cambrldae, 1'01" 
0213!I. 611-541-8900 

Cedars Madlcal Center. Departmenl of 
Pathology. 1400 Nol'thwut lZt.b Avenue. 
Miami. FL 33136. ~O 

Center for Human Toxicology. 417 Wakara 
Way·Room 290. UnnemlY Research Parl. 
Salt Lake CiIY. UT &nlm. Wl-s81-S117 

Columbia BIOmedical Laboratory. \n.c.. 4700 
Porest Driv1!. 60l1e 200. Columbia. SC 
Z'9ZOO. ~1H245/!03-782.-2700 

Qinical Pathology Padllty. lnc..1'11 Bi~ham 
Street. Pitlabursh. PI. 1S2D3. 412-f,88-7500 

Chnica\ Reference Lab. 11850 Weat 85th 
Street. Lenexa. KS ee:n4. 1'0)-445-6911 

CompuChem LnbonuDriea.Inr- 3300 Chapel 
Hill/Nelson Hwy~ P.O. Box 12llSZ. 
Re1IeaTCh TnaJVde Park. NC 27709. 919-5-49-
826/~ 

Damoo Clinical Laboratories. 140 Ea.l Ryan 
Road. Oak Creek. WI SlIM.. ~ 
(name changed: formerly Ot.e1ll·Bio 
Corporation; CBC c:linilab) 

Damon Clinical Laboratones. 8lOO Mter8 
Blvd .. SlUte 900.lrvUlg. TX 750e3. n...-oz.g.. 
0535 

Doclora & P;'ytJc.ao.a Labora1Dry. 801 East 
Dllu e Av "!:. le. Leesburg. FL 3.2148. 004-767-
9000 

DruS Label of Tex.al. t.52Dt 110 Eut. Suite 1:5. 
ChannelView. TX 71530, 713-4574764 

DruSScan. inc.. P. D. Box 2l16li. 1119 Meamft 
Road. Warmlllller. PA 111174. 215-(l14-9JI0 

Ea!lle F otemlC l..abonllory. iDc.. gsa North 
federal Hl,!Ib~ .. 'J. Swte 30&. Pompano 
Beach. FL 33062. ~ 

EaBtem IAboratonu. Ltd.. gs Seaview 
Boulev!lrd. Port Washington. NY 11050. 
51~ 

EI Sohl y La bora tn:nea. Inc.. 1 Z1 5·1/2 Ja<:lr.1I0l\ 

Ave .. Oxford. MS 38855.II01~zeoo 
General MedJcalLabol'atonea. 38 South 

Brook.. Street. MadllOlL W1 53ns.. tIfJ8.-Ul7 .... 

6257 
HeallhCare/Preferred Laboralonea. 3USI 

T eiegra ph RM..d. Southfield. M1 04003-4. eoo-
225-9414 (outSide Ml)/BOO-J2&-0414Z (M] 
(m!y) 

Laboratory of Pathology oC Seattle. Inc.. 1~9 
Maduon St.. SUIte SOOt NOI'I.htrom Medlcnl 
Tower. Seallie. WA 98104. :!()f,...,'lM-W:-: 

uboratory Specallst •. Inc.. P. O. HOll ~' ',t), 

Woodland Hllb. CA 1n305. 818-716-0,_0'11 
IlOO-3Jl-0070 (oui.ide CA)/800-4f>4-7081 
(CA only}, Iname changed: {ormedy 
Abused Drug Laboratone6) 

Laborslory Speclahall. Inc.. 113 larrell Drive. 
Belle Chaue. LA 700J7. 504-.392-71101 

Mavo MedIcal Laboratones. ZOO S W. FITSt 
Streel. Rochester. MN 55005, 800-533-17101 
S07 -284-3631 

Med-Chelr. Laborstories. mc .. 49<Xl PerT}, 
H18h",a~·. PIttsburgh. PA 15:29. 412-931-
7200 

MedExpress/Nalional Laboralory Center. 
402.Z Willow uke Boulevard.. MemphIS. TN 
3817S,901-~~151S 

MedTox Laboratones. Inc.. 402 W. County 
Road D. SI Paul MN 5511Z. 61z-a:l6-7486 

Mental Health CQmplex Laboratone8. 9455 
Watertown Plank Road. MilwauJr.ee. WI 
53UB. 414-257 .... 7439 

MethodIst Medlcsl Cenler. 221 N.E. Glen Ou:" 
Avenue. Peoria. 11.61636. 309-6iZ-49:!8 

MetPath. Inc .. 1355 Millel Boulevard. Wood 
Dale. lL 60191,108-595-3888 

MctPolh. Inc .. Ona Mlllcolm Avenul·. 
Teterboro. NJ 07608. ZOI-3!l;L-SOOO 

MetWeat·BPL Toxicology Laborslory. 1B70J 
OMan:! Street. Tarzana. CA 91356. 800-
492-OOOO/818-M3-8191 

National Center Cor Forensic SCience. 1901 
Sulphur Spring Road. Balu:nore. MD 21:'.27. 
301-247-9100 (name changed: formerly 
Maryland Medical Laboratory. Inc.) 

National Drug Alleasment Corpora lion. 5419 
South Western. Oklahoma City. OK 73109. 
800-749-37&4 (name chan8ed; lormerly Med 
Arta Lab) 

Nahonal Health Laboratories In.::orporated. 
13900 Park Center Road. Herndon. VA 
22071. 703-742-3100/800-5i2-3734 (inSIde 
VAl/B00-336-0391(oulLllde VAl 

National Health LaboratOries Incorporated. 
d.b.a. National Reference Laboralo!,). 
Subslllnce Abuse DIVISIOn. 1400 Donelson 
PIke. Sulle A-15. Nashville. TN 37::11. 61;;-
360-3992/ !IOO-8OO-45::Z 

~lIlJonal Health Laboratorie, Incorporaled, 
Z540 EmpIre Dnve. Winston·Salem. NC 
'l:ll~no. 919-160-4520/8OO-JJ4-M:!7 
(outSIde NCI/OOQ.-6..\Z-0094!NC only) 

Nlillonal Psychophllrmacologr Labol'alOI'}. 
Inc .. 93W Park W. Boulevard. lutoxvliic. 
TN 379ZJ. 800-2S1-M9:! 

National TOXIcology Labortlloncs. Inc .. 1100 
California Avenue. Bakersfield. CA 9'l304. 
BO~3U~250 

NIchola lnstltute Subs:ance Abuse Te'llng 
(NISAll.898S Balboa Avenue. San Diego. 
CA 921Z3. BOO-446-472B/81!Hi~50. 
(name changed: formerly Nichols instltutr) 

Northwest Tolttcology.lnc .. 1141 E.3900 
South. Salt Lake CIty. UT M124. 800--J~:-
3301 

OreRon Medlcall..abordlonea. PO. Bm. g;;:.. 
7U Easll1th Avenue. Eu~ene. OR 9'744H-
097Z.503-687-2134 

Parke DeWalt Laboratones. Dl\'Islon or 
ComprehenSIve MedIcal Svstems. Inc.. 1810 
Frontage Rd .. Northbrook. lL 6000:' 70<>-
4ro-408O 

Pathillb. Inc .. 16 Concord, El fossa. TX 799Vt, 
fIOO-999...72B4 



Pathology Alloclale. Medical uboralorie •• 
Ealll1t104lndiana. Spokane. WI\ li9200. 
5()\}...412&-2400 

PDlAInC .• 100 Corpora Ie Court. So. 
Plainfield. NJ 07080. 201-769-6500 

PharmChem Laboratories. Inc .• 150S-A 
O'Brien Drive. Menlo Park. CA 940Zli. 415-
328-6200 /9()()-4.46-S 1 77 

POllonlab. Inc:.. 7Zi1 Clalremonl Mesa Road. 
San Diego. CA 9::111,1I19-279-Z500 

PreCi.lon Analytical Laboratcrie •• Inc .• 13300 
Blanco Road. Suite #150. San AntonJo. TX 
78216. 512-493-3Z11 

Regional Toxicology Services. 15:lO5 NE. 40th 
Street. Redmond. WI'. 9805Z. Z06-M2-3400 

Roche Biomedical Laboraloriu. 11101 Firat 
1\ venue South. Birmingham. AJ. 35133. zos.. 
581-3537 

Roche Biomedical Laboratoriel. 8370 Wilcox 
Raid. Dublin. OH 43017. 614-689-1061 

The certification of this laboratory 
(Roche Biomedical Laboratories. Dublin. 
OH) I •• uspended from conducting 
confirmatory lesting of amphetamines. 
The laboratory continue. to meel all 
requirements for HHS/NIDA 
certification for lesting urine .pecimens 
for marijuana. cocaine. opiates and 
phencyclidine. For more information. 
lIee 55 FR 50589 (Dec. 7, 1990). 
Roche Biomedical Laboratoriel.lnc.. 1912 

Aleunder Drive. P.O. Box 13973. Re.earch 
Tria"8le Park. NC 21709. {n~61-mO 

Roche Biomedlcal Laboratoriel. Inc.. 69 Fint 
Avenue. Raritan. NJ 08800.Il00-437-4986 

Roche Biom~cal Laboratorie •• Inc.. 1120 
Stateline Road. Southaven. MS 38671.001-
34%-1%&6 

S.E.D. Medical Laboratories. SOO \Valter NE.. 
Suite soo. Albuquerque. NM 87102. 505-
843-0000 

SiErra Nevad. Laboratories. Inc .. B88 Willow 
Street. Reno. NV 119502. 800-M8-S47Z 

SmlthKliae Beecham CliniClilI Laboratories. 
506 E. State Parkway. Schaumburg. [L 
60173. 70&-a8S-ZOl0 (name changed: 
formerly Intemational TOlllcology 
l.aboratoriel) 

SmithKline Beecham Clinical Laboratorie •. 
400 Egypt Road. Nomltown. PI'. 19403. 800-
52.3-5447 (name cha"8ed: formerly 
SmithKline BiD-SCience Laborlt!lries) 

5mllhKline Beecham ClinJcal Labor.tories. 
3115 PrellldenUal Drive. Mlanla. GA :!0340. 
404-G34-9Z05 (name chall8ed: rormerly 
SmithKline Bio-Sclence Laboratories) 

SmithKline Beecham Clinical Laboral.oriel. 
eooo SovereigTI Row. Oillae. TX 75247. 214-
63B-1301\name cha"8ed: formerly 
SmithKline Bio-5clence Laboratones) 

SmithKline Beecham Cltnical Laboratoriea. 
7600 Tyrone Avenue. Van Nuy •• t::A 91045. 
81 B-37B-2S%O 

South Bend Medical Foundation. Inc .. 530 
North Lafayette Boulevard. Soulh Bend. IN 
46601,219-234-4176 

Southgate Medical Laboratory. Inc .. %1100 
Southgate Park Boulevard. 2nd Floor. 
Maple Height •• OH 4-4137. 800-338-{)160 
outSide OH/800-36z-a913 in~ide OH 

St. Anthony Hoapltal (Toxlcolo!{j' 
Laboratory). P.O. Box %05. 1000 North Lee 
Street. OklahQma City. OK 73102. 4{)!">-:!;".!-
7052 

SL Loull Uni"enlty Foran.le ToxJcolOlY 
Laboralory. tZG5 Cart lAne. 51.. l.olll .. MO 
63104. 31W".a:a 

Toxicology ,. Orue Monitori"8 Laboratory. 
Unlvlltlily of Millowi Ho.pitall Chnlca. 
301 BUlane .. Loop 70 Welt. Suite 208. 
Columbia. MO DS203. 314-M2-1Z73 

ToxicoloBY TeaUns Service. Inc.. MZ6 NW. 
79th Avenue. Miami. FL 33166. 305-593-
2260 

Charlet R. Schuater. 
Director. National Insli/ute 011 DruS Abuse. 
IFR Doc. 91-18238 Filed 7-31-'31: 8:4f1l1ml 
MJ.JNQ COO( ...... 
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DRUG TESTING POUCY I\ppendix 5 

Model Policy 
Efftctivt: Dale Number 
Mayl,1989 

Suhject 
Drug Testing-Sworn Em"loyee~ 

&frmta Spcciallnstrucions 

Dist ribll lion Rernllualion Date No. Pages 
ApriI30,1990 

I. PURPOSE 

The purpose of this policy is to provide ali sworn em
ployees with notice of the provisions of the department 
drug-testing progra.m. 

II. POUCY 

It is the policy of this department that the critical mission 
of law enforcement justifies maintenance of a drug free 
work environment through the use of a reasonable em
ployee drug-testing program. 

The law enforcement profession has several uniquely 
compelling interests that justify the use of employee 
drug-testing. The public has a right to expect that those 
who are sworn to protect them are at all times both physi
cally and mentally prepared to assume these duties. 
There is sufficient evidence to conclude that the use of 
controlled substances, and other forms of drug abuse will 
seriously impair an employee's physical and mental 
health, and thus, their job performance. 

Where law enforcement officers participate in illegal 
drug use and drug activity, the integrity of the law en
forcement profession, and public confidence in it are de
stroyed. This confidence is further eroded by the poten
tial for corruption created by drug use. 

Therefore, in order to ensure the integrity of the depart
ment, and to preserve public trust and confidence in a fit 
and drug-free law enforcement profession, this depart
ment shall implement a drug-testing program to detect 
prohibited drug use by sworn employees. 

III. DEFINITIONS: 

A. Sworn Employee-Those employees who have been 
formally vested with full law enforcement powers and 
authority. 

B. Supervisor-Those swom employees assigned to a ~o
sition having day-to-day responsibility for supervIs
ing subordinates, or who are responsible for comman
ding a work element. 

C. Drug Test-The compulsory production and s';Ibmis
sion of urine by an employee in accordance With de
partmental procedures, for chemical analYSis to de
tect prohibited drug usage. 

D. Reasonable suspicion-That quantity of proof or evi
dence that is more than a hunch, but less than proba
ble cause. Reasonable suspicion must be based on 
specific, objective facts and any rationally derived in-

ferences from those facts about the conduct of an 
individual that would lead the reasonable person to 
suspect that the individual is or has been using drugs 
while on~ or off-duty. 

E. Probationary Employee-For the purposes of this policy 
only, a probationary employee shall be considered to 
be any person who is conditionally employed with the 
department as a law enforcement officer. 

IV, PROCEDURES/R.ULES 

A. Prohibited Activity: 
The foUaWing rules shall apply to all applicants, pro
bationary and sworn employees, while on and off 
duty: 
1. No employee shall illegally possess any controlled 

substance. 
2. No employee shall ingest any controlled or other 

dangerous substance, unless as prescribed by a 
licensed medical practitioner. 
a. Employees shall nOlify their immediate sup\~r

visor when required to use prescription medi
cine which they have been informed has the 
potential to impair job perfonnance. The em
ployee shall advise the supervisor of the 
known side effects of such medication, and 
the prescribed period of use. 

b. Supervisors shall document this information 
through the use of an internal memorandum 
and maintain this memorandum in a secured 
file. 

c. The employee may be temporarily reassigned 
to other duties, where appropriate . 

3. No employee shall ingest any prescribed or over
the-counter medication in amounts beyond the 
recommended dosage. 

4. Any employee who unintentionally ingests, or is 
made to ingest a controlled substance shall imme
diately report the incident to their supervisor so 
that appropriate medical steps may be taken to 
ensure the officer's health and safety. 

5. Any employee having a reasonable basis to believe 
that another employee is illegally using, or in pos
session of any controlled substance shall imme
diately report the facts and circumstances to their 
supervisor. 

6. Discipline of sworn employees for violation of this 
policy shall be in accordance with the due process 
rights provided in the department's discipline 
and grievance procedures. 



B. Applicant Drug-Testing: 
1. Applicants for the position of sworn law enforce

ment officer shall be required to take a drug test as 
a condition of employment during a pre
employment medical examination. 

2. Applicants shall be disqualified from further c?t'
sideration for employment under the follOWIng 
circumstances: 
a. Refusal to submit to a required drug-test; or 
b. A confirmed positive drug-test indicating 

drug use prohibited by this policy. 

C. Probationary Employee Drug-Testing: . 
1. All probationary employees sha~ ~e re~ulred as a 

condition of employment to partiCIpate In any un
announced mass/mandatory drug tests scheduled 
for the probationary period. The frequency and 
timing of such tests shall be determined by the 
chief or hislher designee. 

2. In addition, where the probationary employee has 
a past history of drug use, .he/she ~hall be requ~ed 
to submit to random-testing until the probation
ary period is successfully completed. The fre
quency and timing of such testing shall be deter
mined by the chief or hislher deSignee. 

D. Employee Drug Testing: 
Sworn offi~rs will be required to take drug tests as a 
condition of continued employment in order to ascer
tain prohibited drug use, as provided below: 
1. A supervisor may order an employee to take a 

drug test upon documented reasonable suspicion 
that the employee is or has been using drugs. A 
summary of the facts supporting the order shall be 
made available to the employee prior to the actual 
test. 

2. A drug test will be administered as part of any 
regular physical examination required by this de-
partment. . . 

3. All sworn officers shall be Uniformly tested dunng 
any unannounced, mass/mandatory testing re-
quired by the department. . 
a. The chief or hislher designee shall determine 

the frequency and timing of .such te~ts. . 
b. Testing will be done on a Unit by Unit baSIS. 

4. A drug test shall be considered as a condition of 
application to the specialized units within the de
partment, and shall be ~dm!nistered as par~?f the 
required physical examination for that position. 

E. Drug-Testing Procedures: . 
1. The testing procedures and safeguards provided 

in this policy to ensure the integrity of department 
drug-testing shall be adhered to by any personnel 
administering drug tests. 

2. Personnel authorized to administer drug tests 
shall require positive identification from each ~m
ployee to be tested before they enter the testing 
area. 

3. A pre-test interview shall be conducted by testing 
personnel with each employee in order to asc~r
tain and document the recent use of any prescnp
tion or non-prescription drugs, or any indirect 
exposure to drugs that may result in a false posi
tive test result. 

4. The bathroom facilltv of tht' tcsltng an'a shall b(' 
private and secure. 
a. Authorized teshnA personnel shall search the 

facility beloTl' an employee enters it to ~n!
duce a urine sample, and document that It IS 
!Tee of any foreign substance!> 

b. The employee to be tested shall disrobe before 
entering the bathroom facility, and be pro
vided a light robe. 

c. Testing personnel of the same sex as the em
ployee shall observe production of the urine 
sample. 

5. Where the employee appears unable, or unwil~ng 
to give a specimen at the time of the test, testing 
personnel shall document the circumstances on 
the drug-test report form. The employee shall be 
permitted no more than. eight hours to give a 
sample, during which time he/she shall remain in 
the testing area, under observation. Reasonable 
amounts of water may be given to the employee 10 
encourage urination. Failure to submit a sample 
shall be considered a refusal to submit to a drug
test. 

6. Employees shall have the right to request thai 
their urine sample be split and stored in case of 
legal disputes. The urine samples must be pr?
vided at the same time, and marked and placed In 

identical specimen containers by authorized tesl
ing personnel. One sample shall be submitted for 
immediate drug-testing. The other sample shall 
remain at the facility in frozen storage. This sam
ple shall be made available to the employee or his 
attorney should the original sample result in a 
legal dispute or the chain of custody be broken. 

7. Specimen samples shall he sealed, labeled and 
checked against the identity of the employee to 
ensure the results match the tested specimen. 
Samples shall be stored in a secured and refrige
rated atmosphere until tested or delivered to the 
testing lab representative. 

8. Whenever there is a reason to believe that the 
employee may have altered or substituted the 
speciment to be provided, a second specimen 
shall be obtained immediately, under direct obser
vation of the testing personnel. 

F. Drug-Testing Methodology: 
1. The testing or processing phase shall consist of a 

two-step procedure: 
a. Initial screening test, and 
b. Confirmation test. 

2. The urine sample is first tested using the initial 
drug screening procedure. An initial positive test 
result will not be considered conclusive; rather, it 
will be classified as "confirmation pending." Noti
fication of test results to the supervisor or other 
departmental designee shall be held until the con
firmation test results are obtained. 

3. A specimen testing positive will undergo an addi
tional confirmatory test. The confirmation pro
cedure shall be technologically different and more 
sensitive than the initial screening test. 

4. The drug screening tests selected shall be capable 
of identifying marijuana, cocaine, and every ma
jor drug of abuse including heroin, amphetamine 
and barbiturates. Personnel utilized for testing 
will be certified as qualified to collect urine sam
ples or adequately trained in collection pro
cedures. 

5. Concentrations of a drug at or ah(JV(' till' following 
lewis shall bt' considered iI POSll1Vl' It'sl n.'~ull 
when using the initial immunoassy drug screen
ing test: 

• 
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Initial Test 
Level "81m/) 

Marijuana metabolite .•....•......•....... 100 
Cocaine metabolite ...•.•................ 300 
Opiate metabolites .....•..•........•.... 300-
Phencyclidine ........•....•............•. 25 
Amphetamines .....•................... 1000 
• 25nglml if immunoassay specific for free mor
phine. 

Concentrations of a drug at or above the following 
levels shall be considered a positive test result 
when performing a confirmatory GClMS test on a 
urine specimen that tested positive using a tech
nologically different initial screening method: 

Crmfinnatory Test 
Level (n8Iml) 

Marijuana metabolite ..•................ 15 (1) 
Cocaine metabolite ............•....... 150 (2) 
Opiates: 

Morphine ............................ "300 
Codeine ............................... 300 

Phencyclidine ........•........•.......... 25 
Amphetamines: 

Amphetamine ........................• 500 
Methamphetamine .•........•...••...• 500 

(1) De I ta -9-tetrah ydroca nna bi nol-9-carboxy lie 
acid 

(2) Benzoylecgonine 
6. The laboratory selected to conduct the analysis 

shall be experienced and capable of quality con
trol, documentation, chain-of-custody, technical 
expertise, and demonstrated proficiency in uri
nalysis. 

7. Employees having neg,ative drug test results shall 
receive a memorandum stating that no illegal 
drugs were found. If the employee requests such, 
a copy of the letter will be placed in the employee's 
personnel file. 

8. Any employee who breaches the confidentiality of 
testing information shall be subject to discipline. 

G. Chain of Evidence-Sturage: 
1. Each step in the collecting and processing of the 

urine specimens shall be documented to establi~ h 
procedural integrity and the chain of custody. 

2. Where a positive result is confirmed, urine speci
mens shall be maintained in secured, refrigerated 
storage for an indefinite period. 

H. Drug-Test Results: 
1. All records pertaining to department required 

drug tests shall remain confidential, and shall not 
be provided to other employers or agencies with
out the written permission of the person whose 
records are sought. 

2. Drug test results and records shall be stored and 
retained in compliance with state law, or for an 
indefinite period in a secured area where there is 
no applicable state law. 

BY ORDER OF 

CHIEF OF POllCE 

This model Drug-Testing policy ta1S devtloped under the aus
pices of the Advi5ory. Board to the LACPIBJA Natiollal Law 
Enformnmt lblicy Center. . . 

This rnodtl policy is intended to SUCJt as a guide fur the politt eucutive woo is interested in {rmnu/ating a written procedure to gCYVenl drug
testing. Tht polictl!UCUtive is advistd to rtfer loall ftderal, statt and munici~! statutes IJTdina~, ~g~/atUms, and jlclicial and administrative 
dtasions to ensure that tilt policy he IJT she steks to implement mttts the unll1ue nteds of tilt JUrisdictum. 



IACP/BJA National 
Law Enforcement Policy Center 

Model Drug-Testing Policy 
=========== Concepts and Issues Paper ============ 

May 1, 1989 

I. PURPOSE OF DOCUMENT 

just as law enforcement has been the vanguard in 
the war on drugs, so must the law enforcement 
community now take a leadership role on the issue of 
the drug testing of its own members. No other group 
can better balance its employees' privacy rights .. gainst 
the unique and compelling interests of the law 
enforcement profession to determine the precise and 
proper scope of officer drug testing. 

productivity. In order to counter this loss, employers 
turned to drug testing as a means of screening out high
risk job applicants and employees. 

It is an unfortunate fact that the law enforcement 
profession has not remained immune to the drug 
problem. Indeed, the profession has been hit twice
by officer drug use and drug corruption. 

No statistics are available as to how many law 
enforcement officers use controlled substances, or have 
become entangled in drug corruption. While many 
police executives argue that those officers using drugs 
represent a discrete minority, ma.ny argue that law 
enforcement is but a microcosm of society. Thus, the 
number of officers using drugs would mirror the high 

• 
• 

"' ... 

The goal of law enforcement drug testing must be 
to send a message that any drug use by officers, at any 
time, is unacceptable, and that each agency is prepared 
to enforce that philosophy by utilizing drug-testing 
technology to the fullest extent. Half measures are 
inadequate when the stakes are raised by the potentially 
corrupting influence of drugs on law enforcement. 

The purpose, then, of the National Law Enforcement 
Policy Center Model Drug-Testing Policy is to take a 
leadership stance in the formulation of the proper scope 
of this employment practice for law enforcement officers. 

drug use in society as a whole. Some state that a higher 
than average number of officers use drugs, due to the 
increased contact with drugs inherent in police work. 
Whatever the number is, the eradication of drug use 
within the law enforcement profession is compelling and • 
necessary for the protection of the public. 

The Law Enforcement Drug-Testing Cor,cepts and 
Issues Paper was developed to accompany the Model 
Drug-Testing Policy promulgated by the lACP/BjA 
National Law Enforcement Policy Center. This docu
ment provides basic background information on drug 
testing, and identifies and discusses relevant issues, in 
order to aid each law enforcement executive in rendering 
appropriate decisions for this critical policy. 

II. BACKGROUND 

In the early 1980s, employee drug testing seemingly 
burst onto the scene, fast becoming one of the most 
controversial employment practices of the decade. The 
controversy stemmed not from the newness of this 
practice, but from its increased use, and adoption by 
employers that had not previously utilized drug testing 
as a means of screening employees. 

The cause of this surge in employee drug testing can 
be directly traced to the dramatic increase in drug use 
in American society. It has been estimated that 
approximately 25 million people regularly use drugs. 
Employee drug use, in turn, costs employers an 
estimated $33 billion per year in lost wages and 

A. Explanation of Terminology 
A preliminary explanation of several legal terms is 

necessary to enhance full comprehension of some of 
the language used by the courts and throughout this 
paper. 

In determining whether a given drug test is an illegal 
search or not, the courts weigh the department's 
interests or justifications for conducting the drug test 
against the employee's right of privacy and the amount 
of intrusion on this right the drug test will present. While 
the department may have many such interests that it 
hopes to serve by conducting drug tests, not all such 
interests are "valid." A "valid interest" represents a 
judicial determination that the asserted interest is a 
reasonable and permissible one for the department to 
attempt to fulfill by means of drug testing. Those 
interests currently deemed valid for purposes of 
justLfying police drug testing are discussed in the next 
section. 

In addition, courts assign a symbolic weight to these 
interests by referring to them as "important," "signif
icant," or "compelling" interests. A compelling interest 
signifies the highest qualitative weight used by courts . 

A publication of the IACP/BjA National Law Enforcement Policy Center 
1110 North Glebe Road, Suite 200, Arlington, Virginia 22201 
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On the othel' side of the scales, the right of privacy 
is also assigned an extremely high weight, due to its 
status as one of the fundamental rights guaranteed by 
the Constitution. The diminished expectation of privacy 
held by public employees somewhat lessens this weight. 
The ultimate goal in gaining judicial acceptance of a 
drug test is for the department's interests to outweigh 
the employee's interests. 

Law enforcement executives deciding to implement 
a drug-testing program need to become familiar with 
these terms. Should the plan be challenged in court, 
the law enforcement agency bears the burden of 
justifying its use of drug testing. While courts are aware 
that legal phrases are not terms of common usage, the 
law enforcement executive will want to communicate 
his concerns in the manner that will gain the fullest 
impact. Stating that "we've got some pretty good 
reasons for drug-testing" will not convey the proper 
significance to the court. By contrast, stating that "W2 

have several valid, and what we think are compelling 
interests that support departmental drug testing" 
immediately communicates to the judge that critical 
information is about to be imparted, that the department 
views these interests as crucial to the law enforcement 
mission, and that the speaker has a professional attitude 
toward drug testing and has taken some time to research 
it. While the judge will ultimately determine whether 
an interest is compelling, how the department charac
terizes its justifications can often play a large part in 
that determination. 

B. Making a Decision to Implement a Drug-Testing 
Program 

The law enfol'cement profession has several valid and 
compelling reasons that justify use of a strong employee 
drug-testing program. The most urgent concern is the 
threat to public safety and the destruction of the public 
trust that are posed by officer drug use. Drug use has 
been shown to adversely affect the physical senses and 
thought processes. The officer with impaired senses and 
decision-making skills presents a threat of unjustified 
shootings, or other misuses of force, and increased 
vehicular accidents. The public has a right to expect 
that its law enforcement personnel are both physically 
and mentally fit to assume their duties, and drug testing 
serves this expectation. 

Public trust and confidence in the integrity of the 
law enforcement profession is threatened by officer drug 
use. The public expects officers to enforce the law in 
a fair and impartial manner. The specter of police 
involvement in drug corruption and illegal drug use 
has cast a shadow on this expectation. 

The law enforcement profession has compelling 
internal reasons to diminish officer drug use through 
the practice of drug testing. The safety of each officer 
is threatened by the drug-impaired state of a fellow 
officer. Each department has a duty to protect its 
employees from such dangers. In addition, each 
department has the right to take necessary measures 
to protect the internal discipline and esprit de corps 
vital to carrying out the law enforcement mission. Just 
as public trust is eroded by officer dru~ use, so tot) 
is each officer's pride in his profession. 

Finally, officer drug use impacts potential department
al civil liability, a matter ('If vital concern. Each 

2 

department nas a valid mterest in taking measures' to 
forestall litigation based on the negligent actions of a 
drug-impaired officer. 

C. Pre-Drug Test Planning 
1. Documentation of Drug Environment. The law 

enforcement executive considering implementation of 
drug testing for his agency is advised to do strategic 
planning well in advance of the actual implementation 
of drug testing. 

The most important step is an analysis of the 
department itself. The size of a department is not always 
indicative of how much drug use occurs among officers. 
As drug use over the general popUlation has expanded, 
small towns have increasingly found themselves in the 
middle of a drug problem. Shifting drug-dealing and 
drug shipment patterns have also affected previously 
"safe" areas such as the Midwest. For example, the 
increased use of drug dogs at airports on the traditional 
Miami to New York City drug shipment routes has 
forced drug dealers to find alternate routes and modes 
of transportation. This has led to the increased presence 
of drugs In areas where no airport drug dogs are used, 
or the law enforcement presence and alertness to drug 
dealing is perceived by dealers as minimal. 

As drug dealers search for bigger profits, the natural 
response has been to increase the market area. Increased 
drug demand is also symptomatic in areas of high 
unemployment, notably in industrial towns hit by the 
closing of an automobile or other major factory. 

The reasons for both drug use and the inctease in 
drug use are so many and confusing that it is entirely 
consistent to hear of small or medium-sized law 
enforcement agencies with serious drug problems. Thus, 
each agency should take a serious look at the 
environment within which it operates. A written 
analysis of these external influences should be prepared 
as a foundation to the drug-testing program. Should 
the departmental drug-testing program be challenged, 
this analysis may be able to be used in court as evidence 
to support the dimensions of the potential drug 
problems within the agency. 

A written analysis of potential employee drug use 
should also be prepared, based on those officers already 
exhibiting a problem or a potential drug problem. Courts 
have determined that there must be a demonstrable 
reason for drug testing. Written documentation of 
existing drug use is compelling evidence. Documenta
tion of officer involvement in drug dealing, bribery, or 
other forms of drug corruption may also be used. The 
department need not show that a majority of the work 
force is involved in drug activity to justify drug testing 
of employees. However, more intrusive types of drug 
testing, such as random testing, would require a 
significant demonstration of employee drug use. 

2. Consultation. The law enforcement executive 
should consult with various professional groups before 
implementing drug testing. Extensive legal assistance 
will be necessary from the beginning stages. A pre
liminary analvsis of the permissible types of drug testing 
in the jurisdiction should be conducted before rendering 
the decision on who will be tested and when. The final 
written policy should be analyzed to ensme aU legal 
requirements have been met, and that the policy is clear. 
Legal information should be shared with the officers, 



although it may be readily available through the local 
union. However, department-provided information 
helps neutralize any negative feelings from the offi::ers 
concerning management-initiated drug testing. 

Medical personnel should be consulted for a full 
explanatll.:m of the various drug tests available and their 
capabilities. No existing drug test is infallible, although 
DNA testing appears to be highly accurate. The 
department should determine which drugs will be tested 
for, and which tests will best serve their specific need. 

Finally, the department should work closely with any 
collective bargaining units of the employees to be tested. 
Several cases have held that drug testing may be a 
mandatory subject of bargaining'! While labor organ
izations have initiated much of the current litigation 
concerning police drug testing, the focus has generally 
been to ensure that the tests are fair and not an attempt 
to prohibit the drug-testing program. Thus, cooperation 
of all involved collective bargaining units in formulating 
department drug-testing provisions can ultimately gain 
vital employee acceptance of the program. 

III. PRELIMINARY LEGAL ANALYSIS OF 
POLICE DRUG TESTING 

The sudden profusion of compulsory employee drug 
testing caught lawyers as much by surprise as the tested 
employees. No clear body of case law existed to easily 
accommodate the sudden onslaught of drug-testing 
cases. 

To date, the Supreme Court has not issued a decision 
on the legality of employee drug testing. However, 
several cases are currently docketed for decision or 
consideration over the next two years.2 The drug-testing 
case law which does exist has, for the most part, 
developed region by region at the federal court level. 
While some measure of uniformity can be gleaned from 
these decisions, each federal district's decisions are only 
binding on that district. Thus, until the Supreme Court 
decides these cases, certain methods of drug testing may 
be permissible in one state, but not in another state. 
The law enforcement executive contemplating imple
mentation of a drug-testing program is advised to 
consult local legal counsel to determine the specific 
decisions on drug testing for his jurisdiction. 

Polin' drug.testin~ pro~rams have been challenged 
on various legal grounds. To date, the most successful 
challenges have derived from Fourth Amendment and 
Fourteenth Amendment due process and equal protec
tiun analyses. A brief ~xplanation of these legal theories 
is necessary to familiarize the executive with those legal 
standards that must be met before initiating a drug
testing program. A more detailed analysis of the validity 
of certain met.hods of testing or drug-testing procedures 
is contained in the appropriate section of this paper. 

A. Fourth Amendment Analy!!is 
Fourth Amendment analysis is initially applied to a 

drug-testing program to determine whether the test 
itself constitutes an illegal search, or a permissible 
intrusion on employee privacy rights based on 
significant governmental interests. The Fourteenth 
Amendment then ensures that the overall program is 
implemented in il fair and impartial manner. 

The Fourth Amendment prohibits both unreasonable 
governmental searches and seizures into those areas in 
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which a person holds a societally recognized expecta
tion.3 Not surprisingly, most courts have held that urine, 
and the act of urination, are entitled to such a societally 
recognized expectation of privacy .• 

However, it is important to note the rationale behind 
this extension of a right of privacy, as vital employee 
concerns are implicated. As urine is routinely discharged 
from the body, some departments have argued that the 
plain view doctrine bars a drug test from being a search 
or seizure. However, this argument has failed, as it is 
felt that people do not expect other people to gather 
their urine for analysiS. In addition, urine contains 
personal medical information such as evidence of 
pregnancy, epilepsy, and other medical conditions. It 
has been established that a person may have a right 
of privacy in this information and its nondisclosure.s 
Legally unfettered drug testing would have the potential 
to allow a random governmental search into areas 
beyond drug use. The information gained could form 
the basis for unlawful termination. 

The act of urination itself is vested with an expectation 
of privacy. It has been argued that men do not have 
this expectation, as they do have the option in public 
restrooms to urinate in front of other persons. 

Aside from the obvious argument that women do not 
urinate in front of others, and equal protection rights 
would not anow women to have more privacy rights 
than num on such a thin social custom, a more 
sophisticated analysis has prevailed. No one urinating 
in front of another person expects the other person to 
watch them, under a compulsion to produce urine.6 A 
sense of fair play requires that urination be given the 
dignity of privacy rights protection. 

Thus, cuurts have almost unanimously determined 
that a drug test is a search. And, as the officer is ordered 
to give a urine specimen or be terminated, a seizure 
of the urine OCCUIS.7 

As the Fourth Amendment only prohibits "unreason
able" searches or seizures, all drug-testing programs 
must be reasonable in order to be permitted. What 
constitutes a "reasonable" drug test lies at the heart 
of much controversy. 

The parameters for discerning the reasonableness of 
a search of a public employee's workplace were first 
addressed by the Supreme Court in O'Co1l/l(Ir v. Ortega.1I 

While O'Connor does not address the issue of drug
testing, it is currently being used in drug testing cases 
because it is the only applicable Supreme Court 
pronouncement on public employee searches. 

Initially, O'Connor establishes that for the purpose of 
workplace searches, public employees retain some 
semblance of their Fourth Amendment rights. However, 
the extent of these rights is dependent upon the context 
in which they are asserted. Due to the nature of their 
work, public employees have a diminished expectation 
of privacy. In order to determine the scope of the privacy 
right, the governmental interest in conducting the 
search must be balanced against the intrusiveness of 
the search. Thus, a case-by-case approach will be used 
to determine the extent of the privacy right retained 
and the reasonableness of the search, based on such 
factors as the type of search to be conducted, the reasons 
for the search, the workplace environment, and the type 
of public employment involved. 
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Looking at workplace searches performed to discover 
work-related employee misconduct, O'Connor held that 
for the search to be deemed reasonable, it must have 
been both reasonable at its inception, and reasonable 
in scope. This test has been applied to drug tests of 
police officers, where conducted to detect the prohibited 
use of drugs. 

Essentially, this test requires two conditions to be 
satisfird before approving a drug test as proper under 
the ~ourth Amendment. First, the drug test must be 
reasonable at its inception. No warrant will be required 
before the department may order a drug test, as this 
would place an undue burden on the department. And, 
while warrantless searches generally require a probable 
cause foundation, certain limited exceptions to the 
probable cause requirement have been permitted. As 
employee searches for work-related misconduct are not 
ultimately aimed at criminal prosecution, the lesser 
standard of reasonable suspicion would suffice to 
support a warrantless search. Application of this crucial 
part of O'Connor is the basis for legal projections that 
drug testing will only be permitted upon reasonable 
suspicion by the Supr<!me Court. However, the case
by-case approach advised by O'Connor could prove this 
projection incorrect. 

The O'Connor case left open for decision the question 
of whether reasonable suspicion requires an individ
ualized suspicion that the particular person to be tested 
is using drugs, or whether a more generalized suspicion 
about employee drug use will suffice. This current 
ambiguity lies at the heart of the controverssy as to 
when drug tests may be required. 

Second, the O'Connor test would require that a drug
test "search" be reasonably executed. The drug test may 
only be used to search for prohibited controlled· 
substance use, and must be conducted in a reasonable 
manner.9 

While courts seem to overuse the word reasonable, 
and leave little guidance for those who must implement 
it, the' key to drug testing is fairness. The law 
enforcement profession has especially compelling 
interests that may ultimately allow them to use drug 
testing in ways that other employers may not. Where 
possible, the employee should be extended as much 
dignity and protection as possible without comprom
ising the test. 

B. Due Process Requirements 
The Fourteenth Amendment guarantees that no 

person shall be deprived of his liberty or property 
interests without due process of law.lo Law enforcement 
officers, unlike private sector employees, generally enjoy 
a property interest in their job. Any actions that will 
deprive them of their job, thro\lgh suspension or 
termination, must comply with due process require
ments that ensure that the actions are taken in a fair 
and evenhanded manner)1 

Employees also have a liberty and property interest 
in their reputations that is also protected by the due 
process clause. Employees have a right to be free from 
any unwarranted stigma attached to termination that 
would hurt their future employment chances.l2 

As applied to police drug-testing programs, due 
process essentially requires conformity with two 
principals. First, the d.rug test and drug-testing 
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procedures ~ust be fairly conducted. Notice must be 
given to the employee that a drug-testing program 
exists, when tests will be given, and how the test wUl 
be implemented. The test may not be administered 
based on individual discretion, or in an arbitrary and 
capricious manner,13 Second, termination for drug use 
should remain confidential. The department shculd not 
release to future employers, other police agencies, or 
newspapers information that confirms that the 
employee was fired for drug use'!. 

C. Miscellaneous Legal Challenges 
Drug testing has been challenged as a Fifth Amend

ment violation, as the officer is being forced to produce 
evidence of his own misconduct. As the Fifth Amend
ment only applies to oral inculpatory evidence, drug 
testing is not a Fifth Amendment violation. 

Termination for drug testing does not constitute cruel 
and unusual punishment under the Eighth Amendment. 
Termination is not considered excessive or unreasonable 
in light of the offense.ls 

Termination of drug addicts does not constitute a 
violation of the Federal Rehabilitation Act of 1973.16 

While drug addiction is considered a handicap protected 
by the act, no violation occurs if the addiction 
substantially impairs the employee's ability to perform 
their job. The illegality of drug use and the debilitating 
effect of drugs constitute a substantial impairment of a 
police officer's ability to perform essential duties. The 
threat to public safety from drug use also consitutes 
substantial impairment. 

Termination of drug users, but not alcoholics, does 
not constitute a violation of the Fourteenth Amendment 
Equal Protective clause, for similar reasons. Drug use 
is i1lega~ alcohol use is not.t7 

The most potent threat to police departments comes 
from private citizens. Where a department retains a 
drug-using officer who harms a citizen due to their drug 
use, the department can be sued for negligent retention 
of an employee.IS 

IV. MODEL DRUG-TESTING POLICY 

A. Framework of Policy 
1. Necessity for Written Policy. The need for a written 

policy is especially critical for those departments 
developing a drug-testing program for officers. The 
majority of courts deciding drug-testing cases has 
analyzed the soundness of drug-testing programs based 
on the "mount of information the officer is given 
concerning department drug-testing procedures,l9 Thus, 
the agency should d~velop a written drug-testing policy 
that will inform employees of all relevant information. 

2. Stated Governmental Interests. Any policy that 
regulates an officer's conduct must be relah:d to 
achieving a valid dep<lrtmental interest. Where the 
policy regulates a fundamental right such as privacy, 
the policy must be more narrOWly drawn, and related 
to achieving a significant, or compelling departmental 
interest.2o 

The significant law enforcement interests that justify 
the use of employee drug testing were discussed earlier 
in this paper. These interests should be discussed in 
the written drug-testing policy. This will provide any 
court perusing the document with a dear picture of 



why the department is justified in generating a drug
testing program. 

In addition, where the department explains in the 
policy why drug testing is important and necessary to 
the depurtment, the practice itseU is more palatable to 
the collective bargaining unit and the employee. Drug 
testing is reduced from the status of spying and 
interfering with the officer's life, to a tool to protect 
both the officer and the public. 

For these reasons, the model policy places a discussion 
of the departmental interests justifying a drug-testing 
program in the policy statement. This immediately tells 
the reader, judge, or officer why this program is 
necessary, and describes those concerns it is meant to 
address. 

3. Prohibited Activity. Law enforcement executives 
that favor lean, sparsely written policies and procedures 
are encouraged to suspend this practice when promul
gating a drug-testing policy. As far as the courts are 
concerned, the more information provided to the officer, 
the more reasonable the policy. And, details which may 
seem obvious, and are thus omitted, may take on a 
startling importance and not be as obvious to courts 
reviewing the policy. 

An excellent example of this is the prohibition against 
drug use in the model policy. As an officer cannot be 
terminated for non prohibited behavior, termination for 
drug use pursuant to a positive drug test could be held 
impermissible where the policy manual does not state 
that drug use is prohibited. 

Most departments prohibit drug use in their Rules 
of Conduct. However, it is important that when 
establishing a drug-testing policy, this rule is clearly 
worded to advise the officer of that activity which is 
prohibited. 

For this purpose, the model policy provides clear 
instruction as to departmental prohibition of drug use. 
Two specific types of activity are prohibited. First, the 
model policy prohibits the ingestion of any controlled 
or other dangerous substance unless upon a doctor's 
orders. Ingestion covers all forms of introduction of 
drugs to the body such as sniffing, injecting, inhaling, 
oral administration, or the placing of acid onto the 
eyeball. Second, the model policy prohibits ingestion 
of prescription or over-the-counter drugs in amounts 
beyond the recommended dosage, where this would 
impair job performance. This section addresses abuse 
of drugs such as Percodan, cough syrup, decongestants, 
and tranquilizers. Increased dosages of such drugs can 
also impair the officer's perceptions and reactions and 
prove just as addictive as street drug§. 

The model policy prohibits these uses of drugs 
whether the officer is on or off duty. Some departments 
may choose to prohibit drug use only for on-duty 
officers. Many courts and labor organizations protest 
limitations on off-duty conduct as an unacceptable 
privacy violation. However, the majority of courts have 
upheld the type of blanket drug use prohibition 
embodied in the model policy as a reasonable restriction 
on a police offict=r's rights of privacy.21 In reaching this 
conclusion, courts have based their decision on the 
lingering affects of drug use, and the illegal status of 
controlled substances. 

Drug testing is not sophisticated enough to discern 
the intent with which drugs were used. The drug test 
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merely reports the presence in certain amounts of the 
drugs for which it screens. However, the practice of 
drug testing is only meant to discipline or terminate 
officers who intentionl'lly use or abuse dangerous 
substances. 

In order to protect innocent employees, the law 
enforcement executive should include in the written 
policy the following provisions found in the model 
policy. First, officers who have been taking prescribed 
medication that contains a narcotic base such as cudeint' 
should report this fact to their supervisor. In cast' of 
a subsequent positive drug test, or .accusation of drug 
use, the officl'r will be protected from termination or 
suspension. 

Another important provision relates to unintentional 
drug ingestion that can result in a positive drug test. 
In both the social and work environment, the officer 
may "passively inhale" drug smoke that could later 
register as a positive drug test. A narcotics unit officer 
may be forced ultimately to use a drug in a drug dealer's 
presence in order to establish credibility. Passive 
inhalation and unintentional use of a controlled 
substance should immediately be reported to the 
supervisor to avoid later misunderstandings. 

The department is not looking for, and is not justified 
in punishing, an officer for these types of unintentional 
drug activity. Thus, as provided in the model policy, 
departments seeking to implement drug-testing policies 
should protect their officers by narrowly crafting the 
prohibited drug use provisions. 

B. Scope of Testing 
The amount of notice or information that an officer 

is provided pertaining to when he will be required to 
submit to a drug test is a key consideration in the overall 
determination of the reasonableness of a drug-testing 
program. Of similar importance, the policy must state 
who may order that an officer be required to take a 
drug test. 

The model policy permits compulsory urinalysis in 
a number of clearly defined instances: 

1. Applicant Drug Screening. The model policy 
requires that all applicants for the position of sworn 
police officer submit to a drug test during a preem
ployment physical as a condition of employment. 

Preemployment drug screening has been approved 
by the courts as a valid means of ensuring fit, drug
free employees.22 As such, it is a valid condition of 
employment. 

Stringent due process requirements are not generally 
applicable to applicants rejected on the basis of a positive 
drug test, or the types of drug tests permitted.2J The 
applicant is not an employee of the agency with 
discernible rights. Submission to the drug test is 
considered to have been done and accepted on a 
voluntary basis. 

A recent case rejected an argument that drug 
screening of police applicants disproportionately 
impacted minority populations.24 Where the test is 
administered as part of a general preemployment 
physical administered by the municipal doctor, no 
doctor-patient confidentiality rights are triggered. The 
doctor is an employee of the administering entity.2~ 

Preemployment drug screening can be a strategically 
crucial means of assuring a drug-free work force. While 
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drug testing is not a perfect means of projecting which 
employees will use drugs in the future, it remains a 
powerful tool in detecting possible candidates-those 
currently using drugs on a regular basis. 

An important issue that each agency must initiaUy 
consider is I..ow much past drug use it will accept in 
applicants. The Miami Police Department rejects all 
applicants with a past history of drug use. However, 
due to widespread drug use by society, many depart
ments are finding it harder and harder to find applicants 
with no past drug use experience. Thus, some depart
ments accept applicants with a minimal past history. 
This raises the issue of what is an "acceptable" past 
history of drug use. A law enforcement executive may 
want to delimit this based on type of drug used, 
frequency, and how long ago the drug use occurred. 
For t.!xample, the executive may decide that infrequent 
marijuana use is an acceptable condition, but infrequent 
heroin use is not. Once the department delimits 
acceptable past use standards, this standard must be 
applied equally to all applicants. 

2. Probationary Employee Testing. Given the costs 
involved in drug testing, smaller agencies may wish to 
limit testing to the applicant stage. This plan has a 
potential drawback. It has been argued that an applicant 
can beat a drug test by refraining from use of drugs 
for a specified period before the test. As the goal of 
applicant screening is to eliminate persons with drug 
problems, such subterfuge undermines the process. 

In order to prevent this potential subterfuge, the 
model policy additionally permits mandatory testing of 
all probationary employees throughout the probation
ary period prescribed by the department. Mandatory 
or mass testing requires that aU persons be tested an 
equal number of times in a testing period. This is often 
accomplished by testing the entire group on one day. 
The model policy requires that the chief or his designee 
determine the timing and frequency of the mandatory 
testing of probationary officers. 

Finally, the model policy permits random testing of 
probationary individuals throughout the probationa.ry 
stage where the individual has a past history of drug 
use. This is necessary to ensure that the probationary 
employee does not continue his habit after becoming 
a law enforcement officer. 

It is important to ascertain the legal status of the 
recruit or probationary officer undeX" state law or 
pertinent collective bargaining agreements before using 
these more legally complex testing methods. Important 
due process rights may be involved that must be 
considered in planning the drug test. 

3. Reasonable Suspicion. The model policy permits 
the department to administer a compulsory drug test 
upon reasonable suspicion that an officer is currently 
using, or has be~n using, drugs. 

The vast majority of federal courts has clearly held 
that law enforcement is constitutionally limited to drug 
testing upon reasonable suspicion.26 While making the 
choice easier for agencies seeking to implement drug 
testing, it should be noted that this type of testing is 
the most difficult to implement. A drug-testing program 
that requires testing only upon reasonable suspicion 
may still hold legal pitfalls for agencies in the following 
areas: 
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• Individualized or General? Testing may only be done 
upon reasonable suspicion of drug use. As discussed 
earlier in this paper, it is unclear whether reasonable 
suspicion must be founded upon individualized or 
generalized suspicion. The model policy has chosen 
to use a definition of reasonable suspicion based on 
a particularized suspicion. This complies more closely 
with Fourth Amendment guidelines. However, some 
departments may choose to incorporate the gener
alized suspicion for their pollcy. This choice presents 
a legal pitfall for departments should the Supreme 
Court decide this issue in the opposite way than the 
department may have chosen. 

• What Evidence Constitutes Reasonable Suspicion? The 
second danger in reasonable suspicion testing is one 
familiar to law enforcement-whether the facts that 
instigated the decision to test an officer amounted 
to reasonable suspicion. The generally accepted 
definition of reasonable suspicion, as reflected in the 
model polky, is "specific and objective facts about 
the conduct of an individual, and any rational 
inferences that would cause the reasonable police 
officer to believe that the individual has been using 
drugs." 
In assessing reasonable suspicion, law enforcement 

personnel are given great leeway due to their status 
as trained observers. As police are trained to assess drug 
use in citizens, their observations concerning drug use 
by a fellow employee a~e considered fairly trustworthyP 
However, to ensure validity of the drug-testing program, 
it is suggested that departments either state in the 
policy, or circulate to employees, a list of observable 
characteristics of drug use . 

Reasonable suspicion can also be formulated from 
nonobservec\ information about the officer suspected 
of drug use.2S Again, law enfnrcement is considered to 
have a tremendous intelligence-gathering and investi
gational edge over other industries that will allegedly 
immediately net information about officer drug use. 1n 
calculating reasonable suspicion, informants' tips and 
citizen complaints concerning an officer's drug use or 
involvement in drug dealing may provide an adequate 
basis for a drug test.29 

Finally, less direct information can be considered in 
determining reasonable suspicion. Increased absentee
ism, u:;e of force incidents, accidents, or disciplinary 
problems may indicate dn~g U&2. Evidence that an officer 
is clearly living beyond his means may bolster other 
evidence that the officer may be involved in drug 
activity. 

Aside from eyewitness observation of drug use, each 
of these factors alone may not be enpugh to amount 
to a reasonable suspicion. Where, as in the model policy, 
an individualized suspicion standard is to be used, a 
balancing test suggested by courts in several recent 
decisions may prove useful in instructing employees 
on reasonable suspicion. This test suggests that before 
requirin~ a drug test, the department assess the quality 
of its reasonable suspicion by weighing (1) the nature 
of the tip or information; (2) the reliability of the 
informant or information; (3) the degree of corroboration; 
and (4) any other facts contributing to the presence, 
or lack thereof, of reasonable suspicion.30 This analysis 
may aid employees in separating a mere hunch from 
the actual proof needed. 



• Incident Testing as Reasonabll! Suspicion? Some drug
te~,!lng plans .. notably those adopting a generalized 
reasonable suspicion standard, include "incic!~nt 
testing" as a type of testing for reasonable suspicion. 
Incident testing refers to compulsory testing of an 
offic({ after an accident, use of force, or similar critical 
incident to determine whether it W;lS caused by drug 
use. The incident alone is considered reasonable 
suspicion. While incident testing has been strongly 
upheld in cases concerning the transportation 
industry, it is unclear at this point whether the case
by-case approach to employee searches discussed in 
O'Connor would support it for police officers. In 
addition, it is important to note that drug tests can 
not adequately be used to determine if an accident 
or use of force can be attributed to drug use. The 
drug test will show if drugs were used, but it cannot 
tell when they were used. Thus, an officer with a 
positive drug test after a critical incident may not 
have been drug impaired at the time of the incident. 
The model policy would only permit a drug •• bt here 
if additonal factors tended to prove that the incident 
was caused by drug use. 

• When Can a Test be Ordered? It is especially critical to 
formulate clear procedures for reasonable suspicion 
testing in order to ensure that employees are not 
subjected to arbitrary or biased testing. In order to 
circumvent these problems, the model policy requires 
that testing may only be initiated upon documented 
evidence, and at the order of a supervisor. Any 
employee observing potential drug use characteristics 
should immediately notify his supervisor. The 
supervisor should then begin the documentation and 
investigation process. 
Where there ale strong indications of current on-the

job drug use, the supervisor may temporarily relieve 
the employee of his dut!es and order an immediate drug 
test. Where evidence of drug use is ambiguous or weak, 
more investigation and documentation are prudent. 

Departments may wish to include more supervisory 
~ayers in the reasonable suspicion review process in 
order to provide better checks and balances. For 
example, some departments require the chief to give 
final approval to order a drug test after analysis of the 
documented suspicion and investigation by several 
successive supervisors. Anothl:i!r method often used is 
to only permit employee absef vations to serve as a basis 
for a test when corroborated by other employees. This 
prevents an officer from being tested wrongfully due 
to a sp~teful co-worker. 

Procedures detailing when an officer may be tested 
upon reasonable suspicion must be narrowly crafted 
in order to eliminate the possibility of arbitrary testing. 
The department must ensure that testing is not 
conducted on ambiguous evidence of drug use, a mere 
hunch, or as a result of personal vendetta, but upon 
meaningful evidence of drug use. 

4. Physical Ex~-"l1s. The model policy permits a drug 
test as part of a regularly scheduled physical exami
nation required by the department. 

To dale, drug screening during a departmentally 
required general physical examination has received 
strong support from those courts examining such 
practices.3! No expectation of privacy can be asserted, 
as the officer is submitting his body for medical analysis 
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for any conditions. Thus, the governmental interest in 
ensuring healthy, fit police officers outweighs .any 
negligible employee interests. 

The crucial consideration in determining test validity 
is whether the physical is truly a regularly scheduled 
physical exam. The exam cannot be a thinly veiled 
excuse to do drug testing. There must be a clear 
connection between the physical exam and the 
employer's legitimate safety concerns.32 Thus, a 
provision requiring a six-month checkup by city doctors 
that only involved urinalysis would probably be 
prohibited. 

Department practices concerning physical examina
tions vary due to their expense. Some departments 
r~quire an annual physicaL while others base the timing 
of the required exam on the officers age or upon 
promotion. For example, officers over 35 may be required 
to have annual e.<ams, while officers under 35 may only 
be required to be examined every other year. How~~er, 
law enforcement has begun to place increased emphasis 
on fitness and medical exams in order to reduce potential 
employee cardiorespiratory problems. Thus, drug 
testil)g may be conducted during these regularly 
scheduled physical examinations. 

Some departments have required a general physical 
examination thot !ncidentally requires a drug test, after 
certain incidents. For example, in Wrightsell v. City of 
Chicago, the court upheld the use of compulsory physical 
exams that included drug tests: (1) to identify the cause 
of an officer's illness or incapacitation; or (2) where an 
officer has excessive sick leave; or (3) where an officer 
has been ordered to submit to a psychiatric examination; 
or (4) the officer is returning to work after a 3O-d:ay 
leave of absence due to suspensi.on, to receive extra 
training, re-employment pursuant to court order, or any 
other reason. Thus, the focus of the test is on the officer's 
general health, and is not primarily a broad-based 
general search to ascertain any prohibited drug use. 

Where departments choose to initiate drug testing 
as part of a physical exam, this should be clearly stated 
in the policy. The policy should explain the connection 
between the exam and Hie department's concern for 
the officer's general health and fitness. 

5. Specialized Unit Tests. Finally, the model policy 
requires a drug test as a condition of application and 
acceptance to specialized units within the department. 
This section would apply to such units as the narcotics, 
organized crime, SWAT, or bomb squad units. 

Drug testing of specialized unit members is merited 
by the inherent nature of these assignments. In units 
where great technical expertise, split-second timing, and 
decision-making ability are required, drug use by unit 

. members presents a heightened potential of danger for 
both the unit members and the public. In narcotics and 
organized crime units, drug testing may prove especially 
critical. It has been speculated that the continual 
exposure to drugs and the drug culture has often led 
to drug use by narcotics unit members. In addition, these 
officers are particularly vulnerable to forms of drug 
corruption by members of organized crime. 

Specialized unit litigation generally has focused on 
narcotics unit testing. For the reasons cited above, the 
majority of courts have upheld drug tests of all 
applicants to specialized units, where conducted as a 
condition of application and acceptance.33 In addition, 
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such testing has gained approval because application 
is made on a voluntary ba!lis by the officer. Thus, 
applicants are deemed to have xnowingly and freely 
consented to be tested. 

1n order to ensure the continuing integrity of narcotics 
or other specialized units, some department drug
testing plans have contained a provision requiring 
random drug tests of all udt. members at specified 
intervals after acceptance in the unit. The case law on 
random testing of narcotics unit members is particularly 
unclear.J.C The seminal case of Caruso v. Ward, which 
originally produced the spate of cases prohibiting 
random testir;g of narcotics unit members as uncon· 
stitutional, was recently reversed. Random testing was 
upheld because unit membership was voluntary, thus 
the members had a choice to submit to drug testing.35 

In addition, applicants were not penaliz~d if they 
withdrew their application rather than submIt to a drug 
test or random testing. 

By contrast, cases prohibiting this type of random 
testing have state~ that testi~g upon .reas~nable 
suspicion, and pollce observation and mtellIgence 
techniques, provide more than adequate me~ns of 
determining potential unit member drug use, WIthout 
the intru5iveness. 

The Supreme Court. will have an opportu~jty t.o 
determine the constitutional parameters of specla~ Unit 
testing this te.rm in National Treasury Employees Unwn v. 
Von Raab.36 This case concerns the testing of Customs 
officials applying for positions with increased exposure 
to drugs. Before implementing random or mandatory 
testing of specialized unit members then, the law 
enforcement executive is urged to consult state case 
law and watch for the decision of this case. 6: Mass/Mandatory Testing. Finally, the model 
policy permits mandatory or mass testing of officers. 
The timing and frequency of such tests should be 
determined by the chief or his designee. 

Mandatory or mass testing requires that all officers 
undergo a drug test, whether on one specified dati!. or 
within a certain period of time. The mod.el policy 
suggests that testing be conducted on a uOlt-by-ufllt 
basis until all officers have been tested. At present, the 
majority of courts have not permitted this type.o~ testing 
because it is initiilted on no articulable SuspICIOn that 
any particular officer is involved in prohibite~ drug 
activity.37 Instead, it is a far-real=hing search to find out 
just this information. However, some courts have 
suggested that more intrusive meas'..:res such ~s 
mandatory testing may be permitted where there IS 
evidence that the drug problem cannot be adequately 
addressed through such measures as internal inv~sti
gations, citizen complaints, and employe~ observation. 

As stated in the introduction to thiS paper, law 
enforcement executives must playa leadership role in 
eliminating drugs from the law enforcement professi?n. 
Use of mandatory testing is a necessary and effective 
tool in achieving this goal. It strikes the correct balance 
between employer and employee rights. Employees 
have no ri~ht to use drug:; and endanger others. . 

Mandatory testing allows the department to qUIckly 
ascertain which employep.s are using drugs. Given the 
insidious effects of drugs on the law enforcement 
profession, time is of the essence. Ordinary means of 
discovering officer drug use have come too late to 
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prevent corruption and accidents caused by drugs, and 
cannot be said to have begun to identify all drug users. 
Thus, use of mandatory testing is advocated as the only 
means to eliminate officer drug use, while providing 
consideration for employee rights. 

B. Random Testing 
The modt!l policy prohibits random drug testing of 

sworn officers. For the purpose of this paper, a 
distiflction is made between mandatory and random 
testing, although courts often use the terms interchange
ably to denote drug tests conducted without any bas~s 
for belief that the person to be tested has used or IS 
using drugs. 

Random drug testing, as first discussed in Shoemaker 
v. Handel,38 can take several different forms. Obviously, 
the person to be tested is chosen at random. However, 
in a classic random test, no attempt is made to test 
all officers equally over a specified period. While each 
officer has an equal chance to be tested at each draw, 
unless the names of those already tested are withdrawn, 
officers can be subjected to double testing or no testing. 
Random drug testing of law enforcement officers has 
been almost unanimously prohibited by the courts as 
an unconstitutional search and seizure and a violation 
of due process.3<) As with mandatory tests, random tests 
are considered a prohibited "general" search because 
the officer is testec without any actual suspicion of drug 
use. 

As discussed earlier, an important question in drug 
testing concerns th.e nature and quality of the suspicio~s 
evidence upon whIch a drug test must be founded. ThIS 
ambiguity may provide a means to approve random 
testing at a future date. Several courts ruling against 
random drug testing of police have noted that they 
would approve a random testing plan if the department 
could prove that o~cer drug use had reac~,e.d such 
proportions that testing upon reasonable SuspICIOn and 
normal police intelligence and investigative techni~ues 
to detect officer drug use were no longer a VIable 
option.40 

Random drug testing has generally been upheld only 
for heavily regulated industries such as the horse-racing 
and nuclear power industries.41 While each police drug
testing case has argued that law enforcement qualifies 
as a regulated industry due to statutory and internal 
restrictions, this argument has been rejected in all but 
one case.42 

Due process objections to random testing have 
focused on the selection procedures. Random choice 
may permit an official to target for testing an officer 
who is disliked. It has been held that any approved 
random test must be set up to eliminate human 
intervention and prejudices. Thus, where random 
testing has been permitted, a computer-generated 
random program has been used to eliminate arbitrary 
official discretion. 

C. Testing Procedures 
1. Chain of Custody. The most critical part of the 

drug test itself is maintenance of a strict chain of custody 
for the urine specimen. Where it may be shown that 
a positive drug test could have resulted from human 
error or tampering or a broken chain of custody, the 
courts may invalidate any disciplinary action taken as 
a result of the positive drug test. Thus, urine specimens 



should be subject to the same chain of custody 
procedures as any other piece of evidence. Preservation 
of the chain of custody should begin before the test 
itself is administered. The first step is to ensure the 
reliability of personnel responsible for the administra
tion of the test and the analysis of the specimens. Some 
departments have the capacity to perform the drug test 
and analysis in-house. However, the majority of 
departments hire an outside lab to either conduct both 
steps, or the analysis only, after department pel'sonnel 
oversee the taking of the specimen. 

Careful and thorough training should be given to any 
departmental personnel involved in administration or 
analysis of drug tests. Proper chain of custody 
procedures should be emphasized, as well as confiden
tiality and compassion. 

The model policy requires that the agency choose an 
experienced and reliable laboratory to conduct analysis 
of the urine specimen. Given law enforcement budget 
constraints, the temptation is to choose the lowest 
bidder for the job, and trust that they are comp1etent. 
The department should carefully scrutinize the 
laboratory's procedures for documentation and han
dling of the specimen, and request references to 
determine the reliability of the laboratory. 

The model policy further protects the integrity of the 
drug test by requiring that the room in which the 
specimen is given be searched for foreign substances 
and documented as secure. Departments should be 
warned that employees have proven io~"'nious in 
creating ways to circumvent drug t'!sts. ';,e sale of 
"clean" urine has prompted many em}: "yers to require 
that the employee be searched before the specimen is 
given. 

The urine specimen should be given in a private, 
medical setting. The safest procedure is to have a "dry" 
room, with no running water available from the sink 
or toilet. This prevents contamination of the specimen 
with water. Certain chemicals or dyes may be placed 
in toilet bowl water to show that a specimen has been 
tampered with, where it is not practical to use a dry 
room. The room should have nothing in it where an 
employee could hide contaminants. For example, an 
employee could carry contaminating liquid or clean 
urine in a body cavity and hide it in a waste paper 
basket, Kleenex box, or other place for use by a fellow 
employee to be tested at a later time. 

Each step of the test should be carefully documented. 
As required in the model policy, specimen containers 
should be clearly marked with the employee's identi
fying number and the date and time the specimen was 
submitted. The employee giving the urine sample 
should provide positive identification before giving a 
sample. 

Prior to the test, the employee should be given a 
questionnaire concerning recent drug use. This asks the 
employee to list those medications or passive exposures 
to drugs that may trigger a positive test. 

2. Employee Comfort. The model policy requires that 
the urine specimen be collected in a manner that will 
not embarrass, demean, or cause physical discomfort 
to employees. 

Most drug-testing policies require that the employee 
disrobe before entering the bathroom to produce a 
specimen. This ensures that no items will be carried 
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in to contaminate the sample. The employee should be 
provided a light robe to wear into the testing area, and 
be given a light pat-down search to ensure these items 
have not been placed in the robe. 

Use of witnesses to the act of urination has been 
upheld by courts as necessary to ensure the integrity 
of the test. However, the amount of actual visual 
observation of the act is up to the department. The more 
demeaning the procedure, the higher the chance it will 
be held unreasonable. For this purpose, it is suggested 
that medical personnel be used to monitor the 
proceedings. 

The observer must be of the same sex as the employee. 
While it is perfectly proper to have the observer watch 
the urine being discharged, some departments permit 
the observer to tum their back or avert their eyes in 
order to permit the employee some privacy. Where the 
employee has been searched before entering the 
collection site, and the observer is able to listen for any 
abnormal sounds that may indicate sample falsification, 
visual scrutiny may be unnecessary. 

Where department personnel will .be observing the 
urine discharge, personal concerns should be taken into 
account. Where the department has knowledge that 
certain employees do not like each other, one employee 
should not be permitted to observe the other while 
urinating. A supervisor should not be required to submit 
to observation by one of his employees. Command staff 
should be given observers of their own rank or the next 
highest rank. 

The employee should be made as comfortable through 
the entire process as possible. While a natural body 
function, it is not uncommon for an employee to "freeze 
up" upon being presented with a specimen cup with 
orders to fill it. However, it should be noted that such 
"freezes" may be an attempt to stall. in hopes the test 
will not be administered. Extra time also provides the 
employee a better chance that the body will be naturally 
erasing signs O¥ drug use. 

The policy should set a certain period, such as eight 
hours, in which the urine specimen must be given. The 
time period should be a reasonable one, as time 
pressures can worsen the sudden inability to urinate. 
Consideration should be shown where the observer feels 
that his presence is probably causing the freeze. Failure 
to produce a specimen should be considered refusal to 
submit to the drug test. 

3. Sample Splitting. The model policy permits sample 
splitting, as long as the samples are collected at the 
same time, and marked immediately. Sample splitting 
permits the employee to have a urine sample divided 
and stored for future analysis. In cases where the initial 
sample is lost or shows a positive result, the employee 
can challenge the positive result if the split sample 
remainder shows negative for drug use. It is unclear 
at this point whether due process absolutely requires 
that sample splitting be permitted. However, a sense 
of fairness dictates that the employee be able to use 
what means are available to defend against a faisc 
positive result. As the rest of the sample remains 
refrigerated, this practice costs the department little. 

After a specimen is given, it must be immediately 
sealed, labeled, and refrigerated until tested. The model 
policy requires that each step in the collection and 
processing of the sample be documented in order to 
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ensure validity. The sample should be stored in a secured 
refrigerator. Access to this refrigerator should be limited 
to those personnel testing the samples, or those who 
must retrieve samples from it. 

D. Screening of Urine Samples 
The model policy requires that a urine sample taken 

as part of a compulsory drug test be subjected to two 
technologicaUy different drug-screening methods in 
order to ensure the accuracy of a positive drug-test 
result. While this may seem to impose an expensive 
and repetitious burden on the law enforcement agency, 
this requirement results from the state of drug-screening 
technology, and can actually prove cost effective in the 
long run. 

There are several types of drug-screening processes 
currently in use. These processes differ based on cost, 
accuracy, sensitivity, the way the process detects the 
presence of drugs, and the types of drugs that can be 
detected by th'.: process. Not sur;rrisin.giy, the cheaper 
screening processes are less accmate, less sensitive, and 
may not be able to detect the full range of drugs an 
agency may wish to screen for in its drug-testing 
program. 

No drug-screening process currently in use is 
completely accurate in detecting the presence of drugs. 
While early statistics on drug screening by DNA analysis 
from body hair have been impressive, this technique 
has not yet been fully proven. 

The most common combination of drug tests are the 
immunoassay tests, confirmed by the gas chromato
graphy/mass spectrometry (GC/MS) technique. The 
immunoassay-type tests are cheaper, and fairly reliable, 
but not reliable enough to be used alone. Thus, many 
agencies use the immunoassay or radioimmunoassay 
techniques initially, to isolate only the positive test 
results. Then, the more expensive and sensitive GCI 
MS method will only be needed for a few specimens. 
It is important to use a technologically different and 
more sophisticated screening method to ensure the 
accuracy of a positive result, and cross-check the sample. 

Drug-screening methods can produce different types 
of inaccurate results. A "false positive" result means that 
the test indicated that certain drugs were present, when 
they actually were not. False positives can be caused 
by human error, faulty procedures, and the technology 
itself. In addition, false positives can be created by cross· 
reactivity. Cross.reactivity occurs when certain non· 
prescriptive drugs or substances interact to create a 
positive test result for a drug that is not actually there. 

By contrast, "false negatives" report the presence of 
no drugs, when drugs are actually present. False 
negatives can occur due to the addition of certain sub
stances to the urine, or where the urine goes stale due 
to age. 

Finally, false negatives may occur due to the cut-off 
levels of a screening method. Cut-off levels are the 
concentration of drugs in the urine that will reliably 
be detected by the drug-screening method. Naturally, 
the smaller the amount desired to be detected, the lower 
the reliability factor. Manufacturers usually set cut-off 
levels for their tests. Thus, if a person has a lower 
concentration of a drug in their system than the cut· 
off level, it will register as negative for cirug use, although 
drugs may have actually been used. 
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The model policy has included the cut-off levels 
currently prescribed by the federal government as an 
example,"l Each department should carefully study the 
drug-screening methods available, and determine which 
drugs they need to test for and the appropriate cut
off levels. 

E. Confidentiality 
The model policy requires that all records pertaining 

to an applicant's or employee's drug-test history remain 
confidential. This applies to pre-test consent forms, 
intelViews containing lists of prescribed drugs used, 
preliminary test results, and any other written 
documentation of the drug test. 

These documents cover the type of personal employee 
information that is considered confidential under most 
state public record laws. In addition, the stigmatizing 
aura of drug testing.. given for any reason, provides a 
basis for a due process deprivation of reputation suit, 
should the information be released. Thus, the model 
policy specifically states that an employee's drug-testing 
information cannot be passed on to future employers. 
To enhance this, release of such information is a 
disdplinable offense. 

All drug-testing records should be kept in a separate, 
secure file area, in order to ensure confidentiality. The 
records should be retained as required by state law. 
Access to the records should be strictly limited to those 
personnel with an absolute need to know. 

V. ACCREDITATION STANDARDS 

No accreditation standards on drug testing are 
available at this time. 
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Appendix 6 

• 
Drug Detection Periods 

,., 
;'Ii Drug category Detection Period· . ,.' Amphetamines Stimulants 
• Amphetamine 2 .. 4 days 

Methamphetamine 2-4 days 

Barbiturates Sedative Hypnotics 
Amobarbital 2-4 days 
Butalbital 2-4 days 
Pentobarbital 2-4 days 
Phenobarbital Up to 30 days 
Secobarbital 2-4 days 

Benzodlazepines Sedative Hypnotics 
Diazepam (vaJium®) Up to 30 days 

• Chlordiazepoxide (Llbrium®) Up to 30 days 

Cocaine Stimulants 
BenzoyJecgonine 12-72 hours 

Cannablnolds (Marijuana) Euphoriants 
Casual Use 2-7 days 
Chronic Use Up to 30 days 

Ethanol Sedative Hypnotics Very shortt 

Methadone Narcotic Analgesics 2-4 days 

Methaqualone (Quaalude®) Sedative HypnotiCS 2-4 days 
.. Opiates Narcotic Analgesics 

Codeine 2-4 days 
) 

Hydromorphone (Oilaudid®) 2-4 days 

t 
Morphine (for Heroin) 2-4 days 

Phencyclidine (PCP) Hallucinoge ns 
Casual Use 2-7 days 
Chronic Use Up to 30 days 

• 
• Detection periods vary; rates of metabolism and excretion are different for each drug and user. Detoction 

periods should be viQwed as estimates. Cases can always be found to contradict these approximations. 
t Detection period depends on amount consumed. Alcohol is excreted at the rate of approximately one ounce per 

hour. 

Source: PharmChem Laboratories 
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DRUG SCREENING CONSENT AND MEDICAL INFORMATION RELEASE AUTHORIZATION eo I soc';" ""CU'1lY NU"BE' 

In order 10 maintain confidentiality of test results, will apply the following provisions: 
"' • The results of any test conduded shall be given only to the applicant who was tested, the or the executive 

officer, and cannot be revealed to any other party without the written authorization of tho applicant except that for the purposes of administering 
(a) • the executive officer shall reveal a failed drug test to other appointing powers who administer an examination for 
which drug testing is required for which the individUal is an applicant; or (b) , the executive officer may reveal a failed drug tost and ,., other relevant information to the board and staff authorized to investigate andlor hear appeals. 

• The results of any test conducted shall not be used in any adverse action proceedings • •• • 
fl. The intol'mation disclosed by the applicant shall be 9xamil'lad only by and only if the applicant has a positive confirmatory drug tQst, except 

that for pUrpoS9S of administering • this information may be axamined by the board and staff authorized to investigate andl 
or hear appeals. 

In order for the Medical Department to make the proper analysis of your speCimen, please answer the following questions. 

/flQ'UUt,:; str99t 

IF YOU HAVE NUJWEREO"VES" TO ANV OF THE ASOVE OlJESTIONS. LISTTl-iE NAMES OF Al.l. DRUGS OR MEDICATIONS. WHEN AND WHY Tl-iEYWERE TAKEN. THEAMOUi'lT USED AND '!'HE flHYSICIAN 
~ T PRESCRIBED 'llEM FOR YOU. 

~ ----------------------------------------~--.-----------------------------------------------------
) 

f 

DRUG SCREENING CONSENT 
---.~--------~------~--------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~----~--~~~-------------------I hereby consent and agree to give a sample of urine for drug screening as part 0# the omployment physical. Results of the screening shall be 
nm'vil1'll1 to Personnel Department by MetwastJB.P.L LaboratoiY. Further, I understand that if the confirmed test results are positive and 

the of drugs other than prescribed medication, I will be disqualified from being hired. 

NOTE: II th_ app/lcr;.nt daa. not sign the consent form and aubmlt s".c4men, an "llam/m!lion will not b" conductMi. AppllC8nt will be dfsqullllilttd on the 
buill of an Incompl.te exam/Mlioll. A NCond medical appolnrm."r will not be ".rmlfted at a /a,.,. dllte, and tho di$q~allf1catJon will remain In effect for 
the appllC'.tJnt'a MlIi,. ".riod tif eligibility on !he certification IJ.t Applicant may a""..' th~ dlaqu.llf1catJon to the. This consent 
will authorlu the rifle-oarl dlt,;eloaure of med/callnfonnatJon punJu.nr to 

Use .tlvious editions unlit.... leteli. 




